Agenda Date:

February 7, 2022

AGENDA
CRAVEN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
REGULAR SESSION
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2022
7:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
APPROVE AGENDA
1.

PETITIONS OF CITIZENS (AGENDA TOPICS)

2.

CONSENT AGENDA
A.
Minutes of January 18, 2022 Regular Session and January 24, 2022
Reconvened Session
B.
Tax Releases and Refunds
C.
Cooperative Extension Bate Foundation Grant – Budget Amendment

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS
3.

TAX – REPORT OF UNPAID 2021 TAXES AND TAX LIEN ADVERTISEMENT
DATE: Leslie Young, Tax Administrator

4.

SHERIFF – VEHICLE LEASE: Major David McFayden

5.

FACILITIES: Gene Hodges, Assistant County Manager; Scott Harrelson,
Health Director; Steven Creel, Facilities Director
A.
Award of Contract for Construction of 340 B Pharmacy
B.
Approval of Fuel Center Project and Related Budget Amendment

6.

APPOINTMENTS

7.

COUNTY ATTORNEY’S REPORT: Arey Grady

8.

PETITIONS OF CITIZENS (GENERAL)

9.

COUNTY MANAGER’S REPORT: Jack Veit
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10.

COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS

11.

CLOSED SESSION

12.

PLANNING – SANDY RIDGE MOBILE HOME PARK – BUDGET
AMENDMENT: Don Baumgardner, Planning Director
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Agenda Date:

February 7, 2022

Presenter:
Agenda Item No.
1
Board Action Required or Considered:

No

PETITIONS OF CITIZENS (AGENDA TOPICS)

Comments directly pertaining to items on the agenda of any regularly scheduled meeting of
the Board shall be made during an agenda comment period occurring at the beginning of
each regularly scheduled meeting. Comments during this period shall be limited to those
comments directly pertaining to items on the agenda for such meeting.
Each speaker must address the Board as a whole (and not any individual Commissioner,
County staff member or the audience) from the lectern and shall begin his or her remarks
by giving his or her name and address and the topic about which they intend to speak.
Each speaker will have three (3) minutes to make remarks, as measured by a timer
operated by County staff. A speaker may not yield any of his or her time to another
speaker.
Speakers must be courteous in their language and presentation and must abide by
generally accepted standards of decorum. Speakers shall not make the same or repetitive
comments, whether during a particular comment period or over the course of multiple
comment periods. Speakers shall not attack or insult any person or group of people, and
speakers shall not give belligerent or hostile comments during any comment period.

Board Action: Receive information
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Presenter:
Agenda Item No.
2
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

CONSENT AGENDA
A.

MINUTES OF JANUARY 18, 2022 REGULAR SESSION AND
JANUARY 24, 2022 RECONVENED SESSION

The Board will be requested to approve the minutes of January 18, 2022 regular
session and January 24, 2022 reconvened session, as shown in Attachment #2.A.
B.

TAX RELEASES AND REFUNDS

The Board will be requested to approve the tax releases and refunds shown in
Attachment #2.B.
C.

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION BATE FOUNDATION GRANT – BUDGET
AMENDMENT

Cooperative Extension has received Bate Foundation Grant funds to cover fees to send
youth to 4-H camp that otherwise would be unable to attend.
The Board will be requested to approve the budget amendment, shown in
Attachment #2.C., in the amount of $2,500.00
Board Action: A roll call vote is needed to approve the consent agenda items
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February 7, 2022

Presenter:
Leslie Young
Agenda Item No.
3
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: TAX – REPORT OF UNPAID 2021 TAXES AND TAX
LIEN ADVERTISEMENT DATE
Tax Administrator, Leslie Young, will present the amount of 2021 taxes that remain
unpaid which are a lien upon real estate. NCGS 105-369(a) requires this report.
This statute also requires the Board to order the Tax Collector to advertise the liens for
2021 in a newspaper of general circulation in the county. Ms. Young will request that
the Board authorize that the liens be advertised in The Sun Journal on Monday, April
11, 2022.
Board Action: Receive report and authorize date to advertise liens
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Presenter:
David McFadyen
Agenda Item No.
4
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: SHERIFF – VEHICLE LEASE
Major David McFadyen will request approval to renew the vehicle lease with Ebbie
Howard and extend the lease to three years.
Due to a shortage of spare vehicles, the Sheriff’s Office is not able to fully utilize
Reserve Deputies for community patrol functions. Ebbie Howard has purchased a law
enforcement rated, fully equipped, Chevrolet Tahoe to lease to the Sheriff's Office for
one dollar per year. A copy of the lease, prepared by the county attorney, is shown in
Attachment #4.
The lease provides that Mr. Howard will be responsible for all costs regarding
maintenance and repairs, along with other costs associated with the vehicle. The lease
also requires that he indemnify the County. The vehicle will be used for law enforcement
purposes only, at the direction of the Sheriff's Office.
Board Action: Approve lease
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Presenters: Gene Hodges; Scott Harrelson; Steve Creel
Agenda Item No.
5
Board Action Required or Considered: Yes

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: FACILITIES
A.

AWARD OF CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 340 B PHARMACY

On June 7, 2021, the Board of County Commissioners authorized staff to begin the
development of a 340 B Pharmacy to be housed in the Health Department. On August
2, 2021 a Budget Amendment in the amount of $1,047,250.00 was approved by the
Board of Commissioners that included operational costs, construction costs, capital
costs, and design costs related to this project. County staff engaged with the contracted
architect firm of Oakley Collier Architects (OCA) to begin the design of this project and
develop bid documents for contractors. The solicitation for bids was advertised on
December 14, 2021 and closed on January 11, 2022. A pre-bid meeting was held on
site with 7 contractors or sub contractors attending. When bids were opened on
January 11, we received 3 bids. The certified bid tabulation sheet is included in
Attachment #5.A.
The low bidder for this project was Waters Contracting Company with a base bid of
$285,000.00. It is also recommended that all of the alternates be accepted which will
bring this bid to $286,688.00. Craven County has experience with Waters Contracting
and the principal owner, Malcolm Waters. Mr. Waters was the primary contact related
to the construction of the Adult Primary Clinic at the Health Department in New Bern
and the inclusive playground located at Creekside Park. Additionally, they have
functioned as a sub contractor with Barnhill Contracting on the Courthouse Rebuild
project and have also done numerous small construction projects for the Maintenance
Department.
To move this project forward, staff is requesting that the Board of Commissioners
accept the bid with alternates from Waters Contracting in the amount of $286,688.00
and authorize staff to execute all necessary contracts and agreements related to this
construction project.
Board Action: Accept the bid with alternates from Waters Contracting in the
amount of $286,688.00 and authorize staff to execute all necessary contracts and
agreements related to this construction project.
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B.

February 7, 2022

APPROVAL OF FUEL CENTER PROJECT AND RELATED BUDGET
AMENDMENT

During the deliberations of the FY2021-2022 Craven County Budget, the Board of
County Commissioners directed staff to explore the development of a County operated
fuel station. Funds were budgeted for engineering and design services and the County
has been working with Mr. Dwayne Alligood of Vaughn & Melton on this project.
Through this process, staff has become engaged with JF Petroleum Group from
Morrisville, NC. JF Petroleum is a provider of fuels and fluids storage, management,
and dispensing systems through the Sourcewell purchasing cooperative. The
Sourcewell purchasing cooperative is a purchasing vehicle approved through the State
of North Carolina for local governments to utilize that streamlines the purchasing
process. All goods and services that are contracted through Sourcewell have been
competitively bid and reviewed. Additionally, JF Petroleum has been the supplier of fuel
systems for many local governments in North Carolina as well as state agencies such
as NCDOT.
JF Petroleum has provided Craven County with a quote of $1,052,239.89.00 to develop
a fueling center near the Judicial Center on Clarks Road. This price includes all the
sitework, equipment, installation, and software for a 24,000 gallon capacity gasoline
fueling center. This center will include above ground tanks, redundant generator power,
fencing, canopy, and 4 dispensers capable of fueling two vehicles each simultaneously
(8 vehicles total). A site map sketch is included for reference.
Additionally, the County is responsible for a few items that are not included in the pricing
from JF Petroleum. These items include IT equipment, cameras and access control
equipment, 100' of fiber optic cable spliced into the existing line, an HVAC mini-split for
the control building, shelving and cabinetry for the control building, and installation of a
water meter and water line for the site. These items amount to $77,000.00. With the
$50,000.00 in engineering and design that was included in the FY21-22 budget and a
10% project contingency, the total amount of this project is $1,279,240.00.
To move this project forward, a budget amendment in the amount of $1,229,240.00 will
be required and authorization given to staff to execute the needed procurement
documents. (See Attachment #5.B.)
Staff is available for any questions.
Board Action: Approve a budget amendment in the amount of $1,229,240.00 and
authorize staff to execute all necessary contracts and agreements related to this
project. A roll call vote is needed
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Presenter:
Agenda Item No.
6
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

APPOINTMENTS

A.
B.
C.

PENDING
CURRENT
UPCOMING

Board Action: Appointments will be effective immediately, unless otherwise
specified.
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A. Pending:
i. Community Child Protection Team
ii. Craven/Pamlico Regional Library
iii. JCPC – Faith Community Representative seat

B. Current:
Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council – All seek
reappointment
 Jedediah Stancil – Ft. Barnwell EMS
 Jeffrey Fedyna – City of Havelock
 Bill Smith – Friendly Medical Transportation
Craven Aging Planning Board – Both seek reappointment
 Dora Jones – Coastal Community Action
 Lydia Brown – 60+ Representative

C. UPCOMING: Terms Expiring February/March, 2022

Juvenile Crime Prevention Council
 Gracie McCarthy
Craven County Board of Adjustments
 Mark Gatlin
 Lee K. Allen, III
Farmer’s Market Board
 Donald Heath
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Presenter:
Arey Grady
Agenda Item No.
7
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

COUNTY ATTORNEY’S REPORT
A.

APPROVAL OF CONVEYANCE AFTER EXPIRATION OF UPSET BID PERIOD1256 OLD BRICK RD., NEW BERN (PARCEL NUMBER 1-035-9002)

The County previously received and approved an offer to purchase this real property, in
the amount of $2,200.00, subject to the completion of the upset bid process. The offer
was advertised, and there were no upset bids, the final bid being $2,200.00. The upset
bid period has now expired, and the County Attorney recommends approval of the
conveyance at the purchase price of $2,200.00. The County originally acquired this
property through a tax foreclosure, with past due taxes and costs of foreclosure totaling
$2,116.05. The tax value of this property is $13,500.00.
Should the Board of Commissioners authorize this transaction, the resolution, shown in
Attachment #7.A, should be adopted, which in turn will authorize the execution and
delivery of the necessary documents.
Board Action: Adopt resolution approving conveyance after expiration of upset
bid period.
B.

APPROVAL OF CONVEYANCE AFTER EXPIRATION OF UPSET BID PERIOD1250 OLD BRICK RD., NEW BERN (PARCEL NUMBER 1-035-037)

The County previously received and approved an offer to purchase this real property, in
the amount of $1,800.00, subject to the completion of the upset bid process. The offer
was advertised, and there were no upset bids, the final bid being $1,800.00. The upset
bid period has now expired, and the County Attorney recommends approval of the
conveyance at the purchase price of $1,800.00. The County originally acquired this
property through a tax foreclosure, with past due taxes and costs of foreclosure totaling
$1,747.94. The tax value of this property is $12,000.00.
Should the Board of Commissioners authorize this transaction, the resolution, shown in
Attachment #7.B, should be adopted, which in turn will authorize the execution and
delivery of the necessary documents.
Board Action: Adopt resolution approving conveyance after expiration of upset
bid period.
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C.

February 7, 2022

CONSIDER/APPROVAL OF EMS MEDICAL DIRECTOR AGREEMENT

As the Commissioners are aware, for some years Dr. Stanley Koontz has been the
designated medical director for Craven County EMS, as well as for Pamlico County EMS
and Jones County EMS. Dr. Koontz is employed by EMP of Craven County, PLLC, the
group which staffs some aspects of the emergency department at CarolinaEast Medical
Center, and in turn Dr. Koontz is based at CarolinaEast. Through collaborative
discussions between Craven, Jones and Pamlico Counties, CarolinaEast, EMP and Dr.
Koontz, the parties have developed an agreement formalizing the working relationship in
place historically and re-allocating the contributions of each party to Dr. Koontz’s
compensation for serving as medical director ($60,000). Craven’s annual share will be
$10,000. For consideration by the Commissioners is the referenced agreement, shown in
Attachment #7.C, which staff understands has been approved by Jones County, Pamlico
County, EMP,
Dr. Koontz and CarolinaEast.
Board Action: The Commissioners are requested to consider (a) approving the
EMS Medical Director Agreement as presented; and, (b) delegating to the Chairman
and the Clerk to the Board the authority to execute and deliver the agreement.
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Presenter:
Agenda Item No.
8
Board Action Required or Considered:

No

PETITIONS OF CITIZENS – GENERAL TOPICS
Comments directly pertaining to policies or issues which are under the statutory or
administrative authority of the Board shall be made during a general comment period
occurring at the end of each regularly scheduled meeting. Comments during this period shall
be limited to those comments directly pertaining to issues which are under the statutory or
administrative authority of the Board.
Each speaker must address the Board as a whole (and not any individual Commissioner,
County staff member or the audience) from the lectern and shall begin his or her remarks
by giving his or her name and address and the topic about which they intend to speak.
Each speaker will have three (3) minutes to make remarks, as measured by a timer
operated by County staff. A speaker may not yield any of his or her time to another
speaker.
Speakers must be courteous in their language and presentation, and must abide by
generally accepted standards of decorum. Speakers shall not make the same or repetitive
comments, whether during a particular comment period or over the course of multiple
comment periods. Speakers shall not attack or insult any person or group of people, and
speakers shall not give belligerent or hostile comments during any comment period.

Board Action: Receive information
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Presenter:
Jack Veit
Agenda Item No.
9

COUNTY MANAGER’S REPORT
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Presenter:
Agenda Item No.

COMMISSIONERS’ REPORTS

15

10

Agenda Date:
Presenter:
Agenda Item No.

February 7, 2022

11

CLOSED SESSION
The Board will be requested to go into closed session pursuant to NCGS 143318.11(a)(3) to consult with an attorney to protect the attorney-client privilege.
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Presenter:
Don Baumgardner
Agenda Item No.
12
Board Action Required or Considered:

Yes

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: PLANNING – SANDY RIDGE MOBILE HOME PARK –
BUDGET AMENDMENT
Planning Director, Don Baumgardner, will request approval of a budget amendment,
shown as Attachment #12, that reflects court ordered access road improvements to the
Sandy Ridge Mobile Home Park located in Bridgeton, NC. On January 4, 2022 the
Craven County Superior Court issued a Default Judgment against the owners of Sandy
Ridge Mobile Home Park allowing the County the ability to make improvements to the
access road to the park and also improvements within the park. Staff solicited informal
bids for the cost of improvements of the access road to the park and also improvements
within the park. Four bids were received; the lowest bidder was GHC Construction of
New Bern, with a bid amount of $77,146.00. A 20% overrun contingency for unforeseen
expenditures brings the total to $92,576.00. This improvement will be phase 1 of the
overall improvements under the Default Judgment.
Board Action: Approve budget amendment and award project to GHC
Construction of New Bern. A roll call vote is needed.
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1
2
3

4
5
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7
8
9
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23
24
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26
27

28
29

30
31
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33
34
35

36
37
38
39

DRAFT

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF CRAVEN MET IN
REGULAR SESSION IN THE COMMISSIONERS' ROOM OF THE CRAVEN COUNTY
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 406 CRAVEN STREET, NEW BERN, NORTH
CAROLINA, ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 2022. THE MEETING CONVENED AT
8:30 AM.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Chairman Jason R. Jones
Vice Chairman Denny Bucher
Chairman George S. Liner
Commissioner Theron L. McCabe
Commissioner Thomas·F. Mark
Commissioner E.T. Mitchell (via telephone)
Commissioner Beatrice R. Smith
STAFF PRESENT:
Jack B. Veit, III, County Manager
Gene Hodges, Assistant County Manager
Craig Warren, Finance Director
Amber Parker, Human Resources Director
Arey Grady, County Attorney
Nan Holton, Clerk to the Board
Lauren Wargo, Assistant to the County Manager

:fo[[owing tfie P[eage of ..:A[[egiance, County ..'Attorney, .'Arey (jraay, recitea the fo[rowing
invocation:
Lora(joa, w e hum6[y come 6efore You toaay, anawe thank you for Your
rove anayour Grace anaYour yeace that is maae avai[a6[e to us a[[
(joa, we ask for your divine wisaom anaguiaance here toaay, for you
anayou a[one know the future ana the things that are to come. vVe ask
that you wou[a [eaa us in the aecisions we are a yart of ana that you
wou[agive us 6o[aness to honor You.
vVou[ayou enpower every man anawoman in this room to use the fife
You have given them for gooa? Let us 6e [eaaers who fo[[ow Your
examJJ[e, [eaaers who rove sacrificia[[y, give se(f[ess[y, ana serve
gracious[y. :May w e a[[ ao our best to imyact this incredi6[e County ana
:Nation of ours for the 6etter.

40
41
42
43
44

vVe ask Your 6[essing on our Commissioners, on our County ana on our
'1..lnitea States of .'America.
In the name ofJesus, we yray.
.'A.men.
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45
46

:Jlasea'l!}Jon tlie in-vocation given .oy :Pastor :Randy :Jlezet at tlie June 25.,
eftlie YS .:Jfouse ef:Re_presentatives

20Is session,

47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Commissioner Mark motioned to approve the agenda, as presented, seconded by Commissioner
Smith and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.

CONSENT AGENDA
Commissioner Liner motioned to approve the Consent Agenda, inclusive of the Minutes of
December 20, 2021 Regular Session; Minutes of January 3, 2022 Regular Session; Tax Releases
and Refunds (Credits= $5,866.98; Refunds= $2,028.61); Sheriff- Budget Amendment
(Donation Checks); Sheriff- Budget Amendment (International Paper Donation). His motion
was seconded by Commissioner Smith and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.

Sheriff's Office
REVENUES

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

1014310-38301
Misc. Donations

$125.00

1014310-43240
Other Supplies

$100.00

1014310-43246
K-9 Supplies

$ 25.00

TOTAL

$125.00

67
68

69
70
71
72

73
74

TOTAL

Justification: The Sheriffs Office received two donation checks. One check in the amount of
$100.00 will be used to purchase a variety of items that the office needs. The other check in the
amount of $25.00 was given to the K-9 Unit to purchase items for the K-9's and their handlers.

75

Sheriff's Office

76
77

REVENUES

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

$125.00

AMOUNT
EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

1014310-38301
Misc. Revenue

$1,000.00

1014310-43240
Other Supplies

$1,000.00

TOTAL

$1 ,000.00

TOTAL

$1,000.00

Justification: The Sheriffs Office received a donation from International Paper Company for
$1,000.00 to use at the Sheriffs discretion. The Sheriff requested to use these funds to aid in the
costs of Rabies Vaccines for the Animal Protective Services employees.
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92
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94
95
96
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98
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110
111
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124
125
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130
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134
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DRAFT

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PUBLIC HEARING - PROJECT 2 TIGER

At 8:34 am Commissioner Mark motioned to go into public hearing, as advertised, to receive
public comments regarding the sale of Lot 19-7 in the Craven County Industrial Park.
Commissioner Liner seconded the motion, which carried 7-0 in a roll call vote.
There were no citizens from the public that signed up to speak.
At 8:34 am Commissioner Liner motioned to close the public hearing, seconded by
Commissioner Mark and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: CARTS
Authorization to Apply for American Rescue Plan (ARP) Capital Funds

CARTS Transportation Director, Kelly-Walker-Cuthrell, reported that the North Carolina
Department of Transportation Integrated Mobility Division (NCDOT/IMD) has released an
application for American Rescue Plan (ARP) Capital Funds. She indicated CARTS receives
5311 Community Transportation Plan funding for the rural service provided in Craven, Jones,
and Pamlico counties. All systems receiving 5311 are eligible to apply to NCDOT/IMD for ARP
funding.
Mrs. Cuthrell noted that applications are due to NCDOT/IMD no later than February 1, 2022.
The period of performance for this grant is March 3, 2022, through June 30, 2023. CARTS
anticipates using these funds during the FY2022-2023 budget year.
She indicated the ARP grant will reimburse systems for 100% of the capital expenses. Expenses
that qualify for reimbursement using CARES Act funding as well as ARP funding will be filed
for reimbursement by the most beneficial grant. We are specifically requesting funding for 60%
of the cost to replace twenty-seven (27) radio systems, purchase a wheelchair securement
training table, replacement hard drives for the vehicle cameras, and a replacement administrative
vehicle.
Mrs. Cuthrell requested authorization to submit a grant application for American Rescue Plan
Capital funds in the amount of $68,276. This application has the additional requirement of
certification that CARTS did not furlough any employees on or after March 27, 2020. CARTS
did not furlough employees.
Mrs. Cuthrell responded to an inquiry about the current condition of CARTS vehicles.
Commissioner Mark motioned to authorize CARTS to apply for American Rescue Plan (ARP)
Capital Funds, as requested, seconded by Commissioner Mitchell, and approved 7-0 in a roll call
vote.
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DRAFT

Authorization to Apply for American Rescue Plan (ARP) Operating Funds

Mrs. Cuthrell reported that the North Carolina Depa11ment of Transportation Integrated Mobility
Division (NCDOT/IMD) has released an application for American Rescue Plan (ARP) Operating
Funds. She indicated CARTS receives 5311 Community Transp011ation Plan funding for the rural
service provided in Craven, Jones, and Pamlico counties. All systems receiving 5311 are eligible
to apply to NCDOT/IMD for ARP funding.
Mrs. Cuthrell noted that applications are due to NCDOT/IMD no later than February 1, 2022. The
period of performance for this grant is March 3, 2022 through June 30, 2023. CARTS anticipates
using the funds during the FY2022-2023 budget year.
She highlighted the ARP grant will reimburse systems for 100% of the net operating expenses.
Expenses that qualify for reimbursement using CARES Act funding as well as ARP funding will
be filed for reimbursement by the most beneficial grant.
Mrs. Cuthrell requested authorization to submit a grant application for American Rescue Plan
Operating funds in the amount of $254,145.
Commissioner Mark motioned to authorize CARTS to apply for American Rescue Plan (ARP)
Operating Funds, as requested, seconded by Commissioner Liner and approved 7-0 in a roll call
vote.
DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: SOCIAL SERVICES - LOW INCOME ENERGY
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FUNDING (PANDEMIC/ARPA AND REGULAR)

Social Services Director, Geoffrey Marett, reported that the state has released the Pandemic Low
Income Energy Assistance Program Funding to counties. This funding is 100% Federal with no
County match, payments will be made directly to vendors on behalf of eligible participants.
He stated that additionally, funds for regular Low Income Energy Assistance Program funding
exceeds the original state estimates.
Mr. Marett responded to inquiries about overhead and the application process.
Mr. Marett requested approval of a budget amendment in the amount of $803,220.00.
Commissioner Mitchell motioned to approve the following budget amendment, as requested,
seconded by Commissioner Smith, and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
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Mandated 5215
REVENUES

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

1015215-33424
$ 90,354.00
Energy Assistance
(regular LIEAP funding)

1015215-42307
$ 90,354.00
Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP)
(regular LIEAP funding)

1015215-33424
$625,717.00
(ARPA/Pandemic LIEAP funding)
1015212-33416
$ 87,149.00
Services Staff & Overhead

1015215-42307
$625,717.00
(ARPA/Pandemic LIEAP funding)
1015210-44050
$ 87,149.00
Contractual Employees

TOTAL

$803,220.00

TOTAL

$803,220.00

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-AUTHORIZE SALE
OF LOT 19-7 AND ADOPT RESOLUTION
Economic Development Director, Jeff Wood, announced pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 158-7.1,
Craven County (hereinafter "County") intends to convey for economic development purposes a
fee simple interest in a +/- two (2) acre tract (hereinafter "Tract") of land, the Tract being Lot 197 in the Craven County Industrial Park. The tract contains a blue line stream and cannot be
developed. The buyer has offered Five Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00) an acre, for a
total value of Ten Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($10,000.00), and the County intends to convey
and sell same for such value. He indicated that the County believes the proposed conveyance will
stimulate and stabilize the local economy, result in the retention of a substantial number of new
permanent jobs in the County, and result in increased tax revenues to the County. The purchaser
owns property adjacent to the tract and intends to invest in their current building. This property
will allow that expansion to occur and also allow for the environmental sustainability of the
stream.
Mr. Wood requested that the Craven County Board of Commissioners authorize the County
Manager to complete the sale of Lot 19-7 and adopt the resolution.
Commissioner Liner motioned to authorize the sale of Lot 19-7 and to adopt the following
resolution, as requested, seconded by Commissioner McCabe and approved 7-0 in a roll call
vote.
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229
230
231
232

WHEREAS, Craven County (hereinafter "County"} has determined that County has historically

233

suffered a degree of economic and fiscal distress which can be remedied in part by the expansion of

234

industries currently located in County and the location of new industries in County; and,

RESOLUTION OF THE CRAVEN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS APPROVING
CONVEYANCE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES

235

WHEREAS, the expansion and location of industries in County will benefit County and its citizens

236

by increasing and diversifying both the personal property and real property ad valorem tax bases which

237

will increase tax revenue, and resulting ancillary economic activity will increase sales tax revenues, all of

238

which will make available to County more funds with which to improve the general health, safety and

239

welfare of County's citizens; by providing a greater number of jobs with higher salaries and better

240

benefits than are now available to citizens of County; by stimulating secondary economic activity which

241

is directly beneficial to County and its citizens, including residential real estate development and the

242

expansion of existing services and businesses; by increasing and improving the infrastructure of County;

243

by increasing the economic opportunity available to County's citizens and by improving the general

244

technical training of County's workforce; and,

245

WHEREAS, William S. Lane, Jr. ("Buyer"} has previously purchased a parcel of real property

246

located in the Craven County Industrial Park and constructed thereon a commercial facility ("New

247

Facility''} valued at $724,400.00 by the Craven County Assessor; and,

248
249

WEHREAS, adjacent to the New Facility Craven County owns a+/- 2 acre parcel known as Lot 197 ("the Site"}; and,

250

WHEREAS, in order to provide for the future expansion of the New Facility, Buyer has offered to

251

purchase from County the Site for a total purchase price of Ten Thousand and no/100 Dollars

252

($10,000.00} (the "Purchase Price"}, or Five Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00} per acre; and,

253
254

WHEREAS, due to the size of the Site and the configuration of adjoining parcels, the Site is not
suitable for commercial use or ownership separate and apart from that of such adjoining parcels; and,

255

WHEREAS, County has determined that the fair market value of the Site is Five Thousand and

256

no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00) an acre, for a total fair market value ofTen Thousand ($10,000.00} (the "Fair

257

Market Value"}; and,

258
259
260

WHEREAS, N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 158-7.l(a}, provides:

Each county and city in this State is authorized to make
appropriations for economic development purposes. These
6
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261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269

appropriations must be determined by the governing body of
the city or county to increase the population, taxable
property, agricultural industries, employment, industrial
output, or business prospects of the city or county. These
appropriations may be funded by the levy of property taxes
pursuant to G.S. 153A-149 and lG0A-209 and by the allocation
of other revenues whose use is not otherwise restricted by
law.
WHEREAS, N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 158-7.l(d) provides:

270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284

A county or city may acquire and develop land for an industrial
park, to be used for manufacturing, assembly, fabrication,
processing, warehousing, research and development, office

WHEREAS, individuals employed at the New Facility are on average paid $28.00 per hour, and

285

the Buyer anticipates additional employees hired on account of future expansion of the New Facility will

286

be paid similarly; and,

use, or similar industrial or commercial purposes. A county may
acquire land anywhere in the county, including inside of cities,
for an industrial park, while a city may acquire land anywhere
in the county or counties in which it is located. A county or city
may develop the land by installing utilities, drainage facilities,
street and transportation facilities, street lighting, and similar
facilities; may demolish or rehabilitate exjsting structures; and
may prepare the site for industrial or commercial uses. A county
or city may convey property located in an industrial park
pursuant to subsection {d) of this section.

287

WHEREAS, the Site has heretofore been owned for over 3 decades by County, thereby

288

generating no ad valorem tax revenue for County, and upon transfer of the site to Buyer, ad valorem tax

289

revenue generated by the Site will begin accruing to County; and,

290

WHEREAS, on January 18, 2022, and after proper public notice, pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. §

291

158-7.l(d) the Board of Commissioners for County held a public hearing concerning its intent to

292

convey and sell the Site to Buyer, upon the terms and conditions herein described; and,

293

WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of County does desire to convey and grant to Buyer

294

the Site, by and through the Agreement for Purchase and Sale of Real Property attached hereto and

295

incorporated herein by reference and does further desire that this RESOLUTION serve as a memorial

296

of the actions taken by the Board of Commissioners on this matter.

297

Now, therefore, be it resolved as follows:
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That the Agreement for Purchase and Sale of Improved Real Property

attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference is hereby ratified and approved in its entirety.
Section 2.

That, pursuant to the aforesaid agreement, County shall execute and deliver

301

such documents and instruments as may be reasonably necessary in the opinion of counsel to County

302

to accomplish the purposes of said Agreement, including but not limited to the transfer and

303

conveyance to Buyer of the Site.

304

Section 3.

That the Chairman, Clerk to the Board, Manager, Assistant Managers, Economic

305

Developer and such other officers and agents of County are hereby authorized to execute any and all

306

documents necessary in the opinion of counsel to County to effectuate any of the transactions

307

contemplated herein.

308

Section 4.

That this RESOLUTION be entered in the official minutes of the Board of

309

Commissioners of County and that the Clerk to the Board certify copies of this RESOLUTION as may be

310

necessary in the opinion of counsel to County.

311

This the 18th day of January 2022.

312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: HUMAN RESOURCES-BUDGET AMENDMENT
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENING EXAMINATION
Human Resources Director, Amber Parker, addressed the Board stating that Session Law 2021138 (SB 300) Criminal Justice Reform and Session Law 136 (HB 436) Support Law
Enforcement Mental Health require a psychological screening examination by a licensed
psychologist to determine a criminal justice officer's psychological suitability to properly fulfill
responsibilities. The new laws apply to all newly hired criminal justice officers as of January 1,
2022, unless they are already ce11ified by the NC Sheriffs' Training and Standards Commission.
She stated the psychological screening exam must be completed prior to the new criminal
justice officer receiving initial ce1tification or before they perform any action requiring
certification by the Commission and it will apply to deputies, detention officers and
telecommunicators. She indicated it is intended to establish a contract with The FMRT Group,
which is an industry leader in psychological services and the vendor Craven County routinely
uses for Fitness for Duty evaluations and other psychological services. They have over 500
clients nationwide (most are in NC and SC) and are well versed in the new requirements. The
cost will be $445.00 for each screening, and it is estimated approximately 40 screenings will
need to be completed for the remainder of the fiscal year. Ms. Parker requested approval of a
budget amendment in the amount of $18,000.00 from the County's Fund Balance to the Human
Resources Contract Services budget line to cover the cost.
Ms. Parker responded to inquiries regarding location of screenings, impact on ability to place
people, and this being an unfunded mandate.
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Commissioner Mark motioned to approve the following budget amendment in the amount of
$18,000.00, as requested, seconded by Commissioner Smith, and approved 7-0 in a roll call
vote.

Human Resources

REVENUES

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

1010000-39901
CmTent Year FB

$18,000.00

101413 0-44000
Contract Services

$18,000.00

TOTAL

$18,000.00

TOTAL

$18,000.00

DEPARTMENTAL MATTERS: FINANCE - BUDGET AMENDMENT - COLA FOR
LIBRARY EMPLOYEES
Finance Director, Craig Warren, reminded the Board that at the December 20, 2021, Board
meeting, Commissioners approved a 5% COLA for eligible County employees effective with
the pay period beginning January 5, 2022. The Board also indicated that it would like to fund a
COLA for library employees as well. To cover the COLA for the libraries, it is estimated that a
budget amendment in the amount of $30,259.00 will be needed.
Mr. Warren requested approval of a budget amendment in the amount of $30,259.00.
Commissioner Liner motioned to approve a budget amendment in the amount of $30,259.00, as
requested, seconded by Commissioner Mark, and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.

Special Appropriations - Libraries

REVENUES

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

1010000-39901
Current Year FB

$30,259.00

1015931-49660
New Bern
1015931-49660
Cove City
1015932-49660
Havelock
1015934-49660
Vanceboro

$21,674.00

TOTAL

$30,259.00

TOTAL

9

$ 1,917.00
$ 4,328.00
$ 2,340.00

$30,259.00
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CITY OF HAVELOCK PARKS AND RECREATION CAPITAL REQUEST
County Manager, Jack Veit, welcomed City of Havelock staff members; Jim Freeman, Interim
City Manager; Chris McGee, new City Manager; and Travis Adams, P&R Director.
Mr. Veit reviewed that this was brought forth in 2016 to a different Board and stated that the
City of Havelock and Craven County agreed to a 50% cost share project, improving the
recreational facility located off Highway 101. Craven County's 50% will go towards two (2)
equipment and maintenance metal storage facilities on opposite sides on a 50-acre recreational
site.
Mr. Veit highlighted the nine points that both parties much agree to:
► One-time capital recreation improvement that is City owned, maintained, and insured,
whereby the County and City would pro-rata cost share fifty percent, however the total of
the County's individual share is not to exceed $100,000
► IF grant related funds should be obtained/utilized by either party, the other party's
contribution is to b e reduced accordingly by same grant amount
► A copy of the City's developed informal bid documents and project scope/specifications
are referenced as pmt of this document
► Upon both governing bodies approval of the MOU, and within 14 days of said concurred
approvals, the City shall begin advertisement for project bids
► Once City of Havelock awards an actual construction contract, such is provided to the
County and cost share dollar amounts are to be adjusted accordingly as per the
understanding of this MOU
► Additionally, the city of Havelock is to provide the County the contractor' s actual dates
of notice of award, pre-construction meeting, notice to proceed and proposed
construction to completion timeline
► The County is to reimburse within 30 days its pro-rata shares after their receipt of actual
paid project invoices from the City of Havelock
► Upon issuing a notice to proceed with the contractor, the City staff is to provide both
governing bodies with a monthly written progress report and
► If there should be use/storage fees, it is understood that such fee schedule is to be equal
for all associations, city/county citizens or other permitted organizations who would
utilize these two storage facilities.
Mr. Travis Adams provided the Board with an update on the purpose of the projects.
Mr. Veit requested approval of a budget amendment in the amount of $84,700.00, and to execute
a Memorandum of Understanding.
Commissioner Liner motioned to approve the following budget amendment in the amount of
$84,700.00 and to execute a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Havelock. His
motion was seconded by Commissioner Smith and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
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430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
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Special Appropriation - City of Havelock

REVENUES

AMOUNT

1010000-39901

$84,700.00

AMOUNT

1014111-49691

$84,700.00

City of Havelock

Current Year FB
TOTAL

EXPENDITURES

$84,700.00

TOTAL

$84,700.00

APPOINTMENTS
Pending
Chairman Jones reviewed the following pending appointments:
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►

►

Adult Care Home Advisory Committee
Community Child Protection Team
Craven County Clean Sweep
Craven/Pamlico Regional Library
Emergency Medical Services
JCPC - Faith Community Representative seat
Nursing Home Adviso1y Committee
Regional Aging Advisory Board
Voluntary Agriculture District Advisory Board (District 6)

Current
There were no current appointments.
Upcoming
Chairman Jones reviewed upcoming appointments to boards and committees due to expire in
February and March.

COUNTY ATTORNEY'S REPORT
County Attorney, Arey Grady, had nothing to repo1i.

COUNTY MANAGER'S REPORT
County Manager, Jack Veit, commented that Monday, January 24 th would be an oppo1tunity to
receive information from County staff regarding the American Rescue Plan (ARP) fund.
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475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519

He asked if the Board would be interested in recessing this meeting to January 24th at 8:30 am to
receive this presentation.
He reported he and Commissioner Smith met recently with Smart Start Executive Director, Pat
Mon-ow and talked about the work that needs to be done with our young citizens to change the
narrative of their life.
He commented on his recent paiiicipation in an ACT meeting where they are looking at different
options and positioning for Cherry Point.

COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS
Commissioner Mark commented on his recent Fairfield Harbour precinct meeting, stating that 55
people were in attendance. He repo1ied there were 51 people in the hospital with Covid.
Commissioner McCabe had nothing to repmi.
Commissioner Mitchell had nothing to repoti.
Commissioner Liner had nothing to report.
Commissioner Smith also mentioned meeting with Pat Morrow of Sma1i Start and is looking
forward to the continued relationships. She emphasized the significance of working with the
youth rounding them out to become well education and well fed so they can become better
citizens. Mrs. Smith extended her appreciation to Mr. Veit for taking the time to meet with her
and Ms. Mon-ow and for working with her and her interests.
Commissioner Bucher had nothing to repmi.
Chairman Jones had nothing to report.

CLOSED SESSION
At 9: 14 am Commissioner Liner motioned to go into closed session (following a five-minute
recess to set the room up) pursuant to pursuant to NCGS 143-318.1 l(a)(l) to prevent the
disclosure of information that is privileged or confidential. Commissioner Smith seconded the
motion which was approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
At 9:40 am Commissioner McCabe motioned to return to open session, seconded by
Commissioner Mark and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
There was no action to repmi.
At 9:40 am Commissioner Mark motioned to recess until January 24th at 8:30 am in the
Commissioners' Boardroom. His motion was seconded by Commissioner Liner and approved
7-0 in a roll call vote.
12
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THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF CRAVEN COUNTY RECONVENED ITS
REGULAR SESSION OF TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 2022 ON MONDAY, JANUARY 24,
2022 AT 1:30 PM IN THE COMMISSIONERS' ROOM OF THE CRAVEN COUNTY
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 406 CRAVEN STREET, NEW BERN, NC. THE
PURPOSE OF THE MEETING WAS TO RECEIVE INFORMATION REGARDING
THE AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN (ARP) ACT.

7
8
9

The meeting time was changedfi·om 8:30 am to 1:30 pm while the County was under a State of
Emergency due to "Winter Storm Jasper".

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Chairman Jason R. Jones
Vice Chairman Denny Bucher
Chairman George S. Liner
Commissioner Theron L. McCabe
Commissioner Thomas F. Mark
Commissioner E. T. Mitchell
Commissioner Beatrice R. Smith

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

STAFF PRESENT:
Jack B. Veit, III, County Manager
Gene Hodges, Assistant County Manager
Craig Warren, Finance Director
Amber Parker, Human Resources Director
Arey Grady, County Attorney
Nan Holton, Clerk to the Board
Lauren Wargo, Assistant to the County Manager

28
29

Chairman Jones opened the reconvened session with prayer.

30
31
32
33
34
35

County Manager, Jack Veit, informed the Board that the purpose of today' s meeting was to learn
about the guiding decisions for the funds associated with the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021.
Finance Director, Craig Warren, provided the Board with presentation materials on the
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (CSLFRF), part of the American Rescue
Plan Act.

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Mr. Warren overviewed the CSLFRF Program and the dates leading up to the Final Rule being
released on Janumy 6, 2022. He informed the Board that Craven County's allocation is
$19,839,303.00 and would be received in two tranches. Craven County received $9,919,651.50
in May 2021 and would receive the same amount in May 2022.
Mr. Warren explained the eligible categories of uses under the Final Rule and provide examples
of uses of funds in each catego1y:
1. Replace Lost Public Sector Revenue
2. Supp011 the COVID-19 Public Health and Economic Response
3. Premium Pay
1
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He explained that all funds must be obligated by December 31, 2024 and fully expended by
December 31, 2026.

48

49
SO

51
52
53
54
55

Regarding category 1: Replace Lost Public Sector Revenue, the County may calculate revenue
loss in two ways:
1) Up to $10 million standard allowance or,
2) Calculate revenue loss with the Treasmy formula.
Mr. Warren recommend electing the standard allowance ofup to $10 million for lost revenue and
holding it in Capital Reserve until final use is approved by the BOC.

56

57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64

After some discussion, Commissioner Mitchell motioned to elect standard allowance up to $10
million for lost revenue and to hold it in Capital Reserves until final use is approved. Her motion
was seconded by Commissioner Smith and approved 7-0 in a roll call vote.
Regarding catego1y 2: Support the COVID-19 Public Health and Economic Response, Mr.
Warren presented the Board with the option to use $161,000.00 of the funds to purchase a full
body scanner for the jail. In addition to scanning inmates during intake for any hidden items, it
would also measure their body temperature to determine if sick upon booking.

65

66
67

Mr. Veit explained this process is to categorize the money, and while this one is more specific,
the Board could revisit this at budget.

68

69
70
71

Commissioner Liner motioned to approve $161,000.00 to be categorized in support of the Covid19 public health and economic response. His motion was seconded by Commissioner Mitchell
and approved in a 7-0 roll call vote.

72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

83
84
85

Regarding catego1y 3: Premium Pay for Essential Workers, Mr. Warren explained that local
government is identified as an eligible sector with essential workers in critical infrastructure. He
highlighted a proposal to use funds to provide premium pay for all eligible full-time and patttime County employees, indicating the specific program parameters are to be determined. In the
example he presented, full-time employees would receive a one-time lump sum of $3,500.00 and
part-time $500.00 for an estimated cost of $2,875,000.00. He further broke that down,
illustrating $2,178,303.00 from CSLFRF/ARP Funds and $696,697.00 from CRF/CARES
Funds. He remarked this would come back as patt of the budgeting process once the program
details were determined.
Mr. Veit interjected that if the Boai·d wanted something at budget time that didn't go towards the
bottom line, this is it and it is not recurring. He also reminded them they have until 2026 to
spend this.

86

87

At 1:5 1 pm Commissioner Mitchell departed the meeting.

88

89
90
91

After some discussion, Commissioner Mark motioned to suppmt the premium pay program for
all eligible full-time and pa1t-time County employees; his motion was seconded by
Commissioner Smith and approved in a 6-0 roll call vote.
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Regarding category 4: Water, Sewer, and Broadband Infrastructure, Mr. Wanen presented
information on the Water Telemetry/SCADA Project which was created in response to damages
during Hunicane Florence. He explained the need to replace existing phone line communication
network with fiber optic to connect all the County water assets. He remarked that a p011ion of
this project includes the relocation of existing fiber optic lines due to the 1-42 Expansion Project.
Mr. Warren indicated that after dealing with FEMA, they were only going to commit $62,800.00
to this project. The estimated cost of this project is $8 million, and his proposal illustrated
$7,500,000.00 coming from CSLFRF/ARP Funds, and $437,200.00 from the Water Reserve
Fund.
Mr. Veit stated that this is the most critical pai1 of today's meeting. He rep011ed that a large
po11ion of the western pa11 of the County was without significant water pressure earlier today;
and this project has to happen one way or another.
Assistant County, Manager Gene Hodges, presented the Board with the NC general statutes
which prohibit counties from engaging in broadband infrastructure. To reiterate exactly what the
telemetry project is all about, using maps, he highlighted where fiber lines cross the river in the
northwest sector of the County and the lack of ability to communicate to the water tank on Piney
Neck Road. He explained this occurs in multiple other areas of the County.
Mr. Hodges then reported on the fiber assets along Hwy. 101 in the eastern pai1 of the County
and the lack of fiber capacity along Hwy. 70 leading into Havelock.
There was much discussion about the broadband issues and 1-42 expansion creating the need to
relocate fiber lines by 2023. Information Technology Director, Steve Bennett, rep011ed that
because of a study being done, physical assets have been identified at the southern end of the
County. Mr. Hodges emphasized that because this is ARP money, this is not a broadband
project, but a water telemetry project which encompasses fiber connections for communication
purposes between the various water components.
Commissioner Liner motioned to approve the use of CSLFRF/ARP funds for the Water
Telemetry/SCADA Project. His motion was seconded by Commissioner McCabe and approved
in a 6-0 roll call vote.
Mr. Warren concluded by reviewing the key dates associated with the SLFRF Program:
► March 3, 2021 - funds can only be used for costs incurred on or after
► January 31, 2022 - first project and expenditure rep011 due
► December 31, 2024 - all funds must be obligated
► December 31, 2026 - all funds must be expended
Mr. Warren then sought the Boards approval of the Project Ordinance and Budget Amendment
related to the SLFRF Program.
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136
137
138
139

Commissioner Smith motioned to approve the Grant Project Fund 242 Ordinance and the Budget
Amendment in the amount of$19,839,303.00. Her motion was seconded by Commissioner
McCabe and approved in a 6-0 roll call vote.

140
141
142

Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recover-y Funds
American Rescue Plan Act
Grant Project Fund 242

143
144
145

BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of Commissioners Craven County, No1ih Carolina that,
pursuant to Section 13.2 of Chapter 159 of the General Statutes ofN01ih Carolina, the following
grant project ordinance is hereby adopted:

146
147
148
149

Section 1: This ordinance is to establish a budget for a project to be funded by the Coronavirus
State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds of H.R. 1319 American Rescue Plan Act of 2021
(CSLRF). Craven County's total allocation is $19,839,303.00. These funds may be used for the
following categories of expenditures, to the extent authorized by state law.

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

1. Supp011 public health expenditures, by funding COVID-19 mitigation effo1is,
medical expenses, behavioral healthcare, and certain public health and safety
staff;
2. Address negative economic impacts caused by the public health emergency,
including economic harms to workers, households, small businesses, impacted
industries, and the public sector;
3. Replace lost public sector revenue, using this funding to provide government
services to the extent of the reduction in revenue experienced due to the
pandemic;
4. Provide premium pay for essential workers, offering additional supp011 to those
who have borne and will bear the greatest health risks because of their service in
critical infrastructure sectors; and,
5. Invest in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure, making necessary
investments to improve access to clean drinking water, suppmi vital wastewater
and stormwater infrastructure, and to expand access to broadband internet.

165
166

Section 2: The following amounts are appropriated for the project and authorized for
expenditure.

167

Lost Revenue: Standard Allowance
Public Health Response: Full Body Scanner
Premium Pay: Essential County Employees
Water Infrastructure: Water Telemetry/SCADA Project

168

169
;I.70

$10,000,000.00
$ 161,000.00
$ 2,178,303.00
$ 7,500,000.00

171
172

Section 3: The following revenues are anticipated to be available to complete the project:

173

CSLRF Funds

$19,839,303.00

174 . Section 4: The Finance Officer is hereby directed to maintain sufficient specific detailed
175 accounting records to satisfy the requirements of the grantor agency and the grant agreements.
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176
177

Section 6: Copies of this grant project ordinance shall be furnished to the Assistant Finance
Director, the Finance Officer and to the Clerk to the Board of Commissioners.

178
179

Section 7: This grant project ordinance expires on December 31 , 2026, or when all the CSLRF
funds have been obligated and expended by the county, whichever occurs sooner.

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

Adopted this 24th day of January, 2022.

Non - Departmental
REVENUES

AMOUNT

EXPENDITURES

AMOUNT

2420000-33125
$19,839,303.00
American Rescue Plan

2420000-47010
Program Expenditures

$19,839,303.00

TOTAL

TOTAL

$19,839,303.00

$19,839,303 .00

Mr. Warren reminded the Board that they would still need to approve the required SLFRF
Program policies at a future date, as well as approve all bids, purchases, contracts and related
budget amendments for each proposal as this plan is implemented over the next few years.
COMMISSIONERS' REPORTS

Commissioner Mark reported at a recent precinct meeting, someone inquired about the vaccine
mandate resolution that a citizen presented to the Board at an earlier meeting and inquired the
status. It was determined that Staff would review existing resolutions and create a draft for the
Board to review prior to their February 21, 2022, meeting.

Commissioner Mark also requested Staff to research and provide a cost estimate for IPADS as a
substitute for paper agendas.
Commissioner Smith had nothing to repott.
Commissioner McCabe inquired for funds to replace the flooring at the Harlowe Community
Center, as their elections are held there, and the floors are unsafe.

Mr. Veit commented on having received quotes in June 2021 and indicated he would bring it
back to the February 21 st work session for further discussion. Mr. Veit also responded to an
inquiry from Commissioner McCabe regarding broadband capacity in his District, explaining
that the vendors could not make the numbers work based on the distances and the density.
Commissioner Liner had nothing to report.

216
217
218
219

Commissioner Bucher had nothing to report.
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Commissioner Jones referenced meeting with Commissioner Bucher and Mr. Veit about
appointments. He sought the Boards consensus to create an inactive list of Boards and
Committees that have had vacancies for 6 months or longer. Any applications submitted would
return that Board or Committee to the active list for review. Commissioner Mark motioned to
adopt this practice, seconded by Commissioner Liner and approved unanimously.

In addition, he recommended pulling Craven County Clean Sweep as Mr. Veit is working with
staff and will bring this back at budget time. All were in consensus.
At this time, topics to be discussed at the February 21 st work session, following the Board of
Commissioner's Regular Session were brought up. Commissioner Jones indicated the need to
review their By-Laws and discuss changing the time of their evening meeting from 7:00 pm to
6:00 pm. Mr. Veit referenced new legislation that affects sitting on non-profit boards and voting
on budget related items. There was discussion on inviting local legislators to meet on this topic.
It was requested the Mr. Veit organize an opp011unity to meeting with Congressman Murphy.
At 2:55 pm Commissioner Liner motioned to adjourn, seconded by Commissioner Smith and
approved unanimously.
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Craven County
RELEASES SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 21712022
Account Number Tax Year

Bill Number

Amount

2021

903317

16.73

202190576600

2021

905766

83.35

BIANCHI, MELINDA JANE
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191172100

2021

911721

226,07

BOOTHE, LINDA JAN
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202190327400

2021

903274

102.96

BOOTHE, LINDA JAN
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191466900

2021

914669

11.23

67860

2022

409550

671.65

851800

2022

409547

165.44

7751 1

2021

218559

5,594.75

COCHRAN, RICHMOND DANE
MILITARY EXEMPT

202190148900

2021

901489

11.89

COCHRAN, RICHMOND DANE
MILITARY EXEMPT

202190164200

2021

901642

9.28

COOK, DUSTIN EDWARD
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191031900

2021

910319

166.91

70554

2021

217380

126.52

Taxpayer Name

BEATTY, KELLE SNOWDEN
DOUBLE BILLED

202190331700

BEATTY, KELLE SNOWDEN
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

BOTTCHER, WILLIAM R
BILLING ERROR
BROADWAY TRUCKING CO INC
INCORRECT SITUS/ REBILL
CLEMENTE, GINO
PROPERTY VALUE CORRECTION

COURNOYER, RICHARD GUY
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1
CRUMP, GALETINE SMITH
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

1618490

2021

28517

61.20

DAVIS, CARL EARL
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191679500

2021

916795

34.14

EDDINS, JASON SAMUEL
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191588800

2021

915888

23.36

FRANTZ, JOSEPH BRANDON
MILITARY EXEMPT

202191138900

2021

911389

256.55

GANNON, JAMES
DOUBLE BILLED

77579

2021

218587

89.98

GRIBBLE, GERRIT
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

126181

2021

408696

10,95

GUINN, FREDDIE GLENN
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

59251

2021

216810

13.79

GURGANIOUS, RANDY LEE 11
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

86525

2021

212160

78.69

HAMILTON, ARTHUR JR HRS
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

112265

2021

20216

61.20

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2012

25225

74.21

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2013

24337

61 .80

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2014

24983

58.56

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

201 5

25177

55.32

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2016

25383

64.81

Page:2

Craven County
RELEASES SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 2/7/2022
Taxpayer Name

Account Number Tax Year

Bill Number

Amount

2017

25778

60.85

44896

2018

25575

56.89

44896

2019

21657

54.46

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2020

21657

50.36

HARRIS, W ILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

2021

21657

42.53

HODOWANIC, BARRY MARTEE
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

20589

2021

215615

140.89

106913

2021

208135

22.22

1993

2021

200027

60.00

202191303700

2021

913037

366.58

72668

2021

217405

50.72

202191216700

2021

912167

355.42

MANGIAFICO, PAUL JOHN
DOUBLE BILLED

41972

2020

214586

248.67

MANGIAFICO, PAUL JOHN
DOUBLE BILLED

41972

2021

214586

219.31

MARINE SOLUTIONS, LLC
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

44896

HARRIS, WILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED
HARRIS, W ILLIAM EARL HRS
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

JONES, DAVID FOREST II
BILLING ERROR
JONES, HOBSON JR
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION
JONES, ZEBEDEE NICK JR
MILITARY EXEMPT
KAW, NAY
DOUBLE BILLED
KNIGHT, ESSIE L
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

69479

2021

218313

25,89

MATTHEWS, M ICHAEL EDWARDS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191475000

2021

914750

148.62

MCCARTY, STEVEN PATRICK
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202190800000

2021

908000

160.45

MCDONALD, CHRISTOPHER COLVIN 11
MILITARY EXEMPT

202191754700

2021

917547

5.36

MCDONALD, CHRISTOPHER COLVIN 11
MILITARY EXEMPT

70606

2021

218353

181.36

MCKINLEY, JASON ERIC
MILITARY EXEMPT

77518

2021

218564

846.89

MORRIS, TRAVIS
MILITARY EXEMPT

78207

2021

218710

238.86

202191777900

2021

9 17779

65.66

MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

1800

2019

401903

12.25

MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

1800

2019

401915

12.95

MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

1800

2019

401917

14.03

MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

1800

2019

401918

15.11

MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

1800

2019

401920

14.23

MURDOCK, CHARLES
CORRECTED DISCOVERED PROPERTY VALUE

Page:3

Craven County
RELEASES SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 2/7/2022
Account Number Tax Year

Bill Number

Amount

1800

2019

401921

15.17

2021 90948500

2021

909485

146.84

52316

2021

21421

6 1.20

NEWELL, JOHN
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

121542

2019

211080

911.88

NEWELL, JOHN
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

121542

2020

211080

801.32

ORMOND, CURTIS R JR & JULIA R
DOUBLE BILLED

11251 1

2021

209512

215.90

REYNOLDS, HAYLEY KATHRYN
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

55047

202 1

216252

67.57

RIVENBARK, MATTHEW & CHRYSTAL
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

42116

2021

201332

61.20

ROBERG, ANTHONY
INCORRECT SITUS/ REBILL

88934

2021

2 13864

27.81

202191444100

2021

914441

114.63

106136

2021

2 10078

410.76

SIMMONS, JAIME LYNN
MILITARY EXEMPT

202191371300

2021

913713

49.82

SIMMONS , JAIME LYNN
MILITARY EXEMPT

55912

2020

405818

6.30

S IMMONS, JAIME LYNN
M ILITARY EXEMPT

55912

2020

405819

6.90

SIMMONS, JAIME LYNN
M ILITARY EXEMPT

55912

2021

216436

5.90

SIMMONS, JAIME LYNN
MILITARY EXEMPT

202191678000

2021

916780

36.08

SIMON, DAVID RIC HARD
MILITARY EXEMPT

202191407100

2021

914071

8.53

SMITH, JAMES ALEXANDER
MILITARY EXEMPT

202190542600

2021

905426

448.37

SMITH, RICHARD
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

83351

2020

205374

85.06

SMITH, RICHARD
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

83351

2021

205374

385.63

SMITH, RICHARD ELBERT
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

56797

2021

2 16524

11.72

SNIDER, LAURA LOUISE
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202 191 738800

2021

917388

28.66

116963

2021

209966

606.71

202291843100

2022

918431

498.46

6914801

2021

18916

461.36

20219 1580600

2021

915806

558,99

Taxpayer Name
MUSE, LARRY THOMAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY
MYERS, AARON ROBERT
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY
NEW BERN-CITY OF
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

ROEBUCK,KELLIREBECCA
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY
ROGERS, MICHAELS
DOUBLE BILLED

SONDAY, GARY & EMILY SUSAN BAGLEY
BILLING ERROR
STEPHENS, CASANDRA SUE
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY
STILLEY & ASSOCIATES INC-BUD
EXEMPT PER NCGS 105-278.1
STRICl<LAND, SABRINA GARRIS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

Page:4

Craven County
RELEASES SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 2/7/2022
Taxpayer Name

Account Number Tax Year

Bill Number

Amount

2021

916013

264.07

202191547200

2021

915472

401.99

STRICKLAND, WILLIAM PAUL
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

202191601300

TRUOG,PAULANDREW
MILITARY EXEMPT
TURNBULL, MICHAEL DOUGLAS
NOT TAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

28934

2021

215839

43.35

VASQUEZ, MELVIN JULIO
MILITARY EXEMPT

202190639400

2021

906394

35.18

VASQUEZ, MELVIN JULIO
MILITARY EXEMPT

202 190671100

2021

906711

7 .17

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2012

59663

95.05

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2013

57210

90.05

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2014

58585

85.37

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2015

59962

80.86

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2017

60646

82.35

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2018

60701

76.66

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2019

16294

72.48

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2020

16294

67.03

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2021

16294

58.48

WALSTON, KENNETH & LOUISE
FORECLOSURE-LIEN EXTINGUISHED

7519950

2016

60303

86.78

126838

2021

212966

27.84

202190524000

2021

905240

39.62

WILLIAMS, JOSEPH BRAXTON
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

66808

2021

218443

11.24

WILMOTH, DWAIN A & PATRICIA A
EXEMPT PER NCGS 105-278.1

26615

2021

18906

489.87

97 RELEASES SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 2n/2022:

19,750.1 1

WANDA KAY'S SCHOOL OF DANCE OF NEW
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1
WATSON, TERESA ANN
NOTTAXABLE TO CRAVEN COUNTY

Page: 1

Craven County
REFUNDS SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 2/7/2022
Taxpayer Name

Account Number Tax Year

Bill Number

Amount

202190435700

2021

904357

158.38

CANADY, QUEENIE EXECUTOR
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

57431

2021

3375

61.20

COOMBS,BONETAJOYCE
RECYCLE FEE CORRECTION

BEAKES, HENRY LEWIS II
PROPERTY VALUE CORRECTION

1467700

2021

5854

61.20

REGISTER, DEBRA H
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

77362

2021

210233

96.94

RESENDIZ-CELIS, JOSE IVAN
DID NOT OWN JANUARY 1

37411

2021

214212

147.47

WHITTINGTON, FREDERICK
DOUBLE BILLED

7898800

2021

202671

19.65

WHITTINGTON, FREDERICK
DOUBLE BILLED

7898800

2020

202671

21 .02

WHITTINGTON, FREDERICK
DOUBLE BILLED

7898800

2019

202671

13.58

8 REFUNDS SUBJECT TO BOARD APPROVAL ON 217/2022:

579.44
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DISTRIBUTION:

:

ORIGINAL: FINANCE
DUPLICATE: DEPARTMENT

(f

BUDGET AMENDMENTS
1. Fund: General

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

3, Revenue Account Number(s)

Amount

1014740-33510 other Non Profit Grants

2,500

Total:

2.

Department: Cooperative Extention

4. Expenditure Account Number(s)

Amount

1014740-43240 Other Supplies

2,500

Total:

2,500

2,500

Justification or Explanation of Change:
Grant money to be used to cover scholarships for children to attend 4-H camp this summer that otherwise would not be able to.

County Commissioners/Chairman
FINBA - Revised O10907

Date

County Manager

Date

Journal Entry Number

Date

I

The Harold H. Bate Foundation2 Inc.

January 17, 2022

Mr. Tom Glasgow, County Extension Director
Craven County Cooperative Extension
300 Industrial Drive
New Bern, NC 28562
Reference Grant Number: 21-064
Dear Mr. Glasgow:

It is with•great pleasure that we enclose a check to your organization in the amount of
$2,500. This represents the proceeds of the Bate Foundation grant in support of your 4-H
Camping program as outlined in your grant application and executive summary letter.
We again note the provisions of the Grant Acceptance Agreement recently signed and
returned by you govern the expenditure of these funds. By endorsing and depositing this
check, you wanant that there has· been no change in your I.RS. tax classification as an
organization described in Intemal Revenue Service Code sections 501(c)(3) and
509(a)(l), (2), or (3) or as a governmental agency.
We appreciate the service and benefit you provide to the community. We extend our best
wishes to you for continued success and look forward to hearing about the
accomplishments and the benefits you provide to the community. It is a pleasure to be
among your supporters.

Joyce . Hendricks
Director of Operations

Enclosure

P.O. Box 14298

New Bern, North Carolina 28561

(252)-638-1998

ATTACHMENT #4

LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT, Is by and between EBBIE HOWARD, JR. ("Owner"), whose
address Is 312 Madam Moores Lane, New Bern, NC 28562, and CRAVEN COUNTV, (" Lessee" ),
whose address Is 406 Craven Street, New Bern, NC 28560.
For and In consideration of the mutual promises set forth herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties
hereto agree as follows:

SECTION ONE: VEHICLE
Owner leases to Lessee, and Lessee hereby leases and takes upon the terms and
conditions which hereinafter appear, that certain Chevrolet Tahoe (hereinafter called the
"Vehicle") described In the certificate of title attached hereto.
SECTION TWO: TERM
The term of this Lease shall commence on
Commencement Date"), and shall end at midnight on
terminated as herein provided.

-<'

r, ·

r.e,hr~lr~ /D , JOA~

Pebrucuru½·.~

(" Lease
unless sooner

SECTION THREE: RENTAL
Beginning on the Lessee Commencement Date, Lessee agrees to pay Owner an annual
rer:,tal of $1.00.
SECTION FOUR: PERMITTED USES
Owner and Lessee agree that the Vehicle shall only be used by the Sheriff of Craven
County, or his designees, for purposes consistent with the duties of said office.
SECTION FIVE: TAXES AND INSURANCE
Owner shall pay all taxes on the Vehicle and shall procure and pay for such hazard and
commercial general liability insurance as Owner in its reasonable discretion may deem
appropriate. Lessee shall procure and pay for such commercial general liability Insurance as
Lessee in its reasonable discretion may deem appropriate. Lessee is under no obligation to
procure any Insurance for the benefit of Owner.
SECTION SIX: INDEMNITY
Owner Indemnifies Lessee for damages proximately caused by the negligence or
wrongful conduct of Owner and Owner's employees, agents, Invitees, or contractors. The
Indemnity provisions in this paragraph cover personal injury and property damage and shall
bind the employees, agents, invitees, or contractors of Owner. The indemnity obligations in
this paragraph shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease.

SECTION SEVEN: REPAIRS BY OWNER
Owner agrees to keep the Vehicle in good repair and operable condition. Lessee is not
responsible for repairs, depreciation nor "wear and tear" to the Vehicle.
SECTION EIGHT: OTHER COSTS
Other than the payment of annual rent hereunder, Lessee shall not assume nor be
responsible for any costs, expense or liability associated with the Vehicle.
SECTION NINE: TERMINATION
This Lease may be terminated by either Owner or Lessee upon ten (10) days written
notice.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto caused this Lease to be duly
e><ecuted in such form as to be binding.
OWNER:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(SEAL)
EBBIE HOWARD, JR.

Date of Signature: _ _ _ _ __

LESSEE:
CRAVEN COUNTY

By:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(SEAL)

. JASON JONES

I

Title: Chairman, Board of Commissioners
Date of Signature:
ATTEST:

NAN HOLTON, Clerk to the Board

ATTACHMENT #5.A

BID TABULATION

•
OCA Project fl: 21029

Project: Craven County Pharmacy
General Contractors:

Skyler Design Build

IMEC Group, LLC

Contracting
Comnanv

75093

72860

81408

X

X

X

MBEForms:

X

X

X

Receipt of Addenda:

X

X

X

$327,000.00

$321,450.00

$285,000.00

Donald Cooper
Plumbing Uc# 12442

Scott Plumbing &
Heating lie# 6295

Ken H Plumbing
License# 20049RFSC

Base Bid Price:
Plumbing Subcontractor:

iii

..~

Team
Construction

Bonds:

GC License Number:

0

Bid Opening Date/Time: January 11, 2022 2:00 PM
Waters

N

Mechanical Subcontractor:

0

Central Heating & Air Central Heating & Air Central Heating & Air
License# NC17027
license ff NCl 7027
license# NCl 7027

B
Electrical Subcontractor:

I

d

Pro 356 Electric
License# 10650-U

Pro 356 Electric
License# 106S0-U

license# 106S0-U

Pro 356 Electric

~

G-1: Interior Glass Wall System

$17,270.00

$17,875.00

$6,670.00

.."'

G-2: Screen Wall

$3,700.00

-$1,900.00

-$1,900.00

G-3: Interior Doors

-$6,000.00

-$6,200.00

-$4,582.00

G-4: Quartz Counter-Top

$5,000.00

$9,000.00

$1,500.00

z

~

~
~

"'

I herebv cert ify the above information to be correct and true to t he best of my knowledge.
Signature:

Date:

1/12/2022

OAKLEY
COLLIER
ARCHITECTS

\
AUXIUAAY COUN!l:R
OFFICE
93SF

~ SNElVIIIG. TYP

-i.1!,J

l 111
-<LU!Jl!
f,

CONSULT ROOM
113SF

1

II [ I I ! I

EQUIPMENT/
COUH!l:R
R080T

AUX~Y SINK COUN!l:R/
't

REPIJ.CEDOFFICE
97SF

r

l

Ig

PHARMACY
1007 Sf

REF

•

tt

lY

1---.;_----1~
\'/ORK STATlOH PRINTER

I

PHARMACY WAITING
481 SF

•

REPIJ.CEDOFFICE
101SF

EXISTING
39SF

J

'

!

WIC
116SF

L

)

JJ

\

@ ~~~~ENTATION FLOOR PLAN

I

RENOVATION FOR:

-I

I '

\

\

'-

ITTri-7
16'

DRAWN BY: TW

CRAVEN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
NEW BERN, NC 28562

DATE: 12/07/21

Jr
SHEET#:
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ATTACHMENT #5.B
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ORIGINAL: FINANCE
DUPLICATE: DEPARTMENT

>

BUDGET AMENDMENTS

1. F und: 101 - General/ 400 - Capital Reserve
3. Revenue Account Number(s)

2. Depa1tment: Public Buildings

- -- - - - - -- - -- - --

Amount

4. Expenditure Account N umber(s)

Amount

1014200-39802 Transfer From Reserve

1,229,240.00

1014200-47302 C/0 - Other Improvements

1,229,240.00

4000000-39901 Fund Balance Current Yr

1,229,240.00

4004150-49701 Transfer to General Fund

1,229,240.00

2,458,480.00

Total:

2,458,480.00

Total:
Justification or Explanation of Change:

Budget amendment is needed in order to establish the fuel center project budget. Project is 100% funded from the County's Capital
Reserve. Based on estimated construction times shared by the contractor, it is anticipated that project will be finished in the July-Aug ust
2022 time frame with the goal of pumping gas by September 2022.

Department Head

County Commissioners/Chairman
FINBA - Revised OI 0907

Date

County Manager

Date

D ate

Journal Entry Number

Date

DocuSign Envelope ID: 8E61CF93-6B88-40A2-9D99-BE7D52F24C14

092920-JFA

Sourcewell ~
Solicitation Number: 092920

CONTRACT

This Contract is between Sourcewell, 202 12th Street Northeast, P.O. Box 219, Staples, MN
56479 (Sourcewell) and JF Acquisition, LLC, dba JF Petroleum Group, 100 Perimeter Park Drive,
Suite H, Morrisville, NC 27560 (Vendor).
Sourcewell is a State of Minnesota local government agency and service cooperative created
under the laws of the State of Minnesota (Minnesota Statutes Section 123A.21) that offers
cooperative procurement solutions to government entities. Participation is open to federal,
state/province, and municipal governmental entities, higher education, K-12 education,
nonprofit, tribal government, and other public entities located in the United States and Canada.
Vendor desires to contract with Sourcewell to provide equipment, products, or services to
Sourcewell and the entities that access Sourcewell's cooperative purchasing contracts
(Participating Entities).
1. TERM OF CONTRACT

A. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Contract is effective upon the date of the final signature below.
B. EXPIRATION DATE AND EXTENSION. This Contract expires December 7, 2024, unless it is
cancelled sooner pursuant to Article 24. This Contract may be extended up to one additional
one-year period upon request of Sourcewell and with written agreement by Vendor.
C. SURVIVAL OF TERMS. Articles 11 through 16 survive the expiration or cancellation of this
Contract.

2. EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTS, OR SERVICES

A. EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTS, OR SERVICES. Vendor will provide the Equipment, Products, or
Services as stated in its Proposal submitted under the Solicitation Number listed above.
Vendor's Equipment, Products, or Services Proposal (Proposal) is attached and incorporated
into this Contract.
All Equipment and Products provided under this Contract must be new/current model. Vendor
may offer close-out or refurbished Equipment or Products if they are clearly indicated in

Rev.2/2O2O

1

DocuSign Envelope ID: 8E61CF93-6B88-40A2-9D99-BE7D52F24C14

092920-JFA

Vendor's product and pricing list. Unless agreed to by the Participating Entities in advance,
Equipment or Products must be delivered as operational to the Participating Entity's site.
This Contract offers an indefinite quantity of sales, and while substantial volume is anticipated,
sales and sales volume are not guaranteed.
B. WARRANTY. Vendor warrants that all Equipment, Products, and Services furnished are free
from liens and encumbrances, and are free from defects in design, materials, and workmanship.
In addition, Vendor warrants the Equipment, Products, and Services are suitable for and will
perform in accordance with the ordinary use for which they are intended. Vendor's dealers and
distributors must agree to assist the Participating Entity in reaching a resolution in any dispute
over warranty terms with the manufacturer. Any manufacturer's warranty that is effective past
the expiration of the Vendor's warranty will be passed on to the Participating Entity.
DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND/OR RESELLERS. Upon Contract execution, Vendor will
make available to Sourcewell a means to validate or authenticate Vendor's authorized dealers,
distributors, and/or resellers relative to the Equipment, Products, and Services related to this
Contract. This list may be updated from time-to-time and is incorporated into this Contract by
reference. It is the Vendor's responsibility to ensure Sourcewell receives the most current
version of this list.
C.

3.

PRICING

All Equipment, Products, or Services under this Contract will be priced as stated in Vendor's
Proposal.
When providing pricing quotes to Participating Entities, all pricing quoted must reflect a
Participating Entity's total cost of acquisition. This means that the quoted cost is for delivered
Equipment, Products, and Services that are operational for their intended purpose, and
includes all costs to the Participating Entity's requested delivery location.
Regardless of the payment method chosen by the Participating Entity, the total cost associated
with any purchase option of the Equipment, Products, or Services must always be disclosed in
the pricing quote to the applicable Participating Entity at the time of purchase.
A. SHIPPING AND SHIPPING COSTS. All delivered Equipment and Products must be properly
packaged. Damaged Equipment and Products may be rejected. If the damage is not readily
apparent at the time of delivery, Vendor must permit the Equipment and Products to be
returned within a reasonable time at no cost to Sourcewell or its Participating Entities.
Participating Entities reserve the right to inspect the Equipment and Products at a reasonable
time after delivery where circumstances or conditions prevent effective inspection of the
Equipment and Products at the time of delivery.
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Vendor must arrange for and pay for the return shipment on Equipment and Products that arrive
in a defective or inoperable condition.
Sourcewell may declare the Vendor in breach of this Contract if the Vendor intentionally
delivers substandard or inferior Equipment or Products. In the event of the delivery of
nonconforming Equipment and Products, the Participating Entity will notify the Vendor as soon
as possible and the Vendor will replace nonconforming Equipment and Products with
conforming Equipment and Products that are acceptable to the Participating Entity.
B. SALES TAX. Each Participating Entity is responsible for supplying the Vendor with valid taxexemption certification(s}. When ordering, a Participating Entity must indicate if it is a taxexempt entity.
HOT LIST PRICING. At any time during this Contract, Vendor may offer a specific selection
of Equipment, Products, or Services at discounts greater than those listed in the Contract.
When Vendor determines it will offer Hot List Pricing, it must be submitted electronically to
Sourcewell in a line-item format. Equipment, Products, or Services may be added or removed
from the Hot List at any time through a Sourcewell Price and Product Change Form as defined
in Article 4 below.
C.

Hot List program and pricing may also be used to discount and liquidate close-out and
discontinued Equipment and Products as long as those close-out and discontinued items are
clearly identified as such. Current ordering process and administrative fees apply. Hot List
Pricing must be published and made available to all Participating Entities.
4. PRODUCT AND PRICING CHANGE REQUESTS

Vendor may request Equipment, Product, or Service changes, additions, or deletions at any
time. All requests must be made in writing by submitting a signed Sourcewell Price and Product
Change Request Form to the assigned Sourcewell Contract Administrator. This form is available
from the assigned Sourcewell Contract Administrator. At a minimum, the request must:
• Identify the applicable Sourcewell contract number;
• Clearly specify the requested change;
• Provide sufficient detail to justify the requested change;
• Individually list all Equipment, Products, or Services affected by the requested change,
along with the requested change (e.g., addition, deletion, price change}; and
• Include a complete restatement of pricing documentation in Microsoft Excel with the
effective date of the modified pricing, or product addition or deletion. The new pricing
restatement must include all Equipment, Products, and Services offered, even for those
items where pricing remains unchanged.
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A fully executed Sourcewell Price and Product Request Form will be become an
amendment to this Contract and be incorporated by reference.
5. PARTICIPATION, CONTRACT ACCESS, AND PARTICIPATING ENTITY REQUIREMENTS

A. PARTICIPATION. Sourcewell's cooperative contracts are available and open to public and
nonprofit entities across the United States and Canada; such as federal, state/province,
municipal, K-12 and higher education, tribal government, and other public entities.
The benefits of this Contract should be available to all Participating Entities that can legally
access the Equipment, Products, or Services under this Contract. A Participating Entity's
authority to access this Contract is determined through its cooperative purchasing, interlocal,
or joint powers laws. Any entity accessing benefits of this Contract will be considered a Service
Member of Sourcewell during such time of access. Vendor understands that a Participating
Entity's use of this Contract is at the Participating Entity's sole convenience and Participating
Entities reserve the right to obtain like Equipment, Products, or Services from any other source.
Vendor is responsible for familiarizing its sales and service forces with Sourcewell contract use
eligibility requirements and documentation and will encourage potential members to join
Sourcewell. Sourcewell reserves the right to add and remove Participating Entities to its roster
during the term of this Contract.
B. PUBLIC FACILITIES. Vendor's employees may be required to perform work at governmentowned facilities, including schools. Vendor's employees and agents must conduct themselves in
a professional manner while on the premises, and in accordance with Participating Entity
policies and procedures, and all applicable laws.
6. PARTICIPATING ENTITY USE AND PURCHASING

A. ORDERS AND PAYMENT. To access the contracted Equipment, Products, or Services under
this Contract, a Participating Entity must clearly indicate to Vendor that it intends to access this
Contract; however, order flow and procedure will be developed jointly between Sourcewell and
Vendor. Typically, a Participating Entity will issue an order directly to Vendor. If a Participating
Entity issues a purchase order, it may use its own forms, but the purchase order should clearly
note the applicable Sourcewell contract number. All Participating Entity orders under this
Contract must be issued prior to expiration of this Contract; however, Vendor performance,
Participating Entity payment, and any applicable warranty periods or other Vendor or
Participating Entity obligations may extend beyond the term of this Contract.
Vendor's acceptable forms of payment are included in Attachment A. Participating Entities will
be solely responsible for payment and Sourcewell will have no liability for any unpaid invoice of
any Participating Entity.
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B. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS/PARTICIPATING ADDENDUM. Additional terms and
conditions to a purchase order may be negotiated between a Participating Entity and Vendor,
such as job or industry-specific requirements, legal requirements (e.g., affirmative action or
immigration status requirements), or specific local policy requirements. Some Participating
Entitles may require the use of a Participating Addendum; the terms of which will be worked
out directly between the Participating Entity and the Vendor. Any negotiated additional terms
and conditions must never be less favorable to the Participating Entity than what is contained in
this Contract.

C. PERFORMANCE BOND. If requested by a Participating Entity, Vendor will provide a
performance bond that meets the requirements set forth in the Participating Entity's order.
D. SPECIALIZED SERVICE REQUIREMENTS. In the event that the Participating Entity requires
service or specialized performance requirements (such as e-commerce specifications,
specialized delivery requirements, or other specifications and requirements) not addressed in
this Contract, the Participating Entity and the Vendor may enter into a separate, standalone
agreement, apart from this Contract. Sourcewell, including its agents and employees, will not
be made a party to a claim for breach of such agreement.
E. TERMINATION OF ORDERS. Participating Entities may terminate an order, in whole or
in part, immediately upon notice to Vendor in the event of any of the following events:
1. The Participating Entity fails to receive funding or appropriation from its governing body
at levels sufficient to pay for the goods to be purchased;
2. Federal, state, or provincial laws or regulations prohibit the purchase or change the
Participating Entity's requirements; or
3. Vendor commits any material breach of tliis Contract or the additional terms agreed to
between the Vendor and a Participating Entity.
F. GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE . The governing law and venue for any action related to a
Participating Entity's order will be determined by the Participating Entity making the purchase.
7. CUSTOMER SERVICE

A. PRIMARY ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE. Vendor will assign an Account Representative to
Sourcewell for this Contract and must provide prompt notice to Sourcewell if that person is
changed. The Account Representative will be responsible for:
• Maintenance and management of this Contract;
• Timely response to all Sourcewell and Participating Entity inquiries; and
• Business reviews to Sourcewell and Participating Entities, if applicable.
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B. BUSINESS REVIEWS. Vendor must perform a minimum of one business review with
Sourcewell per contract year. The business review will cover sales to Participating Entities,
pricing and contract terms, administrative fees, supply issues, customer issues, and any other
necessary information.

8. REPORT ON CONTRACT SALES ACTIVITY AND ADMINISTRATIVE FEE PAYMENT
A. CONTRACT SALES ACTIVITY REPORT. Each calendar quarter, Vendor must provide a contract
sales activity report (Report) to the Sourcewell Contract Administrator assigned to this
Contract. A Report must be provided regardless of the number or amount of sales during that
quarter (i.e., if there are no sales, Vendor must submit a report indicating no sales were made).
The Report must contain the following fields:
• Customer Name (e.g., City of Staples Highway Department);
• Customer Physical Street Address;
• Customer City;
• Customer State/Province;
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Zip Code;
Customer Contact Name;
Customer Contact Email Address;
Customer Contact Telephone Number;
Sourcewell Assigned Entity/Participating Entity Number;

•
•
•
•

Item Purchased Description;
Item Purchased Price;
Sourcewell Administrative Fee Applied; and
Date Purchase was invoiced/sale was recognized as revenue by Vendor.

B. ADMINISTRATIVE FEE. In consideration for the support and services provided by Sourcewell,
the Vendor will pay an administrative fee to Sourcewell on all Equipment, Products, and
Services provided to Participating Entities. The Administrative Fee must be included in, and not
added to, the pricing. Vendor may not charge Participating Entities more than the contracted
price to offset the Administrative Fee.
The Vendor will submit a check payable to Sourcewell for the percentage of administrative fee
stated in the Proposal multiplied by the total sales of all Equipment, Products, and Services
purchased by Participating Entities under this Contract during each calendar quarter. Payments
should note the Sourcewell-assigned contract number in the memo and must be mailed to the
address above "Attn: Accounts Receivable." Payments must be received no later than 45
calendar days after the end of each calendar quarter.
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Vendor agrees to cooperate with Sourcewell in auditing transactions under this Contract to
ensure that the administrative fee is paid on al l items purchased under this Contract.
In the event the Vendor is delinquent in any undisputed administrative fees, Sourcewell
reserves the right to cancel this Contract and reject any proposal submitted by the Vendor in
any subsequent solicitation. In the event this Contract is cancelled by either party prior to the
Contract's expiration date, the administrative fee payment will be due no more than 30 days
from the cancellation date.
9. AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

Sourcewell's Authorized Representative is its Chief Procurement Officer.
Vendor's Authorized Representative is the person named in the Vendor's Proposal. If Vendor's
Authorized Representative changes at any time during this Contract, Vendor must promptly
notify Sourcewell in writing.
10. ASSIGNMENT, AMENDMENTS, WAIVER, AND CONTRACT COMPLETE

A. ASSIGNMENT. Neither the Vendor nor Sourcewell may assign or transfer any rights or
obligations under this Contract without the prior consent of the parties and a fully executed
assignment agreement. Such consent will not be unreasonably withheld.
B. AMENDMENTS. Any amendment to this Contract must be in writing and will not be effective
until it has been fully executed by the parties.
C. WAIVER. If either party fails to enforce any provision of this Contract, that fai lure does not

waive the provision or the right to enforce it.
D. CONTRACT COMPLETE. This Contract contains all negotiations and agreements between
Sourcewell and Vendor. No other understanding regarding this Contract, whether written or
oral, may be used to bind either party.
E. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES. The relationship of the parties is one of independent
contractors, each free to exercise judgment and discretion with regard to the conduct of their
respective businesses. This Contract does not create a partnership, joint venture, or any other
relationship such as master-servant, or principal-agent.
11. LIABILITY

Vendor must indemnify, save, and hold Sourcewell and its Participating Entities, including their
agents and employees, harmless from any claims or causes of action, including reasonable
attorneys' fees, arising out of the performance of this Contract by the Vendor or its agents or
employees; this indemnification includes injury or death to person(s) or property alleged to
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have been caused by some defect in the Equipment, Products, or Services under this Contract
to the extent the Equipment, Product, or Service has been used according to its specifications.
12. AUDITS

Sourcewell reserves the right to review the books, records, documents, and accounting
procedures and practices of the Vendor relevant to this Contract for a minimum of 6 years from
the end of this Contract. This clause extends to Participating Entities as it relates to business
conducted by that Participating Entity under this Contract.
13. GOVERNMENT DATA PRACTICES

Vendor and Sourcewell must comply with the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act,
Minnesota Statutes Chapter 13, as it applies to all data provided by or provided to Sourcewell
under this Contract and as it applies to all data created, collected, received, stored, used,
maintained, or disseminated by the Vendor under this Contract.
If the Vendor receives a request to release the data referred to in this article, the Vendor must
immediately notify Sourcewell and Sourcewell will assist with how the Vendor should respond
to the request.
14. INDEMNIFICATION

As applicable, Vendor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Sourcewell and its Participating
Entities against any and all suits, claims, judgments, and costs instituted or recovered against
Sourcewell or Participating Entities by any person on account of the use of any Equipm ent or
Products by Sourcewell or its Participating Entities su pplied by Vendor in violation of applicable
patent or copyright laws.
15. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, PUBLICITY, MARKETING, AND ENDORSEMENT

A. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1. Grant of License. During the t erm of this Contract:
a. Sourcewell grants to Vendor a royalty-free, worldwide, non-exclusive right and
license to use theTrademark(s) provided to Vendor by Sourcewell in advertisi ng and
promotional materials for the purpose of marketing Sourcewell's relationship with
Vendor.
b. Vendor grants to Sourcewell a royalty-free, worldwide, non-exclusive right and
license to use Vendor's Trademarks in advertising and promotional materials for the
purpose of marketing Vendor's relationship with Sourcewell.
2. Limited Right of Sub/icense. The right and license granted herein includes a limited right
of each party to grant sublicenses to its and their respective distributors, marketing
representatives, and agents (collectively "Permitted Sublicensees") in advertising and
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promotional materials for the purpose of marketing the Parties' relationship to Participating
Entities. Any sublicense granted will be subject to the terms and conditions of this Article.
Each party will be responsible for any breach of this Article by any of their respective
sublicensees.
3. Use; Quality Control.
a. Sourcewell must not alter Vendor's Trademarks from the form provided by
Vendor and must comply with Vendor's removal requests as to specific uses of its
trademarks or logos.
b. Vendor must not alter Sourcewell's Trademarks from the form provided by
Sourcewell and must comply with Sourcewell's removal requests as to specific uses
of its trademarks or logos.
c. Each party agrees to use, and to cause its Permitted Sublicensees to use, the
other party's Trademarks only in good faith and in a dignified manner consistent
with such party's use of the Trademarks. Upon written notice to the breaching party,
the breaching party has 30 days of the date of the written notice to cure the breach
or the license will be terminated.
4. Termination. Upon the termination of this Contract for any reason, each party, including
Permitted Sublicensees, will have 30 days to remove all Trademarks from signage, websites,
and the like bearing the other party's name or logo (excepting Sourcewell's pre-printed
catalog of vendors which may be used until the next printing). Vendor must return all
marketing and promotional materials, including signage, provided by Sourcewell, or dispose
of it according to Sourcewell's written directions.
B. PUBLICITY. Any publicity regarding the subject matter of this Contract must not be released
without prior written approval from the Authorized Representatives. Publicity includes notices,
informational pamphlets, press releases, research, reports, signs, and similar public notices
prepared by or for the Vendor individually or jointly with others, or any subcontractors, with
respect to the program, publications, or services provided resulting from this Contract.
MARKETING. Any direct advertising, marketing, or offers with Participating Entities must be
approved by Sourcewell. Materials should be sent to the Sourcewell Contract Administrator
assigned to this Contract.
C.

D. ENDORSEMENT. The Vendor must not claim that Sourcewell endorses its Equipment,
Products, or Services.
16. GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE

Minnesota law governs this Contract. Venue for all legal proceedings out of this Contract, or its
breach, must be in the appropriate state court in Todd County or federal court in Fergus Falls,
Minnesota.
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17. FORCE MAJEURE

Neither party to this Contract will be held responsible for delay or default caused by acts of God
or other conditions that are beyond that party's reasonable control. A party defaulting under
this provision must provide the other party prompt written notice of the default.
18. SEVERABILITY

If any provision of this Contract is found to be illegal, unenforceable, or void then both
Sourcewell and Vendor will be relieved of all obligations arising under such provisions. If the
remainder of this Contract is capable of performance, it will not be affected by such declaration
or finding and must be fully performed.
19. PERFORMANCE, DEFAULT, AND REMEDIES

A. PERFORMANCE. During the term of this Contract, the parties will monitor performance and
address unresolved contract issues as follows:

l. Notification. The parties must promptly notify each other of any known dispute and
work in good faith to resolve such dispute within a reasonable period of time. If necessary,
Sourcewell and the Vendor will jointly develop a short briefing document that describes the
issue(s), relevant impact, and positions of both parties.
2. Escalation. If parties are unable to resolve the issue in a timely manner, as specified
above, either Sourcewell or Vendor may escalate the resolution of the issue to a higher
level of management. The Vendor will have 30 calendar days to cure an outstanding issue.
3. Performance while Dispute is Pending. Notwithstanding the existence of a dispute, the
Vendor must continue without delay to carry out all of its responsibilities under the
Contract that are not affected by the dispute. If the Vendor fails to continue without delay
to perform its responsibilities under the Contract, in the accomplishment of all undisputed
work, any additional costs incurred by Sourcewell and/or its Participating Entities as a result
of such failure to proceed will be borne by the Vendor.
B. DEFAULT AND REMEDIES. Either of the following constitutes cause to declare this Contract,
or any Participating Entity order under this Contract, in default:
1.
2.

Nonperformance of contractual requirements, or
A material breach of any term or condition of this Contract.

Written notice of default and a reasonable opportunity to cure must be issued by the party
claiming default. Time allowed for cure will not diminish or eliminate any liability for liquidated
or other damages. If the default remain s after the opportunity for cure, the non-defaulting
party may:
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• Exercise any remedy provided by law or equity, or
• Terminate the Contract or any portion thereof, including any orders issued against the
Contract.
20. INSURANCE

A. REQUIREMENTS. At its own expense, Vendor must maintain insurance policy(ies) in effect at
all times during the performance of this Contract with insurance company(ies) licensed or
authorized to do business in the State of Minnesota having an "AM BEST" rating of A- or better,
with coverage and limits of insurance not less than the following:
1.
Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability.
Workers' Compensation: As required by any applicable law or regulation.
Employer's Liability Insurance: must be provided in amounts not less than listed below:
Minimum limits:
$500,000 each accident for bodily injury by accident
$500,000 policy limit for bodily injury by disease
$500,000 each employee for bodily injury by disease
2.
Commercial General Liability Insurance. Vendor will maintain insurance covering
its operations, with coverage on an occurrence basis, and must be subject to terms no
less broad than the Insurance Services Office ("ISO") Commercial General Liability Form
CG000l {2001 or newer edition), or equivalent. At a minimum, coverage must include
liability arising from premises, operations, bodily injury and property damage,
independent contractors, products-completed operations including construction defect,
contractual liability, blanket contractual liability, and personal injury and advertising
injury. All required limits,· terms and conditions of coverage must be maintained during
the term of this Contract.
Minimum Limits:
$1,000,000 each occurrence Bodily Injury and Property Damage
$1,000,000 Personal and Advertising Injury
$2,000,000 aggregate for Products-Completed operations
$2,000,000 general aggregate
3.
Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance. During the term of this Contract,
Vendor will maintain insurance covering all owned, hired, and non-owned automobiles
in limits of liability not less than indicated below. The coverage must be subject to terms
no less broad than ISO Business Auto Coverage Form CA 0001 {2010 edition or newer),
or equivalent.
Minimum Limits:
$1,000,000 each accident, combined single limit
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4.
Umbrella Insurance. During the term of this Contract, Vendor will maintain
umbrella coverage over Workers' Compensation, Commercial General Liability, and
Commercial Automobile.
Minimum Limits:
$2,000,000

5.

Professional/Technical, Errors and Omissions, and/or Miscellaneous Professional
Liability. During the term of this Contract, Vendor will maintain coverage for all claims
the Vendor may become legally obligated to pay resulting from any actual or alleged
negligent act, error, or omission related to Vendor's professional services required
under this Contract.
Minimum Limits:
$2,000,000 per claim or event
$2,000,000 - annual aggregate

6.
Network Security and Privacy Liability Insurance. During the term of this
Contract, Vendor will maintain coverage for network security and privacy liability. The
coverage may be endorsed on another form of liability coverage or written on a
standalone policy. The insurance must cover claims which may arise from failure of
Vendor's security resulting in, but not limited to, computer attacks, unauthorized
access, disclosure of not public data - including but not limited to, confidential or
private information, transmission of a computer virus, or denial of service.
Minimum limits:
$2,000,000 per occurrence
$2,000,000 annual aggregate
Failure of Vendor to maintain the required insurance will constitute a material breach entitling
Sourcewell to immediately terminate this Contract for default.
B. CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE. Prior to commencing under this Contract, Vendor must furnish
to Sourcewell a certificate of insurance, as evidence of the insurance required under this
Contract. Prior to expiration of the policy(ies), renewal certificates must be mailed to
Sourcewell, 202 12th Street Northeast, P.O. Box 219, Staples, MN 56479 or sent to the
Sourcewell Contract Administrator assigned to this Contract. The certificates must be signed by
a person authorized by the insurer(s) to bind coverage on their behalf. All policies must include
there will be no cancellation, suspension, non-renewal, or reduction of coverage without 30
days' prior written notice to the Vendor.
Upon request, Vendor must provide to Sourcewell copies of applicable policies and
endorsements, within 10 days of a request. Failure to request certificates of insurance by
Sourcewell, or failure of Vendor to provide certificates of insurance, in no way limits or relieves
Vendor of its duties and responsibilities in this Contract.
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C. ADDITIONAL INSURED ENDORSEMENT AND PRIMARY AND NON-CONTRIBUTORY
INSURANCE CLAUSE. Vendor agrees to list Sourcewell and its Participating Entities, including
their officers, agents, and employees, as an additional insured under the Vendor's commercial
general liability insurance policy with respect to liability arising out of activities, "operations," or
"work" performed by or on behalf of Vendor, and products and completed operations of
Vendor. The policy provision(s) or endorsement(s) must further provide that coverage is
primary and not excess over or contributory with any other valid, applicable, and col lectible
insurance or self-insurance in force for the additional insureds.

D. WAIVER OF SUBROGATION. Vendor waives and must require (by endorsement or
otherwise) all its insurers to waive subrogation rights against Sourcewell and other additional
insureds for losses paid under the insurance policies required by this Contract or other
insurance applicable to the Vendor or its subcontractors. The waiver must apply to all
deductibles and/or self-insured retentions applicable to the required or any other insurance
maintained by the Vendor or its subcontractors. Where permitted by law, Vendor must require
similar written express waivers of subrogation and insurance clauses from each of its
subcontractors.
E. l:JMBRELLA/EXCESS LIABILITY. The limits required by this Contract can be met by either
providing a primary policy or in combination with umbrella/excess liability policy(ies).
F. SELF-INSURED RETENTIONS. Any self-insured retention in excess of $10,000 is subject to
Sourcewell's approval.

21. COMPLIANCE
A. LAWS AND REGULATIONS. All Equipment, Products, or Services provided under this
Contract must comply fully with applicable federal laws and regulations, and with the laws in
the states and provinces in which the Equipment, Products, or Services are sold.
B. LICENSES. Vendor must maintain a valid and current status on all required federal,
state/provincial, and local licenses, bonds, and permits required for the operation of the
business that the Vendor conducts with Sourcewell and Participating Entities.

22. BANKRUPTCY, DEBARMENT, OR SUSPENSION CERTIFICATION
Vendor certifies and warrants that it is not in bankruptcy or that it has previously disclosed in
writing certain information to Sourcewell related to bankruptcy actions. If at any time during
this Contract Vendor declares bankruptcy, Vendor must immediately notify Sourcewell in
writing.
Vendor certifies and warrants that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred,
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from programs
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operated by the State of Minnesota; the United States federal government or the Canadian
government, as applicable; or any Participating Entity. Vendor certifies and warrants that
neither it nor its principals have been convicted of a criminal offense related to the subject
matter of this Contract. Vendor further warrants that it will provide immediate written notice
to Sourcewell if this certification changes at any time.
23. PROVISIONS FOR NON-UNITED STATES FEDERAL ENTITY PROCUREMENTS UNDER
UNITED STATES FEDERAL AWARDS OR OTHER AWARDS

Participating Entities that use United States federal grant or FEMA funds to purchase goods or
services from this Contract may be subject to additional requirements including the
procurement standards of the Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards, 2 C.F.R. § 200. Participating Entities may also require
additional requirements based on specific funding specifications. Within this Article, all
references to "federal" should be interpreted to mean the United States federal government.
The following list only applies when a Participating Entity accesses Vendor's Equipment,
Products, or Services with United States federal funds.
A. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. Except as otherwise provided under 41 C.F.R. § 60, all
contracts that meet the definition of "federally assisted construction contract" in 41 C.F.R. § 601.3 must include the equal opportunity clause provided under 41 C.F.R. §60-1.4(b), in
accordance with Executive Order 11246, "Equal Employment Opportunity" (30 FR 12319,
12935, 3 C.F.R. §, 1964-1965 Comp., p. 339), as amended by Executive Order 11375, "Amending
Executive Order 11246 Relating to Equal Employment Opportunity," and implementing
regulations at 41 C.F.R. § 60, "Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal
Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor." The equal opportunity clause is incorporated
herein by reference.
B. DAVIS-BACON ACT, AS AMENDED (40 U.S.C. § 3141-3148). When required by federal
program legislation, all prime construction contracts in excess of $2,000 awarded by nonfederal entities must include a provision for compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. §
3141-3144, and 3146-3148) as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations (29 C.F.R. § 5,
"Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to Contracts Covering Federally Financed and Assisted
Construction"). In accordance with the statute, contractors must be required to pay wages to
laborers and mechanics at a rate not less than the prevailing wages specified in a wage
determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In addition, contractors must be required to pay
wages not less than once a week. The non-federal entity must place a copy of the current
prevailing wage determination issued by the Department of Labor in each solicitation. The
decision to award a contract or subcontract must be conditioned upon the acceptance of the
wage determination. The non-federal entity must report all suspected or reported violations to
the federal awarding agency. The contracts must also include a provision for compliance with
the Copeland "Anti-Kickback" Act (40 U.S.C. § 3145), as supplemented by Department of Labor
regulations (29 C.F.R. § 3, "Contractors and Subcontractors on Public Building or Public Work
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Financed in Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from the United States"). The Act provides that
each contractor or subrecipient must be prohibited from inducing, by any means, any person
employed in the construction, completion, or repair of public work, to give up any part of the
compensation to which he or she is otherwise entitled. The non-federal entity must report
all suspected or reported violations to the federal awarding agency. Vendor must be in
compliance with all applicable Davis-Bacon Act provisions.
C. CONTRACT WORK HOURS AND SAFETY STANDARDS ACT (40 U.S.C. § 3701-3708). Where
applicable, all contracts awarded by the non-federal entity in excess of $100,000 that involve
the employment of mechanics or laborers must include a provision for compliance with 40
U.S.C. §§ 3702 and 3704, as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations (29 C.F.R. § 5).
Under 40 U.S.C. § 3702 of the Act, each contractor must be required to compute the wages of
every mechanic and laborer on the basis of a standard work week of 40 hours. Work in excess
of the standard work week is permissible provided that the worker is compensated at a rate of
not less than one and a half times the basic rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of 40
hours in the work week. The requirements of 40 U.S.C. § 3704 are applicable to construction
work and provide that no laborer or mechanic must be required to work in surroundings or
under working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous. These requirements
do not apply to the purchases of supplies or materials or articles ordinarily availab le on the
open market, or contracts for transportation or transmission of intelligence. This provision is
hereby incorporated by reference into this Contract. Vendor certifies that during the term of an
award for all contracts by Sourcewell resulting from this procurement process, Vendor must
comply with applicable requirements as referenced above.
D. RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS MADE UNDER A CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT. If the federal award
meets the definition of "funding agreement" under 37 C.F.R. § 401.2(a) and the recipient or
subrecipient wishes to enter into a contract with a small business firm or nonprofit organization
regarding the substitution of parties, assignment or performance of experimental,
developmental, or research work under that "funding agreement," the recipient or subrecipient
must comply with the requirements of 37 C.F.R. § 401, "Rights to Inventions Made by Nonprofit
Organizations and Small Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and Cooperative
Agreements," and any implementing regulations issued by the awarding agency. Vendor
certifies that during the term of an award for all contracts by Sourcewell resulting from this
procurement process, Vendor must comply with applicable requirements as referenced above.
E. CLEAN AIR ACT (42 U.S.C. § 7401-7671Q.) AND THE FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
ACT (33 U.S.C. § 1251-1387). Contracts and subgrants of amounts in excess of $150,000 require
the non-federal award to agree to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations
issued pursuant to the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. § 7401- 7671q) and the Federa l Water Pollution
Control Act as amended (33 U.S.C. § 1251- 1387). Violations must be reported to the Federa l
awarding agency and the Regional Office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Vendor
certifies that during the term of this Contract will comply with applicable requirements as
referenced above.
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F. DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION (EXECUTIVE ORDERS 12549 AND 12689}. A contract award
(see 2 C.F.R. § 180.220} must not be made to parties listed on the government wide exclusions
in the System for Award Management (SAM}, in accordance with the 0MB guidelines at 2 C.F.R.
§180 that implement Executive Orders 12549 (3 C.F.R. § 1986 Comp., p. 189} and 12689 (3
C.F.R. § 1989 Comp., p. 235}, "Debarment and Suspension." SAM Exclusions contains the names
of parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded by agencies, as well as parties declared
ineligible under statutory or regulatory authority other than Executive Order 12549. Vendor
certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation by any federal
department or agency.
G. BYRD ANTI-LOBBYING AMENDMENT, AS AMENDED (31 U.S.C. § 1352). Vendors must file
any required certifications. Vendors must not have used federal appropriated funds to pay any
person or organization for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any
agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member
of Congress in connection with obtaining any federal contract, grant, or any other award
covered by 31 U.S.C. § 1352. Vendors must disclose any lobbying with non-federal funds that
takes place in connection with obtaining any federal award. Such disclosures are forwarded
from tier to tier up to the non-federal award. Vendors must file all certifications and disclosures
required by, and otherwise comply with, the Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. §

1352).
H. RECORD RETENTION REQUIREMENTS. To the extent applicable, Vendor must comply with
the record retention requirements detailed in 2 C.F.R. § 200.333. The Vendor further certifies
that it will retain all records as required by 2 C.F.R. § 200.333 for a period of 3 years after
grantees or subgrantees submit final expenditure reports or quarterly or annual financial
reports, as applicable, and all other pending matters are closed.
I. ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT COMPLIANCE. To the extent applicable, Vendor
must comply with the mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency which are
contained in the state energy conservation plan issued in compliance with the Energy Policy
and Conservation Act.

J.

BUY AMERICAN PROVISIONS COMPLIANCE. To the extent applicable, Vendor must comp ly
with all applicable provisions of the Buy American Act. Purchases made in accordance with the
Buy American Act must follow the applicable procurement rules calling for free and open
competition.
K. ACCESS TO RECORDS (2 C.F.R. § 200.336}. Vendor agrees that duly auth·orized
representatives of a federal agency must have access to any books, documents, papers and
records of Vendor that are directly pertinent to Vendor's discharge of its obligations under this
Contract for the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcriptions. The right
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also includes timely and reasonable access to Vendor's personnel for the purpose of interview
and discussion relating to such documents.

L.

PROCUREMENT OF RECOVERED MATERIALS {2 C.F.R. § 200.322). A non-federal entity that is
a state agency or agency of a political subdivision of a state and its contractors must comply
with Section 6002 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act. The requirements of Section 6002 include procuring only items designated in
guidelines of the Environmental Protection Agency {EPA) at 40 C.F.R. § 247 that contain the
highest percentage of recovered materials practicable, consistent with maintaining a
satisfactory level of competition, where the purchase price of the item exceeds $10,000 or the
value of the quantity acquired during the preceding fiscal year exceeded $10,000; procuring
solid waste management services in a manner that maximizes energy and resource recovery;
and establishing an affirmative procurement program for procurement of recovered materials
identified in the EPA guidelines.
24. CANCELLATION

Sourcewell or Vendor may cancel this Contract at any time, with or without cause, upon 60
days' written notice to the other party. However, Sourcewell may cancel this Contract
immediately upon discovery of a material defect in any certification made in Vendor's Proposal.
Cancellation of this Contract does not relieve either party of financial, product, or service
obligations incurred or accrued prior to cancellation.
Sourcewell
l iDocuSlgned by:

By:

-~t~~m")

Jeremy Schwartz
Title: Director of Operations &
Procurement/CPO

JF Acquisition, LLC, dba JF Petroleum Group
l , DocuSlgned by:

By: - ~ ~1~Stti1A,
Steve Bernstein
Title: Vice President- Commercial Sales
Date: _1_1_s_1_2 0_2_1_ 1_1_2_:_s _s _P_M_Es_T_

Date: 12/2/2020 I 3:39 PM CST

Approved:

If DocuSlgned
By:

by:
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Chad Coauette
Title: Executive Director/CEO
Date:
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RFP 092920 - Aboveground Fuel and Fluid Storage with Related
Hardware, Software and Services

Vendor Details
Company Name:

JF Acquisition, LLC

Does your company conduct
business under any other name? If
yes, please state:

JF Petroleum Group

Address:

100 Perimeter Park Drive
Suite H
Raleigh, NC 27560

Contact:

Steve Bernstein

Email:

sbernstein@jfpetrogroup.com

Phone:

704-939-8542 1305

Fax:

919-838-7555

HST#:

01-0937618

Submission Details
Created On:

Tuesday September 01, 2020 06:26:09

Submitted On:

Tuesday September 29, 2020 13:28:32

Submitted By:

Steve Bernstein

Email:

sbernstein@jfpetrogroup.com

Transaction #:

a26d44d2-9609-463b-be89-95c44ef04000

Submitter's IP Address:

24.199.130.154
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Specifications
Table 1: Proposer Identity & Authorized Representatives
General Instructions (applies to all Tables) Sourcewell prefers a brief but thorough response to each question. Please do not merely
attach additional documents to your response without also providing a substantive response. Do not leave answers blank; mark "NA" if
the question does not apply to you (preferably with an explanation).

Line
Item

Question

Response •

1

Proposer Legal Name (and
applicable d/b/a, if any):

JF Acquisition, LLC dba JF Petroleum Group

2

Proposer Address:

100 Perimeter Park Drive, Suite H
Morrisville, NC 27560

3

Proposer website address:

www.jfpetrogroup.com

4

Proposer's Authorized
Representative (name, title,
address, email address & phone)
(The representative must have
authority to sign the "Proposer's
Assurance of Compliance" on
behalf of the Proposer and, in the
event of award, will be expected
to execute the resulting contract):

Steve Bernstein, Vice President - Commercial Sales
6701 B Northpark Blvd Charlotte, NC 28216
sbernstein@jfpetrogroup.com
704-393-8542 x1305

Proposer's primary contact for this
proposal (name, title, address,
email address & phone):

Steve Bernstein, Vice President - Commercial Sales
6701 B Northpark Blvd Charlotte, NC 28216
sbernstein@jfpetrogroup.com
704-393-8542 x1305

Proposer's other contacts for this
proposal, if any (name, title,
address, email address & phone):

Bryant Corpening, Project Bid Coordinator
6701 B Northpark Blvd Charlotte, NC 28216
bcorpening@jfpetrogroup.com
704-393-8542 X 1316

5

6

*
*

.
*

*

Table 2: Company Information and Financial Strength

IResponse •
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7

Provide a brief history of your company,
including your company's core values,
business philosophy, and industry longevity
related to the requested equipment, products
or services.

The company started in 1945 in Hampton, VA, providing aboveground fuel and fluid
storage tank products and services. Since 1945, JF Petroleum Group has grown
organically and through acquisitions. Today, the JF Petroleum Group is the leading
fuel
and fluids storage system turnkey solutions provider to the North American fueling
infrastructure industry. The company distributes, installs and services aboveground fuel
and fluids storage equipment for retail fueling stations, commercial and government
fleets and emergency power customers. JF Petroleum operates a network of 33
branch offices and 4 distribution centers with over 1,000 employees across the
United States.
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY:
MISSION STATEMENT
To be a trusted partner, offering the most comprehensive range of products and
services at the highest quality and a great value.
VISION STATEMENT
To enhance convenience and the quality of life of the people in the communities we
serve by providing intelligent & sustainable energy solutions enabling a more
prosperous, safe and greener future.
PROVIDE. BUILD. SERVE.
CORE VALUES
We are ...
A Trusted Partner - We are a Trusted Partner to our customers and suppliers.
A Higher Quality - We are committed to providing the highest degree of Quality in
every product, service and solution we offer.
A Team - Teamwork is essential to success, therefore we work together to ensure
our customers have the best experience.
Innovators - We are Innovators and Change Leaders who dare to be different. We
challenge the old ways of doing business and offer creative solutions powered by the
best enabling technologies.
Positive Citizens - We care about our communities and the environment and believe
it is our duty to be socially and environmentally responsible.
Passionate - We love what we do and push ourselves to be our best every day.

8

What are your company's expectations in the
event of an award?

Our expectations are to increase sales in the government, education, and non-profit
sectors. Such an award will position us to capture detailed national market segment
focus, allowing us to provide quality aboveground fuel and fluid storage tank products,
services and turnkey solutions to existing and new Sourcewell customers. Additionally,
we expect growth of accretive revenue, thereby bringing new customers in to
ultimately help strengthen Sourcewell's customer base.

g

Demonstrate your financial strength and
stability with meaningful data. This could
include such items as financial statements,
SEC filings, credit and bond ratings, letters
of credit, and detailed reference letters.
Upload supporting documents (as applicable)
in the document upload section of your
response.

We included our high bonding capacities level letter; certificate of insurance with high
insurance levels, vendor references, letter on financials, and a company strength and
breadth presentation. We are the largest company of fuel and fluid tank systems
solutions in our industry.

10

What is your US market share for the
solutions that you are proposing?

Estimated at 20%

11

What is your Canadian market share for the
solutions that you are proposing?

0

12

Has your business ever petitioned for
bankruptcy protection? If so, explain in detail.

No

13

How is your organization best described: is it
a manufacturer, a distributor/dealer/reseller, or
a service provider? Answer whichever
question (either a) or b) just below) best
applies to your organization.
If your company is best described as a
a)
distributor/dealer/reseller (or similar entity),
provide your written authorization to act as a
distributor/dealer/reseller for the manufacturer
of the products proposed in this RFP. If
applicable, is your dealer network
independent or company owned?
b)
If your company is best described as a
manufacturer or service provider, describe
your relationship with your sales and service
force and with your dealer network in
delivering the products and services proposed
in this RFP. Are these individuals your
employees, or the employees of a third party?

Our company focus is both unique and we offer many solutions. We are a distributor
and a services provider. We are the largest distributors for the best-in-class industry
manufacturers. We have a robust e-commerce replacement parts platform. We
perform design-build, turnkey storage solutions and provide warranty and ongoing
break-fix maintenance. JF Petroleum Group is rapidly growing as a much larger selfperforrning, national turnkey solutions provider. (a). The JF Petroleum Group line card
is a testament to our distributorship authorization, as we distribute hundreds of fuel
and fluid storage system products. {b). We directly service over 1/2 of the United
States and use a combination of our national projects group and a network of third
party industry firms in other states to provide turnkey services.
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15

If applicable, provide a detailed explanation
outlining the licenses and certifications that
are both required to be held, and actually
held, by your organization (including third
parties and subcontractors that you use) in
pursuit of the business contemplated by this
RFP.

Different licenses are required - some states require a general contractors license,
some require a state tank contractors license, some require a servicing contractor's
license; some a 3rd party certification and some don't require any
licensing/certification. We have the licenses where we routinely perform work and
utilize property licensed firms if we do not currently hold the license ourselves. We
belong to the Petroleum Equipment Institute and have aligned ourselves with peers
across the country where we need to perform services in ares we are not currently
licensed.

Provide all "Suspension or Debarment"
information that has applied to your
organization during the past ten years.

N/A

.
.

Table 3: Industry Recognition & Marketplace Success
Line
Item
16

Question

Response •

Describe any relevant industry awards or
recognition that your company has received
in the past five years

Safety Award - 10,000 safe work man hours on a turkey fuel and fluid storage
systems WMATA project:
Vendor of the Year Award - NC Petroleum & Convenience Marketers (NCPCM) 2019
50 Year Membership Award - NC Petroleum & Convenience Marketers (NCPCM) 2019
Grant Thornton - NC 100 - North Carolina's top 100 private companies - 2016
Grant Thornton - NC 100 - North Carolina's top 100 private companies - 2015
Petroleum Equipment Institute:
• Recommended Practices for the Design, Installation, Operation and Maintenance of
Compressed Natural Gas Vehicle Fueling Facilities
• Recommended Practices for the Installation of Aboveground Storage Systems for
Motor-Vehicle Fueling

17

What percentage of your sales are to the
governmental sector in the past three years

< 10%

18

What percentage of your sales are to the
education sector in the past three years

< 10%

19

List any state, provincial, or cooperative
purchasing contracts that you hold. What is
the annual sales volume for each of these
contracts over the past three years?

0

20

List any GSA contracts or Standing Offers
and Supply Arrangements (SOSA) that you
hold. What is the annual sales volume for
each of these contracts over the past three
years?

0

,~

.
.

.
.
.

Table 4: References/Testimonials
Line Item 21. Supply reference information from three customers who are eligible to be Sourcewell participating entities.
Entity Name •

Contact Name •

Phone Number •

City of Charlotte, NC

Doug Pierotti

704-432-5212

City of Columbia, SC

Billy Bowers

803-545-3811

NC Department of Transportation

Doug Leonard

919-835-8057

Bid Number: RFP 092920
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Table 5: Top Five Government or Education Customers
Line Item 22. Provide a list of your top five government, education, or non-profit customers (entity name is optional),
including entity type, the state or province the entity is located in, scope of the project(s), size of transaction(s), and dollar
volumes from the past three years.
Entity Name

Entity Type •

Hillsboro County Government

State/
Province *
Florida - FL

Scope of Work •

Size of Transactions •

Fuel Storage Systems
Fuel Systems Maintenance

Varies

Dollar Volume Past Three
Years •
>$200,000.00 (we're in
1st year of multi-year
contract)

NCDOT

Government

North Carolina NC

Fuel Storage Systems

Varies

>$1,000,000.00

City of
Charlotte

Government

North Carolina NC

Fuel Systems Maintenance

~ $4,000

>$100,000.00

Myrtle Beach
Airport

Government

South Carolina - Fuel Storage Systems
SC

>$300,000

>$900,000.00

US Government Government

Bid Number: RFP 092920
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Fuel Storage Dispensing Systems Varies

>$2,000,000.00

*

.
.
.
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Table 6: Ability to Sell and Deliver Service
Describe your company's capability to meet the needs of Sourcewell participating entities across the US and Canada, as applicable. Your
response should address in detail at least the following areas: locations of your network of sales and service providers, the number of
workers (full-time equivalents) involved in each sector, whether these workers are your direct employees (or employees of a third party),
and any overlap between the sales and service functions.
Line
Item

Question

Response •

23

Sales force.

JF Petroleum Group has over 50 sales personnel with over 25% specifically focused
on the commercial market segment of government, education and non-profit entities.
We also have 6 CSRs, several Project Bid Coordinators who assist with sales pricing,
and a dedicated E-commerce Team.

24

Dealer network or other distribution methods. JF Petroleum Group sells directly to government, education, and non-profit entities and
does not use a dealer network.

25

Service force.

26

Describe in detail the process and
procedure of your customer service
program, if applicable. Include your
response-time capabilities and
commitments, as well as any incentives that
help your providers meet your stated
service goals or promises.

JF Petroleum Group has over 450 field services personnel and a national projects
group.
A special Sourcewell member email address will be established. JF Petroleum Group
will assign a Sourcewell Account Manager for equipmenUsystem needs. This will
include needs analysis and customer pricing. Once a purchase order from a
Sourcewell member is received, we will verify all information for accuracy and send an
order confinnation to the member. A project manager will subsequently be assigned to
the member where installation services apply. JF Petroleum Group uses Microsoft
Project for scheduling. All inquiries are generally responded to the same day, but no
later than the next business day. E-commerce team is staffed to help with replacement
parts questions and parts ordering. E-commerce parts orders for in-stock parts
received before 3pm are shipped the same day.

.
.
.

.

For service needs, we have a dedicated Customer Care number and email portal to
our Customer Care group for scheduling warranty, PM or break-fix service needs.
Generally we will respond within four hours in an emergency and eight hours on a
routine service call (if received early in the morning) or within twenty-four hours, unless
otherwise specified or requested. We have an escalated service response process
through service managers to reginal service directors to our national service director.
27

Identify your ability and willingness to
provide your products and services to
Sourcewell participating entities in the
United States.

Based on our size, JF Petroleum Group is able and willing to provide products and
services throughout the United States.

28

Identify your ability and willingness to
provide your products and services to
Sourcewell participating entities in Canada.

JF Petroleum Group is able and willing to provide products and services in Canada.
Third party firms and contractors will be utilized to provide these solutions to ensure
compliance with CUL and AHJ requirements. Transactions will be done in US dollars.
Pricing will exclude any government taxes, special inspections, etc.

29

Identify any geographic areas of the United
States or Canada that you will NOT be fully
serving through the proposed contract.

None

30

Identify any Sourcewell participating entity
sectors (i.e., government, education, not-forprofit) that you will NOT be fully serving
through the proposed contract. Explain in
detail. For example, does your company
have only a regional presence, or do other
cooperative purchasing contracts limit your
ability to promote another contract?

JF Petroleum Group will be fully servicing all Sourcewell participating entity sectors.

31

.
.
.

Define any specific contract requirements or Special travel and transportation charges would apply. These would be identified to the
members as part of the pricing process.
restrictions that would apply to our
participating entities in Hawaii and Alaska
and in US Territories.

Bid N umber: RFP 092920
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Table 7: Marketing Plan
Line
Item

Question

Response •

Describe your marketing strategy for
promoting this contract opportunity.
Upload representative samples of your
marketing materials (if applicable) in
the document upload section of your
response.

JF Petroleum Group included a marketing plan as an attachment, along with samples of
marketing materials. Our strategy includes introductory Sourcewell sales team meetings,
email blasts, trade shows, personal sales calls, website promotions, key vendor and partner
notification, among others.

.

33

Describe your use of technology and
digital data (e.g., social media,
metadata usage) to enhance
marketing effectiveness.

Our use of technology would include E-blasts, search engine optimization and multiple
social media venues, among others. We would like to see what Sourcewell has available
and has used that may also assist us in this endeavor.

.

34

In your view, what is Sourcewell's role
in promoting contracts arising out of
this RFP? How will you integrate a
Sourcewell-awarded contract into your
sales process?

We would request access to Sourcewell member mailing lists and contact information;
tradeshow promotional materials with Sourcewell logo, introductory sales training and
Sourcewell indoctrination program to utilize as relative to JF Petroleum Group company
culture and our sales process.

.

35

Are your products or services
available through an e-procurement
ordering process? If so, describe your
e-procurement system and how
governmental and educational
customers have used it.

Yes, replacement parts are available through our E-commerce system. Our system is robust
and similar to the leading online companies today. Our customers use a personal login,
create a password for a user friendly intuitive system with user support readily available. A
uniquely customized shopping cart can be created for customer use.

.

32

,-
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Table 8: Value-Added Attributes
Line
Item
36

37

38

39

40

41

Question

Response •

Describe any product, equipment,
maintenance, or operator training
programs that you offer to
Sourcewell participating entities.
Include details, such as whether
training is standard or optional,
who provides training, and any
costs that apply.

JF Petroleum Group provides standard commissioning and startup/operator training is
included as part of our installation services.

Describe any technological
advances that your proposed
products or services offer.

Remote monitoring, carbon footprint production, passive fueling, and idle reducing
technologies are some of the technological advances offered.

Describe any "green" initiatives
that relate to your company or to
your products or services, and
include a list of the certifying
agency for each.

Steel from tank systems is a recyclable material. Gasoline storage systems are equipped
with stage one vapor recovery systems to reduce atmospheric emissions.

Identify any third-party issued ecolabels, ratings or certifications that
your company has received for the
equipment or products included in
your Proposal related to energy
efficiency or conservation, life-cycle
design (cradle-to-cradle), or other
green/sustainability factors.

There are obvious industry recognized benefits for an owner utilizing storage systems for
alternative vehicle fueling (ie. E-85 Bio Diesel, EV, etc).

Describe any Women or Minority
Business Entity (WMBE), Small
Business Entity (SBE), or veteran
owned business certifications that
your company or hub partners
have obtained. Upload
documentation of certification (as
applicable) in the document upload
section of your response.

JF Petroleum Group and our primary vendors are large businesses (some are publicly
traded) and do not carry these certifications. JF Petroleum Group endeavors to utilize
qualified firms where possible as part of installation services.

What unique attributes does your
company, your products, or your
services offer to Sourcewell
participating entities? What makes
your proposed solutions unique in
your industry as it applies to
Sourcewell participating entities?

JF Petroleum Group is the only national sole-source, turnkey services provider, usually self
performed. We offer a broad depth of experience and expertise with fuel and fluids storage
systems. Also, we have a focused VP and Sales & Services division in the Sourcewell
member market place.

*

*

*

*

.

*

Table 9: Warranty
Describe in detail your manufacturer warranty program, including conditions and requirements to qualify, claims procedure,
and overall structure. You may upload representative samples of your warranty materials (if applicable) in the document
upload section of your response in addition to responding to the questions below.
Line
Item
42

Question

Response *

Do your warranties cover all products, parts, and
labor?

Yes, except labor where noted (ie, parts sales)
New storage systems include 1-year parts and labor warranty.
Some individual components may also carry a one year labor warranty.
(Purchasing a replacement nozzle does not carry a labor warranty; Purchasing
a dispenser includes a labor warranty.) This information will be communicated
to the client based on the type of system or equipment they buy.

*

43

Do your warranties impose usage restrictions or
other limitations that adversely affect coverage?

Yes, typical exclusions include misuse, abuse, Acts of God, customer
damage, wear and tear items, consummables, etc.

*

44

Do your warranties cover the expense of
technicians' travel time and mileage to perform
warranty repairs?

Yes, except where noted (ie, parts sales)
Systems installed by us include 1-year parts and labor warranty

*
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Are there any geographic regions of the United
No
States or Canada (as applicable) for which you
Service is provided by contacting our Dispatch Center via email or calling in
cannot provide a certified technician to perform
warranty repairs? How will Sourcewell participating
entities in these regions be provided service for
warranty repair?

46

Will you cover warranty service for items made by
other manufacturers that are part of your proposal,
or are these warranties issues typically passed on
to the original equipment manufacturer?

Yes
Depending on the products/services purchased, some warranties are passed
on
We offer a one (1) year warranty on the fuel and fluid storage systems we
install
On non-system products that we provide, we guarantee to the furthest extent
the manufacturer's warranty.
For an example, a nozzle only has a one-year parts warranty.
Another example of a passed on warranty is a UL-2085 tank, which carries
a 30-year limited warranty, which would be passed on (allowing a longer
warranty).

47

What are your proposed exchange and return
programs and policies?

Effective August 1, 2017
CORE RETURN POLICY
At JF Petroleum Group, we are committed to sustainable and environmentally
friendly business practices. Our new core policy is focused on ensuring that
reusable cores are returned to our supply base for remanufacturing, so that
they do not end up in our landfills.

What is a Core and what are core charges?
Certain types of products we sell at JF Petroleum Group contain cores,
which can be recycled or remanufactured for future sale. The original
manufacturers of products that contain cores, apply a "core charge" to these
products, that represents a type of deposit on the portion of the product that
can be recycled or remanufactured. More simply put, a core is the old part
or item in need of replacement. Core charges are designed to encourage
the return of old/used parts or items back to JF Petroleum Group, and then
we in tum, will return those old/used parts or items back to the original
manufacturer for recycling or remanufacturing.
Examples of products we sell at JF Petroleum Group that contain cores are:
point of sale systems, any type of electronic equipment containing printed
circuit boards, motors, pumps, meters, nozzles etc.
Core Charges
When we sell an item that contains a core, the sales price represents the
price of the item itself, and the additional core charge is a deposit paid by
our customer to encourage the return of the old item for remanufacturing
purposes. The core charge is refunded back to the customer when the
customer returns the core to JF Petroleum Group. Providing that the old core
is in acceptable condition upon return, JF Petroleum Group will refund the
core charge. Beginning August 1st, 2017, JF Petroleum Group will invoice
the item/part and core charge separately for all purchases of items containing
cores.
Core Return Policy
When you purchase an item with a core with a corresponding core charge
from JF Petroleum Group, you have 30 days from the date of shipment to
return the old core back to JF Petroleum Group. JF Petroleum Group will
provide a return authorization and a return shipping label with every product
sold that requires a core return. Simply place the old item/core in the original
item box along with the return authorization document, place the shipping
label on the box, and give the box to the carrier specified on the shipping
label (normally UPS). If you misplace the return authorization or did not
receive one, simply request a new one utilizing our Return Goods
Authorization request form located in our return policy section of our terms &
conditions.
It is our goal to return the core deposit of every customer. However, refunds
are not given when a core is damaged beyond repair, incomplete, broken,
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stripped of components, does not match the new item purchased, or cores
returned without the original packaging of the newly purchased item.
Please allow two weeks to receive your core refund from the date we
receive the core.
JF Petroleum Group 30-day core return policy is independent of your invoice
payment terms. Invoices containing core charges must be paid within terms
to keep your account current. If a core is returned prior to the invoice
payment terms elapsing, JF Petroleum Group will issue the corresponding
credit to the invoice, and your balance due will be adjusted accordingly.

Effective March 1, 2017
FREIGHT AND SHIPPING POLICY
The term F.O.B. (Free on Board) will mean the following for all orders
shipped from any supplier location, JF Petroleum Group location or ANS
distribution center:
F.O.B. Shipping Point - Without regard to who pays any freight charges, the
risk of loss lies with the customer. JF Petroleum Group will always ship
F.O.B. shipping point unless stipulated otherwise in a written sales agreement.
F.O.B. shipping point transfers the title of the shipment of goods when the
goods are delivered to a carrier at the shipping point, at which point, the
legal title of those goods is transferred to the buyer. Therefore, the seller is
not responsible for the goods during delivery.
F.O.B. Destination - Without regard to who pays any freight charges, JF
Petroleum Group assumes risk of loss until goods are delivered to the
designated destination. Ownership transfers to the buyer when the goods are
delivered to the buyer's designated delivery point. JF Petroleum Group will
ship F.O.B. Destination in very limited circumstances and only when agreed
to contractually.
Note that payment of freight charges has been separated from the risk of
loss. This is incumbent upon the purchasing party to make certain all
shipments leaving the factory or the distribution center as "F.O.B. Shipping
Point" are adequately insured, and that proper inspections, etc. are effected
upon delivery of goods.
Payment of freight charges will fall into one of the following classifications
depending upon circumstances regardless of the F.O.8. option specified:
Pre-paid (PPD) - JF Petroleum Group pays all freight charges for orders
classified as PPD. In order to qualify for PPD freight, an order must exceed
a $300 minimum and be eligible for shipping by parcel carrier at a standard
ground service level. All PPD shipments will ship via a JF Petroleum Group
contracted carrier. Exclusions to this policy are shipments outside the lower
contiguous 48 United States, shipping costs on any items considered by
UPS to be oversized or overweight, and any situation where the customer
requests expedited shipment.
Pre-paid and Added to Invoice (PPA) - JF Petroleum Group pays the freight
charges directly to the carrier. However, the charges will be included on the
customer's invoice for the items shipped and the customer will then
reimburse JF Petroleum Group. Unless otherwise agreed, PPA shipments will
be tendered to a JF Petroleum Group contracted carrier. All orders requiring
LTL or truck load service, will ship PPA. All expedited orders (next day
delivery) will ship PPA.
Collect (COL) - JF Petroleum Group will not pay any freight charges for the
shipment. The receiving party will pay the charges when the goods are
delivered.
Other charges for product delivery - In cases where there are additional
charges for product delivery, such as crating fees, hazmat fees, COD fees,
special handling charges or any other assessorial charges, JF Petroleum
Group will invoice the customer for all such charges based on JF Petroleum
Group's best estimate of such charges at the time of shipment. Such
charges will be billed regardless of the method of shipment (i.e. parcel
versus freight) unless JF Petroleum Group has specifically agreed otherwise
with the customer.
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When customer necessity requires JF Petroleum Group to process and ship
product outside of normal business hours (late night emergencies and
weekends), JF Petroleum Group will charge a $100.00 service fee for nonstandard labor.
Shipment Routing - All shipments will be routed via contract carriers unless
otherwise agreed to in writing. Special routing requests must be specified at
time of order submission. Best service and rates will be obtained if carrier
selection is made by JF Petroleum Group. All quoted transit times are
approximations and are subject to delays outside of our control.
Insurance - Common carriers are obligated to assume responsibility for
goods they carry. The dollar limit and reimbursement rate varies by the carrier.
F.O.B. Shipping Point (Common Carrier) - The common carrier assumes
responsibility for the goods transported and customers must recover damages
from the carrier.
Lost Shipments - JF Petroleum Group's responsibility on all surface and air
freight shipments extends to actual shipping of the order. Tracing or follow up
is the responsibility of the customer and the carrier. Nevertheless, you may
always expect our full cooperation in helping to locate lost material. After
allowing a reasonable amount of time for delivery, contact your JF Petroleum
Group sales representative for tracing assistance.
Truck Shipment - JF Petroleum Group will provide you with the pro number
and details for the customer to track shipments via the carrier's website.
Parcel, Air Freight and Air Express - JF Petroleum Group will provide the
waybill number and details for the customer to track shipments via the
carrier's website.

General Returns and Claims Information
KEEP ALL PRODUCTS IN THE ORIGINAL BOXES AND PACKAGING. JF
Petroleum Group will only accept a return if: the Return Goods Request Form
is in compliance with this policy or an exception is approved; a Return
Goods Authorization number (RGA) has been issued; a copy of the RGA is
included with the return; the product is returned in the original manufacturer's
packaging and is in new and resalable condition. 15% restocking fees will
apply on all straight returns (incorrectly ordered, ordered more than needed
etc.). Some items noted as "special order or non-returnable may be
accepted on a case-by-case basis, and will be subject to a higher restocking
fee.
Shipping Errors and Shortages - It is very rare that you will receive an
incorrect product or a short shipment; we double-check all orders before we
ship them. However, if we made a mistake/error in shipping, contact us within
5 business days of receiving your order. We will then issue an RGA and
return instructions for items shipped in error. For shortages, we will either
ship the missing items to you at no charge or issue you a credit. No
restocking fees will be assessed if JF Petroleum Group made an error
processing your order.
Damaged Goods - For parcel shipments (i.e. UPS, FedEx, etc.), you must
notify JF Petroleum Group and the carrier within 2 business days of delivery.
Visible damage must be annotated on the delivery receipt and a claim filed
with JF Petroleum Group, and we will in turn file a claim with the carrier on
your behalf. Concealed damages must be claimed within 5 business days of
receipt.
If your shipment is being transported via freight truck, we want you to be
aware of your rights and responsibilities as the end recipient (from here
forward known as the "consignee"). There are a lot of things that can happen
between the origin and your delivery location; therefore, we are asking you to
do a very small amount of work to protect yourself, and us.
To ensure that you are receiving what you ordered, and in acceptable
condition, the National Claims Council Regulations specify that you must
inspect, examine, and inventory your shipment as it is unloaded.
Upon delivery, inspect the shipment for obvious damage. All shortages and
damages must be noted on the Bill of Lading or Freight Bill. If you
determine that any items are damaged or missing, you MUST note the item,
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the discrepancy, and the condition before you sign the delivery receipt.
Contact the freight company to report the discrepancy and file your claim with
JF Petroleum Group.
Open all cartons and containers. If there is the slightest doubt that the
merchandise is damaged (concealed or otherwise) it must be noted on the
Bill of Lading or Freight Bill, or the liability to prove that the delivering carrier
caused the damage becomes your responsibility.
The carrier's driver cannot leave the delivery point until the Bill of Lading or
Freight Bill is signed. The carrier's driver should help you receive your
shipment and answer your questions. While your driver is there, compare the
pieces of freight you are receiving to the carrier's freight bill. Once you've
determined that the condition and quantity of your freight is acceptable, you
can then sign the delivery receipt. The driver will provide you with a copy of
the delivery receipt. The Bill of Lading or Freight Bill is the only binding
documentation indicating the condition of a shipment when it arrived at your
location, and without this document, the carrier cannot be held liable for items
damaged or missing.
Your signature on the delivering carrier's Bill of Lading (BOL) constitutes
acceptance of the merchandise as is and in good order. If you do not
inspect the delivered merchandise before signing the BOL, you are, for all
practical purposes, waiving the right to collect on a damage claim even if the
damage is discovered later (known as concealed damage).
Concealed Damage - Although we strongly recommend inspecting the
shipment prior to signing the delivery receipt, it may not always be possible.
If the consignee or their representative sign for the shipment, and then at a
later time discover that there is some damage not noticed at delivery
(called "concealed damage"), then a claim will need to be filed by the
consignee for concealed damage. Concealed damages must be claimed
within 5 business days of receipt.
In the event of concealed damage, it is vital that you immediately document
and photograph (if possible) the packaging and the damage. You must keep
all of the packaging. If possible, do not move the item. JF Petroleum Group
will call the carrier and report the damage. The carrier will begin a concealed
damage claim and schedule an inspection. The inspector will determine if the
damage was carrier caused and the extent of the carrier's liability. JF
Petroleum Group will settle approved claims directly with the customer.
Best Practices:
1. Whenever signing for freight, always write "SUBJECT TO INSPECTION".
2. Always inspect the freight before you sign the delivery receipt.
3. Note on the freight bill any obvious damage at the time of delivery (i.e.
box comers crushed , tears, rips, slices, marks etc.); be specific.
4. If you suspect internal damage, open all crates, boxes and cartons
immediately.
5. Even if no damage is suspected, open the carton(s) within 24 hours and
make a thorough inspection.
6. After noting freight damage on the bill of lading, you must call the carrier,
and notify us of the damage. We will ask you to send us a copy of the bill
of lading that documents the freight damage.
7. Hold all damaged goods and their packaging materials, in the original
location, for inspection by the carrier.
Product Returns - Our return policy is intended for timely processing of
returns and issuance of credit to our customers. Failure to adhere to the
following guidelines may result in delays or loss of credit.
Products purchased from JF Petroleum Group deemed to be "normal
stocking items" may be returned for a period of ninety (90) days from the
original invoice date. "Normal Stocking Items" returned within this time frame
will be credited less a 15% restocking fee. Special order items may only be
returned if the original manufacturer authorizes the return. Restocking fees for
special order items may be greater than 15%, depending on the
manufacturer's return policies. In order to receive credit, products must be
received by JF Petroleum Group undamaged and in their original packaging.
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Computer software and electronic boards will not be accepted for return if
the original factory seal is not intact or if the original packages were opened.
All product returns require a written Return Goods Authorization (RGA) from
JF Petroleum Group Returns Department. If authorized for return,
transportation charges must be prepaid by the requestor unless otherwise
noted by JF Petroleum Group in the RGA. All goods authorized for return are
subject to inspection and acceptance. To receive authorization to return
material, customers must fill out a Return Goods Request form. Forms may
be downloaded here or obtained by fax or email from your Customer Service
Representative. The Return Goods Request may then be emailed to
retums@jfpetrogroup.com. A numbered RGA will be faxed or emailed back to
the customer indicating approval to return the product or denial. An approved
RGA will be valid for a period of thirty (30) days. All returns must be sent to
the facility noted on the RGA, and you must include a copy of the RGA as a
packing list. Also, the RGA # must be clearly legible on the outside of the
package(s). Under no circumstances should any items be returned directly to
the manufacturer or other party unless prior written authorization is obtained
from JF Petroleum Group Returns Department.
Core Returns - All cores are to be returned to JF Petroleum Group Cores
and Warranty Department within thirty (30) days of the original replacement
product invoice. Additionally, core return quantities may not exceed the
quantity of replacement items purchased without prior approval. All cores must
be in repairable condition. No core return credit will be issued for a nonrepairable core or a core that is missing components.
Warranty Returns - Any warranty applicable to goods purchased from JF
Petroleum Group is provided solely by the product manufacturer, the terms of
which will be furnished on request. JF Petroleum Group may, but shall not be
required to, replace the defective goods from JF Petroleum Group inventory
or provide a credit for the amount of the purchase price of such goods. JF
Petroleum Group assumes no liability for any incidental, consequential or
other damages claimed to have been caused by defective products.
All warranty items must be returned to JF Petroleum Group with all required
paperwork and authorizations (including manufacturer's approved claim and an
RGA issued by JF Petroleum Group). Items received without proper
documentation will be returned to you for correction and resubmittal.
If a replacement part is ordered prior to returning the defective part, you will
be invoiced at regular price for the replacement part upon shipment. You
must pay the invoice for the replacement part in accordance with your
standard payment terms. JF Petroleum Group will return the defective part to
the manufacturer, along with the corresponding auth.orizations. Once JF
Petroleum Group receives credit from the warranty item from the
manufacturer, we will in tum, issue the corresponding credit to your account. If
a warranty item is not returned within fifteen (15) days of shipment and
invoicing of a replacement item, you will need to pay the invoice for the
replacement item in accordance with your normal terms and you will no
longer be eligible to return the warranty item to JF Petroleum Group.
If your warranty claim is denied by the manufacturer, you are still responsible
for paying JF Petroleum Group for the full value of the replacement part.

Customer Owned Inventory Storage Agreement (Warehouse)
JF Petroleum Group (Supplier) may, from time to time, house materials or
inventory owned by Customer ("Customer Materials") at its facility ("Supplier
Facility") in order for Supplier to perform services for Customer and
Customer and Supplier desire to agree to the terms and conditions upon
which Supplier will store such Customer Materials. Accordingly, for good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows:
1. Customer agrees to pay the storage and other fees associated with
Supplier's storage, inventorying and warehousing of the Customer Materials
("Customer Materials Warehouse Storage Fees").
2. Upon Supplier's receipt of Customer Materials, Customer agrees that it
shall bear all and insure against all risk of loss at all times while such
Customer Materials are located at the Supplier Facility or while such
Customer Materials are under the direction and control of Supplier. Unless
caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of Supplier, in no event
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shall Supplier be liable for any loss or damage to the Customer Materials.
3. In the event there is no order or other activity related to the Cust9mer
Materials for a period of six (6) months or upon expiration or termination of
this Agreement, Supplier will use reasonable efforts to notify Customer of any
such Customer Materials which remain under Supplier's direction or control
and, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by both parties, Customer shall
accept C.O.D. return shipment of all such remaining Customer Materials. In
the event such Customer Materials are returned to Supplier, Customer shall
remain liable for all costs related to the shipment of such Customer Materials
and Supplier shall have the right to destroy, resell or otherwise dispose of
such Customer Materials and Customer shall be liable for all costs and
expenses related thereto, including but not limited to all costs of shipment,
destruction, resale, enforcement of and collection under this Agreement,
including reasonable attorneys' fees.
4. This Addendum shall remain in effect until such time as Supplier is no
longer in possession or control of any Customer Materials provided that
either party may terminate this Addendum immediately for cause upon written
notice, which notice will include a ten (10) business day opportunity to cure.
Either party may terminate this Addendum for convenience upon thirty (30)
days written notice to the other party.

Supplier Owned Inventory (Purchased and Stored for Customer)
JF Petroleum Group (Supplier) may, from time to time, purchase materials
and/or inventory on Customer's behalf ("Supplier-Managed Inventory'') and such
Supplier-Managed Inventory shall be stored at Supplier's facility ("Supplier
Facility") in order for Supplier to perform services for Customer. Customer
and Supplier desire to agree to the terms and conditions upon which
Supplier will warehouse and store such Supplier-Managed Inventory.
Accordingly, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency
of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows:
1. Customer agrees to pay the storage fees associated with Supplier's
storage, management and inventorying of the Supplier-Managed Inventory
("Supplier-Managed Inventory Warehouse Storage Fees").
2. In the event there is (a) a de minimus or no order activity related to the
Supplier-Managed Inventory for a period of three (3) or more months; (b)
upon the expiration or termination of this Addendum; or (c) the expiration of
termination of the Agreement between the parties to which the SupplierManaged Inventory is addressed or the subject of, Supplier will use
reasonable efforts to notify Customer of any such Supplier-Managed Inventory
which remains under Supplier's possession, direction or control and, unless
otherwise agreed to in writing by both parties, Supplier shall invoice
Customer for such Supplier-Managed Inventory and payment shall be due
within thirty (30) days of the invoice date. For amounts owed which are more
than thirty (30) days past due, Supplier may charge Customer interest in the
amount of one and a half percent (1 ½%) per month or the maximum rate
permitted by law. Upon receipt of payment from Customer, Customer shall
accept C.O.D. return shipment of all such remaining Supplier-Managed
Inventory and shall be responsible for all other costs or expenses related to
the return of such Supplier-Managed Inventory. Risk of loss of SupplierManaged Inventory shall transfer to Customer upon shipment. In addition to all
other remedies available to Supplier, in the event that Supplier does not
receive full payment for the Supplier-Managed Inventory within sixty (60) days
of the invoice date, Supplier shall have the right to destroy, resell or
otherwise dispose of such Supplier-Managed Inventory and, in addition to the
invoiced amount of the Supplier-Managed Inventory, Customer shall be liable
for all costs and expenses related thereto, including but not limited to all
costs of shipment, destruction, resale, enforcement of and collection under
this Agreement, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
3. This Addendum shall remain in effect until such time as Supplier is no
longer in possession or control of any Supplier-Managed Inventory provided
that either party may terminate this Addendum immediately for cause upon
written notice, which notice will include a ten (10) day opportunity to cure.
Either party may terminate this Addendum for convenience upon thirty (30)
days written notice to the other party.
4. This Addendum constitutes and contains the entire agreement between the
parties with respect to the storage, warehousing and inventorying of the
Supplier-Managed Inventory. The parties acknowledge and agree that to the
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extent there is a conflict between any tenns in this Addendum and any terms
contained in the storage, warehousing and inventory provisions related to the
Supplier-Managed Inventory contained in any other agreement executed by the
parties, the terms related to such storage, warehousing and inventory of the
Supplier-Managed Inventory contained therein, shall be governed by this
Addendum and the terms contained herein shall prevail.
48

Describe any service contract options for the items
included in your proposal.

We offer service contracts and PM agreements. These are customizable and
depend on the items purchased (ie, the number of tanks, dispensers,
equipment, etc.and can also include State, regulatory inspections and
manufacturer/ industry recommendations

.

Table 10: Payment Terms and Financing Options
Line
Item

Question

Response •

49

What are your payment terms (e.g., net 10, net 30)?

Equipment - NET 30 Days; Installation/services invoices/progress
payment invoices - NET 30 Days
Complete credit and tax exempt information is required with each
initial Purchase Order.
If a blanket Purchase Order is received for multiple sites then the
member will be billed for each individual site upon delivery and
installation of applicable equipment.

,-

.

50

Do you provide leasing or financing options, especially
those options that schools and governmental entities may
need to use in order to make certain acquisitions?

Yes - we have a 3rd party, Patriot Capital, who engages directly with
the Owner for any financing needs

.

51

Briefly describe your proposed order process. Include
enough detail to support your ability to report quarterly
sales to Sourcewell as described in the Contract template.
For example, indicate whether your dealer network is
included in your response and whether each dealer (or
some other entity) will process the Sourcewell participating
entities' purchase orders.

Mircosoft NAV is our current ERP system; we will
20201 to Microsoft BC. Both are robust systems,
easily. report quarterly sales to Sourcewell. JFPG
all Sourcewell orders, so we have a simple ability

.

Do you accept the P-card procurement and payment
process? If so, is there any additional cost to Sourcewell
participating entities for using this process?

Yes - 3% fee if over $5,000

52

be upgrading in
allowing us to
will be processing
to track.

.

Table 11: Pricing and Delivery
Provide detailed pricing information in the questions that follow below. Keep in mind that reasonable price and product adjustments can
be made during the term of an awarded Contract as desribed in the RFP, the template Contract, and the Sourcewell Price and Product
Change Request Form.
Line
Item

53

Question

Response •

Describe your pricing model (e.g., line-item discounts or
product-category discounts). Provide detailed pricing data
(including standard or list pricing and the Sourcewell
discounted price) on all of the items that you want
Sourcewell to consider as part of your RFP response. If
applicable, provide a SKU for each item in your proposal.
Upload your pricing materials (if applicable) in the document
upload section of your response.

JF Petroleum Group price offering is as follows:
For published manufacturer's (reference our line card) list pricing discount is current list price less 10%
All other systems equipment solutions will be at cost + 18%
Freight: FOB Factory
Note: Replacement parts over $300 shipped via ground UPS receive
free freight (JFPG Ecommerce program)
All services requiring a Project Manager will be at $125.00/hour +
travel expenses
Preferred customer applies pricing for all installations self-performed
(priced by site) by JFPG
All other system installations will be invoiced at subcontractors cost +
18%;
Note: JF Petroleum Group is a systems integrator. Due to
voluminous options available to fuel and fluids storage systems and
that we represent well over 100 manufactures and due to file sizes,
we are unable to upload all catalogues and price lists. Noncustomized and customized fuel and fluid storage solutions are
available. But, most require site specific configurations and
integration into owner specific business systems. Subsequently, a
system solution would be priced to a specific application.
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Quantify the pricing discount represented by the pricing
proposal in this response. For example, if the pricing in
your response represents a percentage discount from MSRP
or list, state the percentage or percentage range.

10% discount applies to equipment systems published list price
sheets. All other would be al cost plus 18%.

55

Describe any quantity or volume discounts or rebate
programs that you offer.

Since government, non-profits and educational agencies will have
many fleet fueling locations, we offer volume discounts for any of our
turnkey storage systems. Those discounts are either a 3% discount
for a single purchase order of 5 or more units or a 5% discount for
a single PO of ten or more units. This discount applies to all DEF
mini-bulk systems, AST fueling systems and mobile fuel systems.

56

Propose a method of facilitating "sourced" products or
related services, which may be referred to as "open market"
items or "nonstandard options". For example, you may
supply such items "at cost" or "at cost plus a percentage,"
or you may supply a quote for each such request.

Most of the equipment systems offered by JF Petroleum Group
require some level of permitting and installation. Permitting may
include electrical, building and/or Fire Marshall approval. Installation
may include trenching of concrete, building concrete fuel island pads,
pulling electrical power supply from long distances and installing site
specific protective barriers and other equipment. We are all trained
and certified within the petroleum equipment industry to perform all of
these services with one flat rate. Therefore, we negotiate on the
Sourcewell members behalf, then sub-contract where not selfperformed, and serve as project manager to ensure that each
system is installed properly and within the scope of work. The
Sourcewell member has the option of paying JF Petroleum Group
the cost of a sub-contracted installation al cost plus or we will
provide a fixed price quote for installation services.

57

58

59

60

.

.

.

Identify any element of the total cost of acquisition that is
NOT included in the pricing submitted with your response.
This includes all additional charges associated with a
purchase that are not directly identified as freight or
shipping charges. For example, list costs for items like predelivery inspection, installation, set up, mandatory training, or
initial inspection. Identify any parties that impose such costs
and their relationship to the Proposer.

Freight, shipping charges, offloading, taxes, services, project
management, training, startup, inspection, permits etc.

If freight, delivery, or shipping is an additional cost to the
Sourcewell participating entity, describe in detail the
complete freight, shipping, and delivery program.

Freight terms are FOB factory and will be billed at the actual cost
plus 10%. This charge will be quoted in advance so it can be
included on the member's PO, then added to the final invoice for
payment.

*

Specifically describe freight, shipping, and delivery terms or
programs available for Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, or any
offshore delivery.

Shipping and delivery to Alaska and Hawaii are at actual cost plus
10%. The cheapest mode of transportation will be used unless the
customer requests otherwise (rail is excluded). Returns will be al the
sole discretion of JF Petroleum Group. Every effort will be made to
accommodate any shipping preference that a purchasing Sourcewell
member in Alaska and/or Hawaii may have.

*

Describe any unique distribution and/or delivery methods or
options offered in your proposal.

JF Petroleum Group has 4 warehouses across the US. As part of
our distribution network, our largest warehouse is an 80,000 square
foot Distribution Center in Dayton, OH, enabling us to ship most of
our accessory products to arrive anywhere in the continental US.

*

*

Table 12: Pricing Offered
Line
The Pricing Offered in this Proposal is: •
Item
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d. other than what the Proposer typically offers (please describe).

Bid Number: RFP 092920

Comments

Sourcewell tank system
customer pricing will typically
be less.

Vendor Name: JF Acquisition, LLC
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Table 13: Audit and Administrative Fee
Line
Item

62

63

Question

Response •

Specifically describe any self-audit process or program that you
plan to employ to verify compliance with your proposed Contract
with Sourcewell. This process includes ensuring that Sourcewell
participating entities obtain the proper pricing, that the Vendor
reports all sales under the Contract each quarter, and that the
Vendor remits the proper administrative fee to Sourcewell.

Every Sourcewell member order will be entered into our
customer invoicing and database system with a cross
reference code to track the total Sourcewell revenue
generated. Once per quarter report a report will be run and a
check for 2% of the net sales amount will be mailed to
Sourcewell within 45 days of the close of each reporting
quarter. JF Petroleum Group acknowledges and agrees to the
audit provisions as described.
By designating a specific Sourcewell account manager to
manage and handle Sourcewell sales accounting and monthly
internal reporting to be reviewed monthly with the VPCommercial Sales.

Identify a proposed administrative fee that you will pay to
Sourcewell for facilitating, managing, and promoting the Sourcewell
Contract in the event that you are awarded a Contract. This fee is
typically calculated as a percentage of Vendor's sales under the
Contract or as a per-unit fee; it is not a line-item addition to the
Member's cost of goods. (See the RFP and template Contract for
additional details.)

We are proposing a two percent (2%) fee

,-

*

.

Table 14A: Depth and Breadth of Offered Equipment Products and Services
Line
Item

64

65

Question

Response •

Provide a detailed description of the
equipment, products, and services that you
are offering in your proposal.

JF Petroleum Group offers Aboveground Fuel and Fluid Storage with Related
Hardware, Software, and Services as a turnkey solutions provider. We are a systems
integrator and also provide customizable solutions. We provide a enonnous variety of
solutions. This includes but not limited to storage tanks(all kinds), tank accessories,
pumps/dispensers, tank monitoring/gauging, fuel management systems, fluid
management systems, piping, tank decal packages, and all related accessories.
Includes CNG, propane, fuel, alt-fuel, bulk fuel, mobile fuel, temp fuel and other
related services and solutions. Services can include pennit acquisition, site
construction, system installation, related mechanical electrical and plumbing and other
related aspects for turnkey solutions. Additionally, warranty, brake-fix and PM services
are available.

Within this RFP category there may be
subcategories of solutions. List subcategory
titles that best describe your products and
services.

.

Tank monitoring, fuel management, dispensers, pump sets, pump skids, submersible
pumps, EV, fuel islands, lighting, fuel oil facilities, emergency generators, canopies,
power management, surge protection, accessories, valves, fittings, filters, hanging
hardware, filtration , lube/fluid accessories, fluid management, tank filling options,
marinas, used oil, and many many others.

.

Table 148: Depth and Breadth of Offered Equipment Products and Services
Indicate below if the listed types or classes of equipment, products, and services are offered within your proposal. Provide additional
comments in the text box provided, as necessary.
Line Item

Category or Type

Offered •

Comments

66

Aboveground fuel and fluid storage tanks

r, Yes
r No

We provide all types of aboveground
fuel and fluid storage tanks solutions

67

Fuel and fluid hardware

r, Yes
r No

We provide all types of fuel and fluid
hardware solutions

68

Fuel and fluid management software

r, Yes
r No

We provide all types and different
levels of technology and sophistication
of fuel and fluid management software
solutions

69

Installation, testing, maintenance or repair services

r, Yes

We provide turnkey services and
solutions

Bid Number: RFP 092920

r

No

.

.
.

.
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Table 15: Industry Specific Questions
Line
Item

Question

Response •

70

If you are awarded a contract, provide a
few examples of Internal metrics that will
be tracked to measure whether you are
having success with the contract.

We will track monthly and quarterly revenue generation, field success rate In
converting non-Sourcewell members to new members, tracking entities that will not
buy or utilize the Sourcewell contract, among others.

71

Describe the security systems in place for Our security sensitive accounts are protected by multifactor authentication. All of our
protecting and controlling access to your end points are protected by the most modem anti malware and security software.
Our network is monitored In real time for malicious downloads and Intrusion
solutions.
attempts. We do not store any credit card information from customer transactions.
Our email system is monitored in real time and protected against malicious senders
both internal and external
All of our end points are protected by the most modern anti malware and security
Describe how you will secure any
participating entities' data captured during software. Our network is monitored In real time for malicious downloads and
intrusion attempts. We do not store any credit card information from customer
transactions.
transactions.
Our employees receive training and regular reminders about best security practices.
Employee behavior Is monitored to ensure compliance with our security policies.
Any detected cyber threats are triaged though our threat detection team which
includes both Internal and external resources.

72

73

Describe how your solutions can improve
efficiency of fuel and fluid storage and
dispensing.

We are a "one-stop" national turnkey solutions provider - sales, application layout,
service, Installation, construction, design/permitting, etc. firm. We provide state-of-the
art, code-compliant fuel and fluid storage equipment and solutions, resulting in fuels
and fluids storage technologies and efficiencies. From concept to Installation to
commissioning/training and warranty and on-going break-fix support. We have
numerous options available to enhance efficiencies (ie, remote communications,
pushed notifications, BMS/BAS interfaces, among others); these vary based on the
level of sophistication, efficiencies and budget constraints a client has/desires.
So the process is simple, quicker and seamless to the client.
With our vast industry expertise and active engagement in the fuel and fluid storage
and dispensing industry, and committee member/active participants with Petroleum
Equipment lnstitute's Recommended Practices on Aboveground Storage Tank
Installation documents (and others) and expertise on the various product applications
and codes, we are able to nimbly provide efficient and effective client solutions

74

Describe how you work with participating
entities to ensure environmental best
practices are followed.

Our tremendous depth of expertise and experience will enhance best practices
solutions options. By identifying jurisdictional venue and applying those State and
local environmental code requirements along with recommendations of Industry best
practices, and utilization ofour internal processes including environmental checklists to
ensure environmental best practices are followed

75

Describe how your organization meets all
relevant environmental regulations.

We have our own robust HASP (Health & Safety Plan); we follow EPA, OSHA,
specific State DEPs (Departments of Environmental Protection) regulations, Fire
Codes and local guidelines as governed and required for our Aboveground Fuel &
Fluids Storage systems and services. Fire Codes (NFPA & IFC) govern
aboveground Flammable & Combustible liquids storage (as well as gaseous) and we
are code experts.

76

Other than One (1) isolated OSHA Infraction Incident in Dec. 2019, there are no
Describe any regulatory infractions or
others; the OSHA Infraction has been satisfactorily settled between parties
sanctions against your products or
completed projects within the past 5 years.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

Exceptions to Terms, Conditions, or Specifications Form

Only those Proposer Exceptions to Terms, Conditions, or Specifications that have been accepted by Sourcewell have been
incorporated into the contract text.
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Documents
Ensure your submission document(s) conforms to the following:
1. Documents in PDF format are preferred. Documents in Word, Excel, or compatible formats may also be provided.
2. Documents should NOT have a security password, as Sourcewell may not be able to open the file. It is your sole responsibility to
ensure that the uploaded document(s) are not either defective, corrupted or blank and that the documents can be opened and viewed by
Sourcewell.
3. Sourcewell may reject any response where any document(s) cannot be opened and viewed by Sourcewell.
4. If you need to upload more than one (1) document for a single item, you should combine the documents into one zipped file. If the
zipped file contains more than one (1) document, ensure each document is named, in relation to the submission format item responding
to. For example, if responding to the Marketing Plan category save the document as "Marketing Plan."

• Einancjal Strength and Stability - JFPG Financials.pdf- Monday September 28, 2020 09:12:01
• Marketing Plan/Samples - JF Petroleum Group - MARKETING PLAN.pdf- Tuesday September 29, 2020 08:42:25
• WMBE/MBE/SBE or Related Certificates - Sourcewell Proposal Letter2020 - JF Petroleum Group.pdf- Monday September 28, 2020
09:50:02

• Warranty Information - JF Petroleum Group - WARRANTY.pdf- Tuesday September 29, 2020 09:03:14
• .P.ri.cing - JF Pricing.pdf- Tuesday September 29, 2020 13:04:28

• Addjtjonal Document - JF Petro Commercial Fueling_rev071520.pdf- Monday September 28, 2020 09:40:41
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Proposer's Affidavit

PROPOSER AFFIDAVIT AND ASSURANCE OF COMPLIANCE

I certify that I am the authorized representative of the Proposer submitting the foregoing Proposal with the legal authority to bind the
Proposer to this Affidavit and Assurance of Compliance:

1. The Proposer is submitting this Proposal under its full and complete legal name, and the Proposer legally exists in good standing in
the jurisdiction of its residence.
2. The Proposer warrants that the information provided in this Proposal is true, correct, and reliable for purposes of evaluation for
contract award.

3. The Proposer, including any person assisting with the creation of this Proposal, has arrived at this Proposal independently and the
Proposal has been created without colluding with any other person, company, or parties that have or will submit a proposal under
this solicitation; and the Proposal has in all respects been created fairly without any fraud or dishonesty. The Proposer has not
directly or indirectly entered into any agreement or arrangement with any person or business in an effort to influence any part of this
solicitation or operations of a resulting contract; and the Proposer has not taken any action in restraint of free trade or
competitiveness in connection with this solicitation. Additionally, if Proposer has worked with a consultant on the Proposal, the
consultant (an individual or a company) has not assisted any other entity that has submitted or will submit a proposal for this
solicitation.
4. To the best of its knowledge and belief, and except as otherwise disclosed in the Proposal, there are no relevant facts or
circumstances which could give rise to an organizational conflict of interest. An organizational conflict of interest exists when a
vendor has an unfair competitive advantage or the vendor's objectivity in performing the contract is, or might be, impaired.

5. The contents of the Proposal have not been communicated by the Proposer or its employees or agents to any person not an
employee or legally authorized agent of the Proposer and will not be communicated to any such persons prior to Due Date of this
solicitation.

6. If awarded a contract, the Proposer will provide to Sourcewell Participating Entities the equipment, products, and services in
accordance with the terms, conditions, and scope of a resulting contract.

7. The Proposer possesses, or will possess before delivering any equipment, products, or services, all applicable licenses or
certifications necessary to deliver such equipment, products, or services under any resulting contract.

8. The Proposer agrees to deliver equipment, products, and services through valid contracts, purchase orders, or means that are
acceptable to Sourcewell Members. Unless otherwise agreed to, the Proposer must provide only new and first-quality products and
related services to Sourcewell Members under an awarded Contract.

9. The Proposer will comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state, and local laws, regulations, rules, and orders.

10. The Proposer understands that Sourcewell will reject RFP proposals that are marked "confidential" (or "nonpublic," etc.), either
substantially or in their entirety. Under Minnesota Statutes Section 13.591, subdivision 4, all proposals are considered nonpublic
data until the evaluation is complete and a Contract is awarded. At that point, proposals become public data. Minnesota Statutes
Section 13.37 permits only certain narrowly defined data to be considered a "trade secret," and thus nonpublic data under
Minnesota's Data Practices Act.
11. Proposer its employees, agents, and subcontractors are not:
a. Included on the "Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons" list maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control
of the United States Department of the Treasury found at: https'//www treasury,gov/ofac/downloads/sdolistpdf;
b. Included on the government-wide exclusions lists in the United States System for Award Management found at:
bttps'//www sam gov/portal/3; or
c. Presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from programs operated

Bid Number: RFP 092920
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by the State of Minnesota; the United States federal government or the Canadian government, as applicable; or any
Participating Entity. Vendor certifies and warrants that neither it nor its principals have been convicted of a crim inal offense
related to the subject matter of this solicitation.

P' By checking this box I acknowledge that I am bound by the terms of the Proposer's Affidavit, have the legal authority to submit this
Proposal on behalf of the Proposer, and that this electronic acknowledgment has the same legal effect, validity, and enforceability as if I
had hand signed the Proposal. This signature will not be denied such legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because an electronic
signature or electronic record was used in its formation. - Steve Bernstein, VP Commercial Sales, JF Acquisition, LLC dba JF Petroleum
Group
The Proposer declares that there is an actual or potential Conflict of Interest relating to the preparation of its submission, and/or the
Proposer foresees an actual or potential Conflict of Interest in performing the contractual obligations contemplated in the bid.

n Yes

G No

The Bidder acknowledges and agrees that the addendum/addenda below form part of the Bid Document.
Check the box in the column "I have reviewed this addendum" below to acknowledge each of the addenda.

File Name

I have reviewed the
below addendum and
attachments (if
applicable)

Pages

Addendum_7_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Tue September 22 2020 08:27 AM

2

Addendum_6_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Tue September 15 2020 08:27 AM

2

Addendum_ 5_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Mon September 14 2020 08:00 AM
Addendum_4_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Tue September 8 2020 04:11 PM
Addendum_3_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Tue September 1 2020 02:10 PM
Addendum_2_Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Mon August 31 2020 03:01 PM
Addendum_1_ Aboveground_Fuel_Storage_RFP092920
Mon August 31 2020 01 :44 PM
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Vendor Name : JF Acquisition, LLC

Proposal
No. QUO-0207444

100 Perimeter Park Dr, STE H, Morrisville, NC 27560
Phone: 919-838-7555

Revision: 4
Sales Person :

Sold to:

Date: 1/12/2022

Christopher Briggs
Phone No.: 919-268-6382
E-Mail: cbriggs@jfpetrogroup.com
. CRAVEN COUNTY
1100 CLARKS ROAD
NEW BERN, NC 28563

Dispenser
Terms:

Net 10 Days _ _ _ _(Initial Here)

Other Terms:

Net 10 Days

Ship by:

FOB DESTINATION

Ship to:

CRAVEN COUNTY FUEL FARM
1100 CLARKS ROAD
NEW BERN, NC 28563

PO:

swc

Comments
BUDGET PRICING ONLY
FURNISH/INSTALL (2) 12,000 GALLON, GAS AST FUEL SYSTEM AND ACCESSORIES
Craven County, NC/ Sourcewell Member ID# 79206
JFPG Sourcewell Contract ID#: 092920-JFA
POWER WIRING FROM TRANSFORMER TO BUILDING,
ALL ENGINEERED STAMPED DRAWINGS FOR PERMITS TO BE SUPPLIED BY VAUGHN AND MELTON

No.

Description

Qty.

Unit Price

Amount

2

$66,479.40

$132,958.80

TANKS
T ANK-STEEL-AST-DW

12,000 GAL UL-2085 AST, CYLINDRICALSTEEL-DW

Features
(1) 12000 Gallon Cylindrical Design FIREGUARD® TANK
Application: Aboveground
Product stored: Gas
Type: DOUBLE WALL
Material: Mild Carbon Steel
Diameter: 8'6" Length: 32'7"
1/4" Shell 5/16" Head 1/4" Outer Shell 5/16" Outer Head
Fittings: Standard NPTS,
Exterior Coating: FIREGUARD WHITE
INCLUDES:
* UL-2085

* 30 Year limited warranty

* Epoxy primer/Urethane White topcoat sp-6 blast
* Saddles seal welded
(2) 8" Flanged Emergency Vent - 8 oz/sq in

Customer Initials _ _ __

JF Petroleum Group Initials _ __ _

JF Petroleum Group - Confidential

Quotation valid for 30 days

QUO-0207444
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Ladder Platform painted safety yellow
FREIGHT

2

TANK FREIGHT

$1,200.00

$2,400.00

TANK TOP EQUIPMENT
748A-4400 AV

VENT, PRESSURE VACUUM, 3IN, 802

2

$495.43

$990.86

244OF-0200 AV

VENT, EMER FLANGED, 8 IN, 1602

4

$284.35

$1,137.40

244F-0107 AN

SET OF NUTS & BOLTS

4

$34.40

$137.60

244F-0110 2G

GASKET, FLANGE, 8IN

4

$14.62

$58.48

515-2300 AC

SPILL CONT, AST REMOTE DUAL PORT,
3INX3IN, 15GAL

$1,070.87

$1,070.87

323-0100 AA

ADAPTER, VAPOR RECOVERY, 4INX31N

2

$117.74

$235.48

323C-0100 AC

CAP, VAPOR RECOVERY, 4IN, AC

2

$41.48

$82.96

800A-A0600 1C

ADAPTER, FILL, 31N, ALUMINIUM

2

$21.38

$42.76

800DCA0600 1C

CAP, DUST, 31N, ALUMINIUM

2

$28.05

$56.10

9095AA9300AEVR

OVERFILL PREVENTION VALVE, 3IN AST

2

$1,001.92

$2,003.84

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

9095ATM0100 AM: TEST MEHCANISM 9095A,
B&AA

2

$92.23

$184.46

419-0200 1T

DROP TUBE, 3INX10FT, AL

2

$130.76

$261.52

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

539AS-0300 AD: DIFFUSER, 3IN, SLIP-ON

2

$82.15

$164.30

410140-002

QUICK SET PUMP RJ2, P75U1, 3/4HP

2

$1,666.41

$3,332.82

116-056-5

LEAK DETECTOR, FX1V GAS

2

$203.00

$406.00

880-058-1

CONTROL BOX, IQ WITH 2HP FIXED SPEED
CAPACITOR

2

$591.60

$1,183.20

$441 .09

$441.09

$2,787.83

$2,787.83

2

$77.95

$155.90

FLEX CON, 2IN, MISXM, 121N

2

$235.49

$470.98

VALVE, SOLENOID, 2IN, WITH VITON & 120/60
VOLTC

2

$933.23

$1,866.46

078DI-0200 AV

VALVE, PRESSURE RELIEF, .5IN, 40 PSI, DI

2

$102.70

$205.40

6918-1000 1V

VALVE; BALL FULL PORT LOCKING, 3IN,
FORGED BRASS

2

$332.60

$665.20

691-0800 1V

VALVE, BALL FULL PORT, 2 IN, FORGED
BRASS

2

$81.74

$163.48

691-0500 1V

VALVE, BALL FULL PORT, 1IN, FORGED
BRASS

2

$25.93

$51.86

246ADI0800AV

VALVE, SWING CHECK, 3IN, 50 PSI,
THREADED, DI

2

$387.66

$775.32

346DI-0500 AV

VALVE, EXTERNAL EMER, 2IN, DI

2

$389.94

$779.88

BOOT, RIGID ENTRY, 3/4IN, NYLON

6

$58.53

$351.18

880-047-1

CONTROL BOX, ISOTROL 1-8R 120VAC

PTS-4021

PIPE TRANSITION SUMP

REF-0200F

FITTING, RIGID ENTRY, 2IN, NYLON (SUMP
TOP)

FC20-SWM12
710-0200 1V
VALVES & FITTINGS

PIPING
REF-0075C
REF-4020

BOOT, RIGID ENTRY,41N-2IN, NYLON

4

$94.97

$379.88

C20A-250R

PIPE, PRIMARY OW, 2IN, 250FT

250

$33.81

$8,452.50

AXP40-250

ACCESS PIPE, DOUBLE LAYER, 4IN, 250FT

250

$4.93

$1,232.50

SBC-2200

SWIVEL, BOLT-ON COUPLING, M, 2IN

8

$255.61

$2,044.88

TTT-2536

TEST TUBE

2

$25.86

$51.72

TGA-15

TEST GAUGE ASSEMBLY

2

$56.35

$112.70

TLT-36A

TEST JUMPER FOR AIR VALVE

2

$19.65

$39.30

Customer Initials

JF Petroleum Group Initials
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MONITORING SYSTEMS
918-0100 AG

CLOCK GAUGE, ALARM, 21N, W ITH FLOAT

2

$944.45

$1,888.90

918GH0050012L

DIAL FACE, CUSTOM FACE PLATE 48X65
12,000 GAL

2

$29.45

$58.90

860091-301

CONSOLE W/PRINTER, ETHERNET, DUAL
USB, TLS450 PLUS

$2,669.40

$2,669.40

333545-001

APPLICATION SOFTWARE, TLS450PLUS

$3,133.80

$3,133.80

332812-001

TLS450 UNIVERSAL SENSOR/PROBE
INTERFACE MODULE

$1,663.20

$1,663.20

332813-001

TLS450 UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE MODULE

$1,196.10

$1,196.10

846397-307

PROBE INV ONLY HGP WATER DETECT 8 FT

2

$1,750.50

$3,501.00

886100-000

INSTALL KIT, PHASE2 WATER DETECTOR, 4IN
FLOAT, 5FT

2

$506.70

$1,013.40

312020-952

4 RISER CAP AND RING KIT

2

$197.10

$394.20

312020-984

ABOVEGROUND INSTALL KIT

2

$147.60

$295.20

794380-208

PIPING SUMP SENSOR- 12 FT CABLE

5

$297.00

$1,485.00

330020-012

SENSOR MOUNTING KIT, UNIVERSAL

5

$108.90

$544.50

794390-420

INTERSTITIAL SENSOR-STEEL TANK 4-12
TANK

2

$526.50

$1,053.00

312020-928

2 RISER CAP AND RING KIT

2

$147.60

$295.20

790091-001

OVERFILL ALARM

$786.92

$786.92

790095-001

OVERFILL ALARM ACKNOWLEDGE SWITCH

$501.61

$501.61

4

$857.92

$3,431.68

ISLAND EQUIPMENT
DSF-1123F

DISPENSER SUMP, FLUSH MOUNT,
11 INX23IN, FIBERGLASS

SBK-1100J

STABILIZER BAR KIT, LEGACY DS-11 23F

4

$59.66

$238.64

REF-4020

BOOT, RIGID ENTRY, 2IN, NYLON

14

$94.97

$1,329.58

REF-0075C

BOOT, RIGID ENTRY, 3/4IN, NYLON

22

$58.53

$1,287.66

BOLLARD

6IN DIA. X 7FT LONG PIPE BOLLARD

26

$218.33

$5,676.58

BC752YN

BOLLARD COVER YELLOW 6IN X 52IN

26

$36.67

$953.42

10P-0152

VALVE, EMER SHEAR DBL POPPET, 1.5IN,
10PLUS

4

$191.44

$765.76

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

ISLAND FORM, 6IN RAD, 3FTX30FTX9IN

2

$4,133.53

$8,267.06

FC15-SWM12

FLEX CONN, 1.5IN, MISXM, 12IN

4

$196.55

$786.20

REMOTE DISP TWN-1-PROD, SIDE LOAD

4

$6,654.00

$26,616.00

4

$276.67

$1,106.68

$41,597.65

$41 ,597.65

DISPENSING EQUIPMENT
DISP-9853KXTW1 DF
Features
Atlas 9800 Dispenser - GAS
Single Product
Dual Hose, Side Load
Internal Filter
Pulse Output
All Stainless Steel Panels
FREIGHT

DISPENSER FREIGHT

FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Features

Customer Initials - -- -
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PROKEE/PROX, PART#: FMU4725-F4
(4) Additional Nozzle Tag(s)
Prokee

Black

USB Prokee Encoder
Subscription Price for FMLive Services
- Cellular Enabled Equipment: 2
FMLive Setup & Activation
Project Management
Data Import and/or Conversion
On-site AIM Installation Training by Syntech: 3 consecutive days
(2) FMU Shipping

HANGING HARDWARE
HA807

HOSE ASSY, 3/4IN,12FT HOSE W/12IN WHIP,
BLACK

8

$392.86

$3,142.88

610HB-0100AR

RETREIVER WITH BASE, 3/4IN-1 IN HOSE BUN

8

$525.34

$4,202.72

SLM LED AREA LIGHT

SLM LED 24L SIL 5W UNV 50 ?0CRI PLP AREA
LIGHT,WHT

4

$808.89

$3,235.56

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

4SQ T S11G 12 N BRZ4" X 12' STEEL SQUARE
POLE

4

$871.11

$3,484.44

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

BKA XNM S BRZ SINGLE ADAPTOR

4

$150.89

$603.56

$78,125.00

$78,125.00

LIGHTING

CANOPY
CANOPY PACKAGE

CANOPY PACKAGE

Features
Canopy F & I a 36' x 55' (4) column generic canopy:

* (4) 10" columns w/ PVC internal drain
* (2) 3/4" electrical conduit
* 182 lin ft of 36" 3mm Stock ACM

* 20 GA Emb White Deck
* .040 Alum Per Gutter, 15'-6"' min clearance
* 12/12/12 & 10/35/10
LED-Lights LSI Vertex or Cree CPY (Phillips will use what is in
stock at the time of the install)
Decals Craven county Logo per pie sent to PAC 36"x36"
Note Sealed drawings (electronic only), anchor bolts, and
templates are included.
Due to the rising cost of materials at an unprecedented
pace, PAC will only guarantee price given for a period of
3 months from time of the signed quote, which must be
dated within 15 days of customer signature. If canopy has
not been erected for any reason within this timeframe
then PAC has the right to charge customer actual rising
cost of materials. This cost will be added to the final
Invoice on a seperate line item.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
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4F-L-12.5

GAGE STICK, 12FT 6IN, FOLDING 4PC

$30.46

$30.46

PID-226

SIGN, E-SHUTOFF SWITCH , ALUMINUM

$15.00

$15.00

FS120

EMERGENCY FUEL SHUT-OFF STATON
MAINTAINED

$172.00

$172.00

A411

20 LB ABC FIRE EXTINGU ISHER

2

$266.67

$533.34

FT936

CABINET, 20LB EXTINGUISHER

2

$148.33

$296.66

PID-205

DECAL, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, 4IN X 18IN
VERT

2

$1.99

$3.98

TD-24

DECAL, DIAMOND FLAMMABLE

8

$4.24

$33.92

NO SMOKING STOP ENGINE 6X6

2

$1.90

$3.80

PID-239

DECAL, UNLEADED, 3X 12, WH ITE

10

$2.28

$22.80

PID-248

DECAL, NO SMOKING, 3 X 12, WHITE

10

$2.28

$22.80

PID-MD-265

$6.50

$6.50

$5.34

$42.72

$250.00

$250.00

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

$500.00

$500.00

CLOSEOUT DOCUMENTATION

$437.50

$437.50

MISC FREIGHT

$650.00

$650.00

$66,940.24

$66,940.24

$26,758.54

$26,758.54

$41,022.35

$41,022.35

$ 180,876.47

$180,876.47

M-58

OVERFILL ALARM SIGN

TD-30-130L

NFPA DIAMOND DECAL FOR GASOLINE

10314BLB

DETECTABLE TAPE 6INX1000FT BURIED
FUEL LINE BELOW

QUO-SALES

50,000 CONTINGENCY/ESCALATION

QUO-SALES

PIPE MARKERS/ DIRECTIONAL ARROWS

MISC DOCUMENTS
FREIGHT
SUBCONTRACTOR

8

CHAIN LINK FENCE

Features
Furnish and install approximately 548 linear feet of 8' high galvanized chain
link fence with barbed wire top and two 24'
cantilever roll gates with electric gate operators. All posts, top rail and
brace rails to be schedule 40 weight and chain link
fabric to be 9 gauge with 7 gauge bottom tenison wire. Entry gate shall have
keypad entry and exit gate shall a free exit
vechicle detection loop.
Black PVC Slats interwoven
CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

EASI SET PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDING

Features
(1) 10'-0" x 12'-0" x 8'-10" high OD, (9'-6" x 11'-6"
x 8'-0" high interior) plant assembled "EASI-SET" Precast Concrete Building,
delivered and set on your prepared site
CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

30 CIRCUT PANEL AND GENERATOR

Features
ONE (1) 200A 1-PHASE SERVICE WITH METER AND 30-CIRCUIT PANEL ON
STORAGE BUILDING
- ONE (1) 20KW LIQUID-COOLED GENERATOR AND ONE (1) ATS
CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
EQ

SITEWORK, GRADING, ASPHALT

1

Features
All work to be performed according to NCDOT specifications
Quantities based on plrliminary site plan - addtinal quantities to be billed at
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unit price
Mobilization - 2 mobilizations included. Additonal mobilizations will requirre a
change order
Grading
Seeding and Mulching
18" RCP
Catch Basins
Curb and Gutter Removal
24" Curb and Gutter
Silt Fence
Wattles
8" ABC for Asphalt Areas 680 TONS
6" ABC for Concrete Areas 135 TONS
Finegrade ABC Stone for Asphalt Placement
2.5" 119.0 C Asphalt
2" S 9.5 B Asphalt

ASPHA LT NOTE: "This price is based on the NCDOT Monthly Terminal F.O.B. Asphalt
Binder Price for the month of January 2022.
If the asphalt cement price fluctuates from this
price at any time during the performance of
work under this contract, S . JF has the right to adjust
prices in accordance w ith the NCDOT Monthly
Terminal F.O.B. Asphalt Binder Prices ."

INSTALLATION
INSTALL LABOR

INSTALLATION

$242,676.48

$242,676.48

$6,310.00

$6,310.00

EQUIPMENT:

737,529.31

SALES TAX:

61 ,567.42

FREIGHT:

4,156.68

INSTALLATl ON:

242,676.48

SERVICE TRAINING & STARTUP
SERV ICE TECH

SERVICE STARTUP & TRAINING

25% Deposit Required: $263,059.97

SERVICE:

6,310.00

TOTAL AMOUNT:

1,052,239.89

This proposal has applicable tax included.
SCOPE OF WORK
COMMERICAL SCOPE OF WORK

Provide the Customer with a detailed Construction schedule .
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Hold an office Pre-Con meeting prior to ordering the equipment to verify quantities and sizes
Obtain Stale Department of Environmental Protection & Local Fire Marshall Permits for all work performed by JF Petroleum Group.
Mobilize to the job site.
ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SCOPE OF WORK:
Pour Concrete Pad under the Tank to the following spec:

4000 PSI Air Entrained

Lgth: 16'
Width: 75'
Thickness: 8"
Reinforced:
Fibermesh
Pour concrete pad for prefab building 10 x 12
Pour concrete pad for back up generator
Provide Pipe Bollards as listed below at the aboveground tank(s)
26

6" Concrete Filled with "Maintenance Free" bollard cover

Off-load and test the tanks in accordance with the Manufacturer's Installation Instructions.
Anchor the Aboveground Storage Tanks (AST's) to the Concrete Pad
Provide Grounding for the ASTs
Install 3" Galvinized for gasoline Schedule 40 Steel Remote Fill Line With Remote Spill Cabinet, Overfill Prevention Valve,
Accessories and Necessary Piping Supports
Install a 3" Top Fill with Spill Container, Overfill Prevention Valve and Accessories (for fill backup)
Install a Level Gauges on Tanks Visible from the Fill Connections
Install an Atmospheric Vent Risers with Proper Sized Cap
Install Emergency Vents on Primary and/or Secondary Tanks
Install Level Sensors, and Probes.
Provide a Post-Mount for Tank Alarm Console Panel
Excavate and Trench for Underground Piping. Backfill Trench with Manufacturer Approved Materials. Pour concrete back to match
existing thickness
Excavate and Install the Following Footings;

(4) 5' x 5' x 5' Concrete Canopy Footings
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Install Submersible Pumps w ith Valves and Leak Detectors
Install the Following for Anti-Syphon Protection
Electric Anti-Syphon Valve
Excavate and Trench for the Underground Piping
Run Piping as Specified Below to the Fuel Island Area
Aboveground Threaded Piping:
Schedule 40 Galvanized Steel
Underground Piping:
2" OPW Double Wall Flexible
4" OPW Access Pipe

Install Buried Pipe Warning Tape 6"-1 2" Above the New Piping Run
Install a Transition Sump with Leak Detection Sensor
Install a Pressure Relief Valve and Associated Piping

Water Test the Containment Sumps
Perform the Following Tests:
Pressurize Product Lines to 50 PSI and Perform Soap Test
Pressurize Secondary Lines to 5 PSI and Perform Soap Test

Install the Following Equipment:
Fuel Management System
Tank Monitor System
- Mount in building approx. 200 ft away.
Canopy Columns
(4) Dispenser
Interstitial Switch(s)
Sign(s)
Furnish and Install Conduit & Pull Wiring as Follows: From Building
All conduit and any trenching for t he conduit installation is to be performed by the JFPG.
JFPG to furnish/install interconnecting wire to our equipment.
Submersible Pump(s)
(4) Dispenser(s)
Tank Monitor System
Overfill Alarm System
In-Tank Level Probe(s)
Sump Sensor(s)

Customer Initials _ _ _ __
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Interstitial Sensor(s)
Canopy Lights
Emergency Stop Button
(4) Area Light(s) with poles
Chain link fencing approx 548 LF at 8' tall w ith entry and exit gates. Key pad entry and vehicle sensing exit
JF to supply (1) single phase service meter w ith 30 circut panel in storage building
JF Petro to supply and install (1) 20kw liquid cooled generator and (1) ATS with concrete pad

Backfill all Trenches to Subgrade
Pour Island Fo rms with 4" 3000 PSI Air Entrained Concrete

Pour concrete pad around island to the following spec. :
Lgth:

36'

Width:

55'

Thickness:

4000 PSI air entrained
6"

Reinforced: Fibermesh

Paint the following items to customers specifications:
Island Forms
Install the following pipe identification(s)
Directional arrows on piping
Product Identification Markers
Owner to provide all fuel for the new tank system(s)

Install the following safety equipment:
Fire extinguisher and Cabinet
Overfill alarm sign
No smoking/stop engine sign
"Product Description" Decals on tank
"No Smoking" Decals on Tank
NFPA Hazard Placard as per NFPA-407
Emergency Stop sign
"No Smoking" & "Product" Decals on Remote Fill
Dispenser Decals

Clean our debris from the job site.
Calibrate the dispenser meters

Test all equipment supplied by JF Petroleum for proper operation.
Instruct customer's personnel in the proper operation of the equipment supplied by JFPG.

Perform line tightness test
Perform precision line test on discharge piping.
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Provide Red-Line "As-Built" Drawings after the Job is completed.

Provide a "Close Out Book" complete with Photos, Inspection reports & building permits
JF Petro to supply and install approx. 548' of high galvinized cha in link fence with barbed wire
JF Petro to provide electric power to (2) fence entry and exit gates with key pad access
JF Petro to run conduit and wire from breaker panel in site building for fence gate operators

JF Petro to supply (4) LED area lights, run conduit and wire from breaker panel in site building to lights
JF Petro to provide needed footings and anchoring for lights

JF Petro to supply and install (1) Easi set pre cast concrete building
Building manufacturer will offload and set building
JF Petro to supply and install () led lights with power on off switch for interior of building
JF Petro to supply and install mini split air conditioning and heating unit for building
JF Petro to supply and install e mergency phone
ALL security comeras, wireless communication, fiber optic lines, Network Switch, Access Controls are to be supplied and installed by
Craven County

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
The above prices a re quoted F.O.8. destination and are subject to sales tax or use tax.

Jones & Frank requires that a pre-job conference be held prior to construction. All parties involved
in this project are requested to attend as a means of ensuring job quality and timely completion.

Jones & Frank carries third party legal liability pollution insurance coverage for our work both
during construction and after completion of our contract (up to $1,000,000.00).
Except as otherwise specified, all equipment supplied by JF Petroleum Group will be guaranteed
to the furthest extent of the manufacturer's written warranty. All installation work will be
guaranteed against defects in workmanship for one year from the date of start-up, not to
exceed fifteen months from the date of substantial completion

If any underground obstructions or conditions are encountered requiring dewatering, rock removal,
s ho ring, additional excavation lime, removal of sub surface concrete, removal of subsurface structures ,
relocation of utilities, excessive cave-in, etc., there will be additional charges to the custo mer.

JF Petroleum Group will exercise reasonable care in performing our work, but we cannot be
responsible for damage done to your existing lot that may be in poor condition or "alligatored".

If contaminated soil or free product is encountered JFPG will stop work and discuss
a plan of action with the customer. Customer should be present during work.
Necessary Building and Fire Department permits a nd inspections will be obtained by JFPG
and are included in the proposal price. Necessary site plans, required engineering drawings, planning
department approval, use permits, engineering, variances or zoning changes are the responsibility of
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the customer. Jones & Frank can provide these services at an additional charge.
OUR INSTALLATION PRICE IS CONTINGENT ON THE FOLLOWING:
The installation price quoted does not include disposal of contaminated soil. If encountered
there will be an additional charge that will be invoiced in addition to the quoted price.

Existing circuit panel is to be adequately sized, and meeting the current electrical codes. Any repairs
to or replacement of the existing conduit will be performed on a "time and material" basis at our
normal rates and will be an added cost to the customer.
Asphalt paving which is to be removed being no more than 4" thick
Concrete being removed not containing rebar and being no more than 6" thick
Proposal based on one ( 1) mobilization
Proposal based on normal working hours Monday through Friday
Proposal based on J&F having unimpeded access to the work site
THIS PROPOSAL DOES NOT INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

Landscaping, sod, trees
De-Watering (Wellpointing)
Sheeting or Shoring
Zoning Hearings
Site/Civil Work
Asphalt work.
Architect
BIM
Handling of any product or material classified as hazardous.
Geotechnical/Environmental services
Fuel for the new system.
Underground Storm or Utility Work
Lot Striping
Erosion and Sediment Control
Engineered stamped drawings for permits
SPCC Plan
Additional work not stated above
Changes required due to inspecting/permitting/code authorities
TERMS & CONDITIONS
1

UNLESS FREIGHT IS DEFINED AND INCLUDED ABOVE, FREIGHT CHARGES WILL BE ADDED TO THE INVOICE.

1. PURCHASE ORDER TERMS, CONDITIONS OR PROVISIONS INCONSISTENT WITH THOSE ON THIS AND THE
OTHER SIDE HEREOF SHALL BE DEEMED INEFFECTIVE. It is mutually agreed that all terms, conditions and provisions
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(whether printed, stamped, typed, or written ) on customer's purchase order or other communications (except the
description and specification of goods, ordered, quantity, price, invoice number, shipping instructions and tax exemption
certificate) shall be ineffective, and in lieu thereof, the terms, conditions and provisions on this and the other side hereof
shall govern all orders and shall be applicable thereto with the same force and effect as if they physically appeared thereon.
An acknowledgment of any such order or communication, or the making of deliveries pursuant thereto shall not be construed
as an acceptance or approval of any terms, provisions or conditions printed, stamped, typed or written on such order or
communication inconsistent with those herein set forth.
No waiver, alteration or modification of the terms and conditions on this and the other side hereof shall be binding unless
in writing and designed by an Executive Officer or Sales Manager of JF PETROLEUM GROUP. For purposes hereof, the terms
"we", "us" and "JF PETROLEUM GROUP" shall mean JF Acquisition, LLC.
2. We will not accept goods returned for credit, unless we previously approve such return for credit in writing,
in conformance with the Returns Goods Policy and subject to applicable restocking fees.
3. ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED (INCLUDING THE WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, THE WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND THE WARRANTY OF
TITLE) THAT ARE NOT OTHERWISE INCLUDED ON THE FACE HEREOF, OR PUBLISHED BY THE
MANUFACTURERS INVOLVED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OBLIGATION OF JF PETROLEUM GROUP EXTEND BEYOND
THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF ANY PRODUCT SOLD BY IT WHICH PROVES TO HAVE BEEN DEFECTIVE,
AND THEN ONLY IF THE PRODUCT IS RETURNED TO THE DESTINATION WE DESIGNATE WITH ALL
TRANSPORTATION CHARGES PREPAID AND IS FOUND BY INSPECTION TO HAVE BEEN DEFECTIVE. NO
MERCHANDISE SHALL BE RETURNED WITHOUT JF PETROLEUM GROUP'S PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION.
WRITTEN NOTICE OF CLAIMED DEFECTS MUST BE GIVEN BY THE CUSTOMER TO JF PETROLEUM GROUP WITHIN
A REASONABLE TIME AFTER DELIVERY OF THE PRODUCT TO THE CUSTOMER, AND IN NO EVENT LONGER
THAN TWO WEEKS.
4. By acceptance of proposal, Customer grants to JF PETROLEUM GROUP a security interest in all equipment or merchandise
delivered hereunder which security interest shall remain in full force and effect until JF PETROLEUM GROUP has received
payment in full. Customer agrees to execute all documents necessary to perfect the lien of said security interest, as
required by JF PETROLEUM GROUP prior to delivery of equipment and merchandise. Customer agrees that, if required by
JF PETROLEUM GROUP to do so, it will obtain the execution of any document necessary to perfect said security interest in any
equipment or merchandise to be attached to or placed in the ground by the owner of the site, prior to the attachment or
burial of such equipment or merchandise. Customer's failure to comply with the terms hereof shall give JF PETROLEUM GROUP
the right to cancel at its option, the agreement without further obligation to Customer.
5. The terms of FOB Shipping Point shall apply to all equipment shipments. JF PETROLEUM GROUP shall not be responsible for
loss or damage toequipment or merchanise while in transit on any carrier not owned by JF PETROLEUM GROUP.
Any claim made for such loss or damage shall be made by Customer against the carrier.
6. Deliveries shall be subject to availability of equipment or merchandise at the time specified for delivery. JF PETROLEUM GROUP
shall have no liability for delays caused by unavailability of equipment or merchandise, or by strikes, fire or other event
beyond the control of JF PETROLEUM GROUP. To the extent there is such delay or suspension resulting in increased cost or
expense to us, JF PETROLEUM GROUP shall be entitled to receive an adjustment to compensation and any
other terms and conditions applicable and as reasonably necessary, on an equitable basis to account for such increase.
7. Orders placed with us and accepted by us are not subject to cancellation except with our consent. Additionally, Customer
may, at any time in writing, request changes in, additions to or deletions from the purchase order; however, such changes
are subject to our consent. JF PETROLEUM GROUP will be entitled to an adjustment in compensation for any changes that is
performed on a cost-reimbursable or time and materials basis.
8. If items are manufactured in accordance with Customer's designs, blueprints, drawings, samples or specifications, the
Customer shall indemnify and save seller harmless from any and all expenses, injury or loss arising out of Claims of
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Patent Infringement because of the manufacture , use, or sale of such products.
9. The interpretation, validity and enforcement of these Conditions or a ny resulting order, and all legal actions brought under
or in connection with the subject matter of these Conditions or any resu lting order, shall be governed by the laws of the
State of North Carolina (except that any conflict of laws principles of such state that would result in the application of the
law of another jurisdiction shall be disregarded).
10. In the event that any suit is instituted concerning or arising o ut of t he agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to
recover all of such costs, including, but not limited to, the court costs, reasonable attorney's fees and other costs related
to collection.
11 . If any of these conditio ns are held invalid the remainder of the conditions shall not be affected thereby.
12. With respect to a ll items manufactured in accordance with Buyer's design, blueprints, drawings, samples, or
specifications, Customer will accept under-runs and over-runs on each individual item not exceeding 10% of the
quantities ordered and the billings adjusted accordingly.
13. For any dispensers that require temporary storage by JF PETROLEUM GROUP because they are not being installed by
JF PETROLEUM GROUP, and are not being shipped directly to a customer site, execution of a bill and hold agreement will be
required. JF PETROLEUM GROUP will provide up to 30 days of free storage on all new dispensers ordered. Al l requests for
temporary storage of new dispensers must be made in writing at the time of the execution of this agreement. Additionally,
an anticipated delivery date to the installation site must be specified. Upon production, JF PETROLEUM GROUP will arrange
delivery of finished goods/ dispensers to the Bill & Hold warehouse and invoice the customer. Standard payment terms will apply.
After the initial 30 days of storage of the goods, a fee is charged to the customer at a rate of 0.5% per month of net invoiced amount
of equipment in storage for a maximum of six (6)months after original invoice date. To release equipment for shipment from the
Bill & Hold warehouse, customer must advise their JF PETROLEUM GROUP Customer Service Representative via e-mail. It
normally takes 3-5 business days to sh ip equipment from the Bill & Hold warehouse. Customer is responsible for charges until
equipment is physically removed from the warehouse. Upon expiration of the 6 month maximum storage period, customer will be
notified that the goods willbe shipped to the location noted on the original bill & hold request form. Customers will be notified 3-5
business days in advance of the shipment so as to provide an opportunity to confirm routing instructions. Note: Standard warranty
period begins at date of invoice for all equipment. Please do not leave equipment in Bill & Hold for an extended length of time.
14. This proposal is intended for prompt acceptance by Customer and, if not accepted within 30 days, may be withdrawn by
JF PETROLEUM GROUP without notice. In any event, due to the uncertainty of prices of components, materials, equipment and
supplies, the prices quoted are those currently in effect. If prices are higher at time of delivery, such increase shall be added to the
contract price and/or invoiced amount associated with this proposal. JF PETROLEUM GROUP shall itemize such increases upon
receipt of a signed order. If increases are unacceptable to Customer, Customer may elect to cancel its order.
15. Customer shall not assign any rights or delegate any duties or obligations pursuant to the agreement without our written
consent. Any assignment or delegation made without our express written consent will be without effect.
16. On any underground ta nk installation, Customer agrees to supply hold-down product at job site at time of excavation.
17. A ny unforeseen underground condition, i.e., water, rock, electric and water lines, disposal of conta minated soils, or other
obstacles w ill be charged to Customer o n a time and materials basis
18. Backfill will be with on site material unless otherwise specified.
19. JF PETROLEUM GROUP reserves the right to approve the credit of all Customers. To Customers w ith approved credit,
JF PETROLEUM GROUP offers the following terms:
POS, DISPENSER and FLEX PAY KITS: NET 10 DAYS FROM DATE OF INVO ICE;
EQUIPMENT WILL BE INVOICED UPON SHIPMENT FROM MANUFACTURER
INSTALLATIO N: NET UPON COMPLETION W ITH PROGRESS PAYMENTS DUE ON PRESENTATION
If Customer's credit is not approved, JF PETROLEUM GROUP shall notify Custo mer of that fact within 21 days after receipt of a
signed Order. In such event, JF PETROLEUM GROUP reserves the right to require, at its option, a s ubstantial deposit, or such
other payment arrangements as shall be acceptable to JF PETROLEUM GROUP. Customer's failure to comply with such
payment arrangements shall g ive JF PETROLEUM GROUP the right to cancel the agreement without further obligation to
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Customer.
20. Customer initials indicate request for Bill & Hold service and acceptance of the following terms._ __
Bill & Hold is a service offering JF PETROLEUM GROUP will provide to its customers upon request, when events that are outside of
the customer's control (i.e. site not ready, weather delays, permit delays etc.) prevent the customer from accepting physical
delivery of products on the scheduled date. JF PETROLEUM GROUP will provide temporary storage and custody of the products
and coordinate delivery with the customer's representative when the site is ready to accept the products. The products will
transfer to the customer at invoicing. Payment terms will not be altered or extended in connection with a Bill & Hold
arrangement. Once products are invoiced and placed into Bill & Hold, they will be segregated and marked
as customer owned material, be readily available for immediate delivery to the customer, and will be the sole property
of the customer. JF PETROLEUM GROUP will have no entitlement to the products in Bill & Hold.

ACCEPTANCE

This proposal, when accepted by the purchaser, and final approval of Seller's Official Officer, will constitute a bona fide contract
between us, subject to all terms and conditions on the reverse side.
It is expressly agreed that there are no promises, agreements or understandings, oral or written, not specified in this proposal.
Company Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Print Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Print Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JF Petroleum Group Acceptance
Signature of Officer _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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QUANTITIES
TANK PAD
BUILDING PAD
DISPENSER PAD
ASPHALT PAVEMENT
BOLLARDS
FENCE
AUTOMATIC FENCE GA TE
18' PIPE
CATCH BASINS

145 SY
36 SY
220 SY
1,507 SY
56 EA
507 LF
54 LF
126 LF
4 EA
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ATTACHMENT #7.A

CRAVEN COUNTY
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CONVEYANCE
AFTER EXPIRATION OF UPSET BID PERIOD
WHEREAS, Craven County owns certain real property identified as Tax Parcel 1-035-9002
(hereinafter "the Real Property"), the Real Property having been acquired by Craven County in
deed recorded in Book 3594 Page 1304 in the Office of the Register of Deeds of Craven County;
and,
WHEREAS, Craven County previously received and approved an Offer to Purchase the Real
Property, and Craven County subsequently advertised said offer for upset bids as required by
North Carolina General Statute §160A-269; and,
WHEREAS, the upset bid period required under North Carolina General Statute §160A269 has expired; and,
WHEREAS, the Craven County Board of Commissioners deems it advisable and in the best
interest of the County to sell its interest in the Real Property to the successful bidder and to
convey its interest in said property by quitclaim deed.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF CRAVEN
COUNTY THAT:
Section 1.

The last and highest bid of Charles Ray Banks in the sum of $2,200.00 for

the Real Property is hereby accepted, and the Offer to Purchase previously executed by Craven
County subject to the provisions of North Carolina General Statute §160A-269 is hereby ratified
and confirmed in its entirety.
Section 2.

Upon payment of the full purchase price, the Chairman, the County

Manager, the Assistant County Manager, the Clerk to the Board of Commissioners and/or County
Attorney are authorized to take all actions necessary to accomplish the transactions
contemplated by this Resolution, including but not limited to the execution and delivery of the
quitclaim deed attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

ADOPTED THIS 7th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2022.

JASON R. JONES, Chairman
(County Seal)

NAN HOLTON,
Clerk to the Board

Craven County (3eographic Information System
Craven County does NOT warrant the information show/2 on this page and should be used ONLY for tax assessment purposes.
This report was created by Craven County GIS reporting services on 11/29/2021 11:06:04 AM

Parcel ID:

1-035 -9002

Owner:

CRAVEN COUNTY

Malling Address :

PO BOX 1128 NEW BERN NC 28563

Property Address :

1256 OLD BRICK RD

Description :

LOT 3 SURVEY FOR CHARMAIN EVANS/ QUEEN ESTER
NOBLES HEIRS$

Subdivision :

Lot Description :
Assessed Acreage :

0.730

Calculated Acreage:

0.790

Deed Reference :

3594-1304

Recorded Date :

12 9 2019

Recorded Survey :

G-184-B

Estate Number :
Land Value:

$13,500

Tax Exempt:

Yes

Improvement Value :

$0

# of Improvements :

0

Total Value :

$13,500

City Name:

Fire tax District :

TOWNSHIP 1

Drainage District :

Special District :

Land use:

VACANT-RESIDENTIAL TRACT

Recent Sales Information
Sale Price

SALE DATE

Sellers Name

Buyers Name

Sale Type

12/9/2019

COWARD, MARANDA
RAE

CRAVEN COUNTY

STRAIGHT
TRANSFER

$2,500

5/5/2011

COWARD, CHARMAIN & COWARD, MARANDA RAE
Q ESTER NOBLES

STRAIGHT
TRANSFER

$0

List of Improvements to Site
No improvements listed for this parcel
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF CRAVEN

COMMISSIONER'S DEED
ID# I 035 9002

This deed, made this 26th day of November, 2019, by MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner, to Craven
County of P.O. Box 1128, New Bern, North Carolina, 28563.
WITNESSETH:
That whereas the said MARK D. BARDILL was appointed Commissioner under an order of the District
Court, in the tax foreclosure proceeding entitled Craven County versus Maranda Rae Coward and spouse, if any,
Defendants, and Michael E. Fisher, DDS, Lienholder, ct al, File No. 17-CVD-1373; and said MARK D .
BARDILL was directed by said Order as Commissioner to sell the land hereinafter described at public sale after
due advertisement according to law; and
Whereas, the said MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner, did on the 9th day of August, 2019, offer the
land hereinafter described at a public sale at the Craven County Courthouse door, in New Bern, North Carolina,
and then and there the said Craven County became the last and highest bidder for said land for the sum of
$2,116.05; and no upset or increased bid having been made within the time allowed by Jaw, and said sale having
been confirmed by said Court, and said MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner, having been ordered to execute
a deed to said purchaser upon payment of the purchase money;
Now, therefore, for and in consideration of the premises and the sum of $2,J 16 .05, receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged, the said MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner, does by these presents, hereby bargain,
sell, grant, and convey to the said Craven County, and their successors, heirs and assigns that certain parcel or
tract of land, situated in Number One (I) Township, Craven County, North Carolina, and described as follows:
All that certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in Number One ( 1) Township, Craven County, North
Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being all of Tract 3 containing approximately 0.79 acres more or less as the same is shown on that certain
plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS dated January 14, 2003 and bears the title "Division
Among Heirs Survey for Chairman N. Evans and Queen Ester Nobles" with the same being recorded in
Plat Cabinet G at Slide 184B of the Craven County Registry reference to which is made for a more

complete and accurate description.
There is conveyed herein a perpetual non exclusive easement for the purpose of ingress, egress, 'and
regress over and upon Tract 4 as described and shown as "20" Ingress and Regress" on that certain plat
as recorded in Plat Cabinet G at Slide 184B of the Craven County Registry reference to which is made
for a more complete and accurate description.
Subject to restrictive covenants and easements of record.
Parcel Number: I 035 9002
To have and to hold the aforesaid tract of land, to the said Craven County, and their successors, heirs and
assigns forever, in as full and ample manner as said MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner as aforesaid, is
authorized and empowered to convey the same.

In witness whereof, the said MARK D. BARDILL, Commissione

NORTH CAROLINA
CRAVEN COUNTY
I, Courtney T Lockhart of said County, do hereby certify that MARK D. BARDILL, Commissioner,
Grantor, personally appeared before me this day and acknowledged the execution of the foregoing deed.

My commission expires: 01/07/2024

Doc No: 10047474
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Prepared by:
Grady Quattlebaum, PLLC
244-A Craven Street
New Bern, N.C.

Revenue Stamps: $0
Parcel ID #:1-035-9002
Type of Instrument: QCD
Primary Residence of
Grantor: No

Return to: 5544 NC Hwy 41, Trenton, NC 28585
Address of Grantor: 406 Craven Street, New Bern, NC 28560
Address of Grantee: 5544 NC Hwy 41, Trenton, NC 28585

THIS DEED, made this 7th day of February, 2022, from CRAVEN COUNTY (referred to
herein as "Grantor") to CHARLES RAV BANKS (referred to herein as "Grantee"), is as follows:
WITNESS ETH that Grantor in consideration of the sum of TEN DOLLARS ($10.00) and other
good and valuable consideration paid by Grantee to Grantor, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, has remised and released, and by these presents does remise, release and
quitclaim to Grantee the real property described in EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HERETO AND
INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE, which said real property does not include the primary

residence of the Grantor.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid described real property and all privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging to the Grantee, forever free and discharged from all right,
title and interest of the Grantor or anyone claiming by, through or under the Grantor.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this instrument in such form as to be
binding, this the day and year first above written.

CRAVEN COUNTY
By:
JASON R. JONES, Chairman,
Craven County Board of Commissioners
(COUNTY SEAL)

ATTEST:

NAN HOLTON, Clerk,
Craven County Board of Commissioners

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The undersigned Notary Public does hereby certify that on the _ _ day of February,
2022, JASON R. JONES, with whom I am personally acquainted, personally appeared before me
in the State of North Carolina and the County of Craven and, being by me duly sworn, says that
he is the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, and that NAN HOLTON is
the Clerk of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, the body politic and corporate
described in and which executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the common seal of
said body politic and corporate; that the seal affixed to the foregoing instrument is said common
seal; that the name of the body politic and corporate was subscribed thereto by the said
Chairman; that the said common seal was affixed, all by order of the Board of Commissioners of
said body politic and corporate; and that the said instrument is the act and deed of said body
politic and corporate.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this the _ _ day of February, 2022.

My Commission Expires:

NOTARY SEAL/STAMP MUST APPEAR
LEGIBLY IN BOX TO RIGHT

NOTARY PUBLIC

EXHIBIT A
Property Description
All that certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in Number One (1) Township,
Craven County, North Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being all of Tract 3 containing approximately 0.79 acres more or less as the same
is shown on that certain plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS dated
January 14, 2003 and bears the title "Division Among Heirs Survey for Chairman
N. Evans and Queen Ester Nobles" with the same being recorded in Plat Cabinet
G at Slide 184B of the Craven County Registry reference to which is made for a
more complete and accurate description.
There is conveyed herein a perpetual nonexclusive easement for the purpose of
ingress, egress, and regress over and upon Tract 4 as described and shown as "20"
Ingress and Regress" on that certain plat as recorded in Plat Cabinet G at Slide
184B of the Craven County Registry reference to which is made for a more
complete and accurate description.
Also being also that same property conveyed to Craven County by Commissioner's
Deed recorded December 9, 2019, in Deed Book 3594, at Page 1304, of the Craven
County Registry.
This property is also commonly referred to by its tax parcel identification number
which is 1-035-9002.
This parcel is not the primary residence of the granter.
Subject to any and all liens, restrictive covenants and easements appearing of
record .

OWNER AFFIDAVIT AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
(NO RECENT IMPROVEMENTS AND NO EXECUTORY CONTRACTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS)
PARTIES: All parties identified in this section must execute this Agreement.
OWNER: CRAVEN COUNTY
(NOTE: There can be more than one Owner if the Property has been owned by multiple parties or has been conveyed within the 120-Day Lien Period. A separate
Agreement is required for each successive owner in the 120-Day Lien Period.)
PROPERTY: 1256 Old Brick Rd.• Vanceboro. NC. Parcel No. 1-035-9002 (Street Address N/A) See EXHIBIT "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference.
(Insert street address or brief description and/or attach a description as Exhibit A. Include here any real estate that is a portion of a larger, previously
unsegregated tract when that area is reasonably necessary for the convenient use and occupation of Improvements on the larger tract.)
DEFINITIONS: The following capitalized terms as used in this Agreement shall have the following meanings:
• Improvement: All or any part of any building, structure, erection, alteration, demolition, excavation, clearing, grading, filling, or landscaping, including trees and
shrubbery, driveways, and private roadways on the Property as defined below.
• Labor, Services or Materials: Labor or professional design (including architectural, engineering, landscaping) or surveying services or materials or rental
equipment for which a lien can be claimed under NCGS Chapter 44A, Article 2.
• Contractor: Any person or entity who has performed or furnished or has contracted to perform or furnish Labor, Services or Materials pursuant to a contract,
either express or implied, with the Owner of real property for the making of an Improvement thereon. (Note that services by architects, engineers, landscapers,
surveyors, furnishers of rental equipment and contracts for construction on Property of Improvements are often provided before there is visible evidence of
construction.)
• 120-Day Lien Period: The 120 days immediately preceding the date of recordation of the latter of the deed to purchaser or deed of trust to lender in the Office
of the Register of Deeds of the county in which the Property is located.
• Owner: Any person or entity, as defined in NCGS Chapter 44A, Article 2, who has or has had any interest in the Property within the 120-Day Lien Period. For
the purposes of this Agreement, the term Owner includes: (i) a seller of the Property or a borrower under a loan agreement secured by the Property; (ii) a person
with rights to purchase the Property under a contract and for whom an Improvement is made and who ordered the Improvement to be made; and (iii) the Owner's
successors in interest and agents of the Owner acting within their authority.
• Company: The title insurance company providing the title policy for the transaction contemplated by the parties herein.
• Property: The real estate described above or on Exhibit A and any leaseholds, tenements, hereditaments, and improvements placed thereon.
• All defined terms shall include the singular or plural as required by context.
AGREEMENT: For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and as an inducement to the purchase of the
Property by a purchaser and/or the making of a loan by a lender secured by a deed of trust encumbering the Property and the issuance of a title insurance policy or
policies by Company insuring title to the Property without exception to liens for Labor, Services or Materials; Owner first being duly sworn, deposes, says and agrees:
1.
Certifications: Owner certifies that at no time during the 120-Day Lien Period have any Labor, Services or Materials been furnished in connection
with a contract, express or implied, for Improvements to the Property (including architectural, engineering, landscaping or surveying services or materials or rental
equipment for which a lien can be claimed under NCGS Chapter 44A) nor have any Labor, Services or Materials been furnished on the Property prior to the 120-Day
Lien Period that will or may be completed after the date of this affidavit OR only minor repairs and/or alterations to pre-existing Improvements have been made and
Owner certifies such repairs and/or alterations have been completed and those providing Labor, Services or Materials for the repairs have been paid in full.
2.
Reliance and Indemnification: This Agreement may be relied upon by the purchaser in the purchase of the Property, a lender to make a loan secured
by a deed of trust encumbering the Property and by Company in issuance of a title insurance policy or policies insuring title to the Property without exception to matters
certified in this Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement shall survive the disbursement of funds and closing of this transaction and shall be binding upon Owner
and anyone claiming by, through or under Owner.
Owner agrees to indemnify and hold purchaser, lender, and Company harmless of and from any and all loss, cost, damage and expense of every kind, and attorney's
fees, costs and expenses, which the purchaser, lender or Company shall or may incur or become liable for, directly or indirectly, as a result of reliance on the certifications
of Owner made herein or in enforcement of the Company's rights hereunder.
3.
NCLTA Copyright and Entire Agreement: This Agreement and any attachments hereto represent the entire agreement between the Owner and the
Company, and no prior or contemporaneous agreement or understanding inconsistent herewith (whether oral or written) pertaining to such matters is effective.
THIS IS A COPYRIGHT FORM and any variances in the form provisions hereof must be specifically stated in the blank below and agreed to in writing by the Company.
No modification of this Agreement, and no waiver of any of its terms or conditions, shall be effective unless made in writing and approved by the Company.
(Signature page follows)

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this instrument in such form as to be
binding, this the day and year first above written .
CRAVEN COUNTY
By:
JASON R. JONES, Chairman,
Craven County Board of Commissioners

(COUNTY SEAL)

ATTEST:

NAN HOLTON, Clerk,
Craven County Board of Commissioners
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The undersigned Notary Public does hereby certify that on the _ _ day of February,
2022, JASON R. JONES, with whom I am personally acquainted, personally appeared before me
in the State of North Carolina and the County of Craven and, being by me duly sworn, says that
he is the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, and that NAN HOLTON is
the Clerk of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, the body politic and corporate
described in and which executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the common seal of
said body politic and corporate; that the seal affixed to the foregoing instrument is said common
seal; that the name of the body politic and corporate was subscribed thereto by the said
Chairman; that the said common seal was affixed, all by order of the Board of Commissioners of
said body politic and corporate; and that the said instrument is the act and deed of said body
politic and corporate.
WITNESS my hand and official seal this the _ _

My Commission Expires:

NOTARY SEAL/STAMP MUST APPEAR
LEGIBLY IN BOX TO RIGHT

day of Feburary, 2022.

NOTARY PUBLIC

EXHIBIT A

Property Description
All that certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in Number One (1} Township, Craven
County, North Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being all of Tract 3 containing approximately 0.79 acres more or less as the same is shown
on that certain plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS dated January 14, 2003 and
bears the title "Division Among Heirs Survey for Chairman N. Evans and Queen Ester
Nobles" with the same being recorded in Plat Cabinet G at Slide 1848 of the Craven
County Registry reference to which is made for a more complete and accurate
description.
There is conveyed herein a perpetual nonexclusive easement for the purpose of ingress,
egress, and regress over and upon Tract 4 as described and shown as "20" Ingress and
Regress" on that certain plat as recorded in Plat Cabinet G at Slide 1848 of the Craven
County Registry reference to which is made for a more complete and accurate
description.
Also being also that same property conveyed to Craven County by Commissioner's Deed
recorded December 9, 2019, in Deed Book 3594, at Page 1304, of the Craven County
Registry.
This property is also commonly referred to by its tax parcel identification number which
is 1-035-9002.
This parcel is not the primary residence of the granter.
Subject to any and all liens, restrictive covenants and easements appearing of record .

ATTACHMENT #7.B

CRAVEN COUNTY
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CONVEYANCE
AFTER EXPIRATION OF UPSET BID PERIOD
WHEREAS, Craven County owns certain real property identified as Tax Parcel 1-035037(hereinafter "the Real Property"), the Real Property having been acquired by Craven County
in deed recorded in Book 3157 Page 226 in the Office of the Register of Deeds of Craven County;
and,
WHEREAS, Craven County previously received and approved an Offer to Purchase the Real
Property, and Craven County subsequently advertised said offer for upset bids as required by
North Carolina General Statute §160A-269; and,
WHEREAS, the upset bid period required under North Carolina General Statute §160A269 has expired; and,
WHEREAS, the Craven County Board of Commissioners deems it advisable and in the best ·
interest of the County to sell its interest in the Real Property to the successful bidder and to
convey its interest in said property by quitclaim deed.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF CRAVEN
COUNTY THAT:
Section 1.

The last and highest bid of Charles Ray Banks in the sum of $1,800.00 for

the Real Property is hereby accepted, and the Offer to Purchase previously executed by Craven
County subject to the provisions of North Carolina General Statute §160A-269 is hereby ratified
and confirmed in its entirety.
Section 2.

Upon payment of the full purchase price, the Chairman, the County

Manager, the Assistant County Manager, the Clerk to the Board of Commissioners and/or County
Attorney are authorized to take all actions necessary to accomplish the · transactions
contemplated by this Resolution, including but not limited to the execution and delivery of the
quitclaim deed attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.

ADOPTED THIS 7 th DAY OF Februa·ry, 2022.

JASON R. JONES, Chairman
(County Seal)

NAN HOLTON,
Clerk to the Board

Craven County Geographic Information System
Craven County does NOT warrant the information shown on this page and should be used ONLY for tax assessment purposes.
This report was created by Craven County GIS reporting services on 11/29/2021 10:56:18 AM

Parcel ID:

1-035 -037

Owner:

CRAVEN COUNTY

Malling Address :

406 CRAVEN ST NEW BERN NC 28560

Property Address :

1250 OLD BRICK RD

Description :

LOT 1-A SURVEY FOR CHARMAIN EVANS QUEEN ESTER
NOBLES HEIRS$

Subdivision :

Lot Description :
Assessed Acreage :

0.595

Calculated Acreage: 0.610

Deed Reference :

3157-0226

Recorded Date :

1 3 2013

Land Value :

$12,000

Tax Exempt:

Yes

Improvement Value :

$0

# of Improvements :

O

Total Value :

$12,000

City Name:

Fire tax District:

TOWNSHIP 1

Drainage District :

Special District :

Recorded Survey :
Estate Number :

Land use:

RES - PERSONAL PROP MFG HOME

Recent Sales Information
Sale Price

SALE DATE

Sellers Name

Buyers Name

Sale Type

1/3/2013

ELLISON, PAUL

CRAVEN COUNTY

STRAIGHT
TRANSFER

$0

5/5/2011

COWARD, CHARMAIN & ELLISON, PAUL
Q ESTER NOBLES

STRAIGHT
TRANSFER

$0

List of Improvements to Site
No improvements listed for this parcel
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NORTH CAROLINA
COMMISSIONER'S DEED
CRAVEN COUNTY
Revenue Stmnps: $0.00
Parcel # 1-035.03 7
THIS COMMISSIONER'S DEED, made and executed this 2nd day of January, 20 13, by
and between ANAKAH D. HARRISON, Commissioner, pursuant to a judgment of the District
Court of the General Court of Justice of Craven County in an action entitled ''Craven County.
Plaintiff v. Paul Ellison, et al., Defendants.". Grantor, to CRAVEN COUNTY, whose mailing
address is: 406 Craven Street. New Bern. NC 28560, Grantee.
WITNESS ETH:

WHEREAS, said ANAKAH D. HARRISON, Commissioner, bi,ing empowered and
directed by a judgment in the said action, did, on the 7,j,, day of December, 2012, after due
advertisement according to law, and as directed by said judgment, expose the land hen:inafter
described to public sale at the door of the Craven County Courthouse, where and when said
CRAVEN COUNTY became the last and highest bidder tor said land at the public sale in the sum
of$l,747.94;

- -- --~-~--~~-=~
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l'repared l:ly:
ell. Su~g. Cannichael. Hicks & Han. P.A.
4 I 6 Pollock Scrcel
New Bern. NC 28560
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WHEREAS, on the 10th day of December, 2012, ANAKAH D. HARRISON,
Commissioner, reported lo the Court that CRAVEN COUNTY was the last ond highest bidder for
said property in the amount of$l ,747.94;
WHEREAS, more than 10 days passed after entry of said bid and the report thereof to the
Court without any additional advance or upset bid being offered; and
WHEREAS, on the 28~' day of December, 2012, ANAKAH D. HARRISON,
Commissioner was ordered by judgment of said Court to execute a deed in foe simple to CRAVEN
COUNTY;and
WHEREAS, no actual transfer of funds between Grantee and Grantor occurred as Grantee is
also the taxing unit having instituted the foreclosure action to satisfy its ad valorem tax lien(s).
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the said ANAKAH D. HARRISON,
Commissioner, as aforesaid, does hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey to CRAVEN COUNTY,
oil of those certain tracts or parcels of land lying and being situated in Number One ( 1) Township,
Craven County. North Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows;
Being all of Tract JA containing approximately 0.61 acres more or less as the
same is shown on that certain plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS
dated ,January 14, 2003 and bears the title "Division Among Heirs Survey for
Chairman N. Evans and Queen Ester Nobles" with the same being recorded
in Plat Cabinet G at Slide 184B of the Craven County Registry reference to

which Is made for a more complete and accurate description. Parcel Number
1-035-037.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid tracts or parcels of land and all privileges and
appurtenances, to CRAVEN COUNTY, the said Grantee, in fee simple forever, in as full and ample

2
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manner as said ANAKAH D. HARRISON, Commissioner, as aforesaid, is authorized and
empowered to convey same.
IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the said ANAKAH D. HARRISON, Commissioner, hath hereunto set
his hand and seal the day and year first above written.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF CRAVEN

C_..,... /~\ .:),. ,\

I,
, a Notary Public of the County of Craven, State of
1 II.,
North Carolina, do hereby certify that ANAKAH D. HARRISON, CommJssioncr, personally
appeared before me this day and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing instrument.
WITNESS my hand and notarial stamp or seal. this

.L

day of January.2013.

My Commission Expires:

l.blM I lb
Carrie A. Padilla
NOttll'f Publk.:
Craven Coun

M Comm!
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Prepared by:
Grady Quattlebaum, PLLC
244-A Craven Street
New Bern, N.C. 28560

Revenue Stamps: $0
Parcel ID #:1-035-037
Type of Instrument: QCD
Primary Residence of
Grantor: No

Return to: 5544 NC Hwy 41, Trenton, NC 28585
Address of Grantor: 406 Craven Street, New Bern, NC 28560
Address of Grantee: 5544 NC Hwy 41, Trenton, NC 28585

THIS DEED, made this 7th day of February, 2022, from CRAVEN COUNTY (referred to
herein as "Grantor") to CHARLES RAY BANKS (referred to herein as "Grantee"), is as follows:
WITNESSETH that Grantor in consideration of the sum of TEN DOLLARS ($10.00) and other
good and valuable consideration paid by Grantee to Grantor, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, has remised and released, and by these presents does remise, release and
quitclaim to Grantee the real property described in EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HERETO AND
INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE, which said real property does not include the primary

residence of the Grantor.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforesaid described real property and all privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging to the Grantee, forever free and discharged from all right,
title and interest of the Grantor or anyone claiming by, through or under the Grantor.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this instrument in such form as to be
binding, this the day and year first above written .

CRAVEN COUNTY
By:
JASON R. JONES, Chairman,
Craven County Board of Commissioners
(COUNTY SEAL)

ATTEST:

NAN HOLTON, Clerk,
Craven County Board of Commissioners

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The undersigned Notary Public does hereby certify that on the _ _ day of February,
2022, JASON R. JONES, with whom I am personally acquainted, personally appeared before me
in the State of North Carolina and the County of Craven and, being by me duly sworn, says that
he is the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, and that NAN HOLTON is
the Clerk of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, the body politic and corporate
described in and which executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the common seal of
said body politic and corporate; that the seal affixed to the foregoing instrument is said common
seal; that the name of the body politic and corporate was subscribed thereto by the said
Chairman; that the said common seal was affixed, all by order of the Board of Commissioners of
said body politic and corporate; and that the said instrument is the act and deed of said body
politic and corporate.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this the-. _ day of February, 2022.

My Commission Expires:

NOTARY SEAL/STAMP MUST APPEAR
LEGIBLY IN BOX TO RIGHT

NOTARY PUBLIC

EXHIBIT A

Property Description
All that certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in Number One (1) Township,
Craven County, North Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being all of Tract IA containing approximately 0.61 acres more or less as the same
is shown on that certain plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS dated
January 14, 2003, and bears the title "Division Among Heirs Survey for Chairman
N. Evans and Queen Ester Nobles" with the same being recorded in Plat Cabinet
G at Slide 184B of the Craven County Registry reference to which is made for a
more complete and accurate description.
Also being also that same property conveyed to Craven County by Commissioner's
Deed recorded January 3, 2013, in Deed Book 3157, at Page 226, of the Craven
County Registry.
This property is also commonly referred to by its tax parcel identification number
which is 1-035-037.
This parcel is not the primary residence of the granter.
Subject to any and all liens, restrictive covenants and easements appearing of
record.

OWNER AFFIDAVIT AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
(NO RECENT IMPROVEMENTS AND NO EXECUTORY CONTRACTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS)
PARTIES: All parties identified in this section must execute this Agreement.
OWNER: CRAVEN COUNTY
(NOTE: There can be more than one Owner if the Property has been owned by multiple parties or has been conveyed within the 120-Day Lien Period. A separate
Agreement is required for each successive owner in the 120-Day Lien Period.)
PROPERTY: 1250 Old Brick Rd .• Vanceboro. NC. Parcel No. 1-035-037 (Street Address N/Al See EXHIBIT "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference.
(Insert street address or brief description and/or attach a description as Exhibit A. Include here any real estate that is a portion of a larger, previously
unsegregated tract when that area is reasonably necessary for the convenient use and occupation of Improvements on the larger tract.)
DEFINITIONS: The following capitalized terms as used in this Agreement shall have the following meanings:
• Improvement: All or any part of any building, structure, erection, alteration, demolition, excavation, clearing, grading, filling, or landscaping, including trees and
shrubbery, driveways, and private roadways on the Property as defined below.
• Labor. Services or Materials: Labor or professional design (including architectural, engineering, landscaping) or surveying services or materials or rental
equipment for which a lien can be claimed under NCGS Chapter 44A, Article 2.
• Contractor: Any person or entity who has performed or furnished or has contracted to perform or furnish Labor, Services or Materials pursuant to a contract,
either express or implied, with the Owner of real property for the making of an Improvement thereon. (Note that services by architects, engineers, landscapers,
surveyors, furnishers of rental equipment and contracts for construction on Property of Improvements are often provided before there is visible evidence of
construction.)
• 120-Day Lien Period: The 120 days immediately preceding the date of recordation of the latter of the deed to purchaser or deed of trust to lender in the Office
of the Register of Deeds of the county in which the Property is located.
• Owner: Any person or entity, as defined in NCGS Chapter 44A, Article 2, who has or has had any interest in the Property within the 120-Day Lien Period. For
the purposes of this Agreement, the term Owner includes: (i) a seller of the Property or a borrower under a loan agreement secured by the Property; (ii) a person
with rights to purchase the Property under a contract and for whom an Improvement is made and who ordered the Improvement to be made; and (iii) the Owner's
successors in interest and agents of the Owner acting within their authority.
• Company: The title insurance company providing the title policy for the transaction contemplated by the parties herein.
• Property: The real estate described above or on Exhibit A and any leaseholds, tenements, hereditaments, and improvements placed thereon.
• All defined terms shall include the singular or plural as required by context.
AGREEMENT: For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and as an inducement to the purchase of the
Property by a purchaser and/or the making of a loan by a lender secured by a deed of trust encumbering the Property and the issuance of a title insurance policy or
policies by Company insuring title to the Property without exception to liens for Labor, Services or Materials; Owner first being duly sworn, deposes, says and agrees:

1.
Certifications: Owner certifies that at no time during the 120-Day Lien Period have any Labor, Services or Materials been furnished in connection
with a contract, express or implied, for Improvements to the Property (including architectural, engineering, landscaping or surveying services or materials or rental
equipment for which a lien can be claimed under NCGS Chapter 44A) nor have any Labor, Services or Materials been furnished on the Property prior to the 120-Day
Lien Period that will or may be completed after the date of this affidavit OR only minor repairs and/or alterations to pre-existing Improvements have been made and
Owner certifies such repairs and/or alterations have been completed and those providing Labor, Services or Materials for the repairs have been paid in full.
2.
Reliance and Indemnification: This Agreement may be relied upon by the purchaser in the purchase of the Property, a lender to make a loan secured
by a deed of trust encumbering the Property and by Company in issuance of a title insurance policy or policies insuring title to the Property without exception to matters
certified in this Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement shall survive the disbursement of funds and closing of this transaction and shall be binding upon Owner
and anyone claiming by, through or under Owner.
Owner agrees to indemnify and hold purchaser, lender, and Company harmless of and from any and all loss, cost, damage and expense of every kind, and attorney's
fees, costs and expenses, which the purchaser, lender or Company shall or may incur or become liable for, directly or indirectly, as a result of reliance on the certifications
of Owner made herein or in enforcement of the Company's rights hereunder.
3.
NCLTA Copyright and Entire Agreement: This Agreement and any attachments hereto represent the entire agreement between the Owner and the
Company, and no prior or contemporaneous agreement or understanding inconsistent herewith (whether oral or written) pertaining to such matters is effective.
THIS IS A COPYRIGHT FORM and any variances in the form provisions hereof must be specifically stated in the blank below and agreed to in writing by the Company.
No modification of this Agreement, and no waiver of any of its terms or conditions, shall be effective unless made in writing and approved by the Company.
(Signature page follows)

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Grantor has executed this instrument in such form as to be
binding, this the day and year first above written .

CRAVEN COUNTY
By:
JASON R. JONES, Chairman,
Craven County Board of Commissioners

{COUNTY SEAL)

ATTEST:

NAN HOLTON, Clerk,
Craven County Board of Commissioners

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The undersigned Notary Public does hereby certify that on the _ _ day of February,
2022, JASON R. JONES, with whom I am personally acquainted, personally appeared before me
in the State of North Carolina and the County of Craven and, being by me duly sworn, says that
he is the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, and that NAN HOLTON is
the Clerk of the Board of Commissioners for Craven County, the body politic and corporate
described in and which executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the common seal of
said body politic and corporate; that the seal affixed to the foregoing instrument is said common
seal; that the name of the body politic and corporate was subscribed thereto by the said
Chairman; that the said common seal was affixed, all by order of the Board of Commissioners of
said body politic and corporate; and that the said instrument is the act and deed of said body
politic and corporate.
WITNESS my hand and official seal this the _ _ day of February, 2022.

My Commission Expires:

NOTARY SEAL/STAMP MUST APPEAR
LEGIBLY IN BOX TO RIGHT

NOTARY PUBLIC

EXHIBIT A

Property Description
All that certain lot or parcel of land lying and being in Number One (1) Township, Craven
County, North Carolina, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being all of Tract 1A containing approximately 0.61 acres more or less as the same is
shown on that certain plat as prepared by William E. Matthews, RLS dated January 14,
2003, and bears the title "Division Among Heirs Survey for Chairman N. Evans and Queen
Ester Nobles" with the same being recorded in Plat Cabinet G at Slide 184B of the Craven
County Registry reference to which is made for a more complete and accurate
description.
Also being also that same property conveyed to Craven County by Commissioner's Deed
recorded January 3, 2013, in Deed Book 3157, at Page 226, of the Craven County Regi stry.
This property is also commonly referred to by its tax parcel identification number which
is 1-035-037.
This parcel is not the primary residence of the granter.
Subject to any and all liens, restrictive covenants and easements appearing of record.

ATTACHMENT #7.C

NORTH CAROLINA
CRAVEN COUNTY
MEDICAL DIRECTOR AGREEMENT
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

THIS MEDICAL DIRECTOR AGREEMENT effective as of the Effective Date, by and
between CRAVEN COUNTY, PAMLICO COUNTY, and JONES COUNT Y, each a body
politic organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of North Carolina, and
EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIANS OF CRAVEN COUNTY, PLLC, a No1th Carolina
professional limited liability company and affiliate of US Acute Care Solutions, and
CAROLINAEAST MEDICAL CENTER, a not for profit corporation organized and existing
under and by virtue of the laws of North Carolina.

WITNESS E TH:
Article
1 Definitions
Ce1tain terms having specific definitions are used generally throughout this Agreement
and these terms and definitions, unless the context clearly indicates to the contrary, are as set
forth in this Article. The defined general terms appearing in this Article are set forth in the
Agreement in the exact capitalized form as they appear between the quotation marks. When the
same term is used in this Agreement with the meaning as assigned herein, it shall appear in the
identical capitalized form . Otherwise, the meaning shall be as used in the context of the sentence
in which it appears and not necessarily that as defined herein. The terms defined in this Article
are used generally throughout the Agreement.
In addition to the defined terms appearing in this A1ticle and used generally throughout
the Agreement, some terms are specific to a pa1ticular paragraph or provision of the A greement
rather than appearing in general use. Such terms are embedded as capitalized terms within a
particular paragraph or provision and the meaning shall be as set fo1th therein.
Some terms or phrases may be emphasized by being shown in boldfaced type. In
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emphasizing a term or phrase, the defined meaning is not altered. Emphasis is used solely for
the purpose of drawing particular attention to the individual word or phrase in the context in
which it is being used.
The defined terms are:

1.1

"Agreement"

means

and

refers to this Medical Director Agreement for

Emergency Medical Services.
1.2

"Commissioners" means and refers to the Boards of Commissioners of Craven,

Pamlico, and Jones Counties individually and collectively.
1.3

"Counties" means and refers to Craven County, Pamlico County, and Jones

County, individually and collectively, as patties to this Agreement.

1.4

"Effective Date" means and refers to February 15, 2022.

1.5

"EMP" means and refers to Emergency Medicine Physicians of Craven County,

PLLC, a North Carolina professional limited liability company that has a contract with Hospital to
provide physician and advanced practice provider staffing for Emergency Depa rtment of Hospital.
Physician currently has an employment relationship with EMP.
1.6

"EMS" means and refers to Emergency Medical Services and relates to services

rendered by emergency medical services personnel in responding to improve the health and
wellness of the community and to address needs for emergency medical services to prevent loss of
life or further aggravation of physiological or psychological illness or injury. The services may
include the transport and delivery of pre-hospital emergency medical care to individuals within
Hospital's catchment area, including, but not limited to, Counties and the surrounding region.
1.7

"Final Divestment List" means and refers to the Iran Divestment List created by the

State Treasurer pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 147-86.58.
1.8

"Hospital" means and refers to CarolinaEast Medical Center, a non-profit corporation

existing by virtue of the laws of the State of No1th Carolina, and operating an acute care medical
facility located at 2000 Neuse Boulevard in New Bern, Craven County, North Carolina, that provides
medical services, including emergency medical services and emergency medical transport services in a
catchment area including, but not limited to, Craven, Pamlico, and Jones Counties, Notth Carolina.
1.9 "Medical Director" means and refers to the Physician, as engaged to provide services
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and fulfill duties and responsibilities and under this Agreement. As of the Effective Date
of this Agreement, the Medical Director is Stanley Koontz, M.D.

1.10

"Medical Staff'' means and refers to the Active Medical Staff of Hospital.

l. 11

"Physician" means and refers to Stanley Koontz, M.D.

1.12

"Term" means and refers to the initial period of one (1) calendar year consisting of

twelve ( 12) calendar months, from the Effective Date of this Agreement and any renewals thereof
as provided in this Agreement.

Article 2
Recitals

The following recitals are incorporated here as an integral patt of this Agreement:
2.1

Counties, and each of them, through their respective Commissioners, have, as a

public purpose, authority and responsibility for promoting the public health, safety, and welfare
of their citizens and residents by providing adequate hospital, medical and health care. Such
authority and responsibility includes providing EMS.
2.2

Hospital operates a public, not-for-profit acute care hospital facility located in

New Bern, Craven County, North Carolina and provides medical care and services, including,
but not limited to, EMS, for the citizens and residents of Counties and the surrounding region.
2.3

Counties, and each of them, coordinate with and delegate to Hospital administrative

and other responsibilities for operation of EMS for citizens and residents of Counties and the
surrounding region.
2.4

Effective and appropriate provision of EMS requires ce1tain professional and

administrative services provided by a qualified Medical Director of EMS who is a licensed
physician having special knowledge, training, and experience in the practice of emergency
medicine, including the provision of EMS, and the supervision of qualified personnel who
provide EMS. In addition, the physician must be a member of the medical profession in good
standing with all applicable federal, state, and local licensing boards and governmental agencies
as well as with both public and private payers.
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2.5

Since July l, 2014, EMP and Hospital have had in place a formal agreement

entitled "Amended and Restated Emergency Services Agreement," as amended, by which EMP
provides, through its physicians and advance practice providers, emergency medicine services to
patients in the Hospital's Emergency Department. EMP and Hospital have mutually agreed that,
EMP shall nominate and appoint the Physician to serve as Medical Director under this
Agreement.
2.6

Physician has necessary professional qualifications and expe11ise to serve as

Medical Director of EMS. EMP represents that Physician is willing to assume responsibilities as
Medical Director of EMS under this Agreement. In fulfilling such responsibilities, Physician
will be functioning as an employee of EMP and an independent contractor in relation to Counties
and Hospital.
2.7

Counties, EMP, and Hospital wish to now collectively contract for EMP to provide

the Physician to serve as Medical Director of EMS and to compensate EMP for services as
Medical Director of EMS.
2.8 Counties, EMP, and Hospital, and each of them, have considered several alternative
arrangements for operation and administration of EMS in Counties and the surrounding region
and provision of a qualified Medical Director for such EMS and have determined that the needs
of Counties and Hospital and the provision of quality EMS to the citizens and residents of
Counties, and each of them, can most effectively served by the Agreement.

Article 3
Counties' Obligations

3.1

Counties, and each of them, hereby contract with Hospital and EMP for EMP to

cause the Physician to act as the Medical Director of EMS, as specified in this Agreement, and
EMP and Physician hereby accept such engagement. Such services shall be provided in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and all administrative policies of Hospital and
the performance of such services shall be in accordance with generally accepted professional
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standards for such services.
3.2

Counties, and each of them, shall participate in providing for the Medical Director

to receive compensation for the services provided under this Agreement. The parties agree that
such compensation shall be based on fair market value for the services performed and does not in
any manner take into account the volume or value of any actual or expected referrals to Hospital
or other business otherwise generated between or among the patties. Counties' respective shares
with regard to participating in providing the annual compensation for the Medical Director under
this Agreement will be as follows:
Craven County:

Ten thousand and no/100 dollars ($10,000.00)/year

Pamlico County:

Five thousand and no/I 00 dollars ($5000.00)/year

Jones County:

Five thousand and no/I 00 dollars ($5000.00)/year

3.3

Payment by Counties of their respective shares of the Medical Director's

compensation under this Agreement shall be made through periodic payments or through lump
sum payments in accordance with a plan of action agreed upon by Counties, and each of them, to
Hospital. Hospital will handle the administrative details, including providing periodic invoices
to Counties, relating to collection and receipt of monies to be paid by Hospital and Counties
under this Agreement, and will provide payment of such monies to EMP for EMP to arrange for
disbursement to Physician of all monies due and owing as compensation for Physician under this
Agreement.
3.4

Except for Counties' respective financial obligations to pa1ticipate in providing

for the Medical Director's compensation under this Agreement, Counties shall have no
responsibility for providing or contributing to the provision of any other monies or benefits to
EMP or Hospital for the Medical Director's services under this Agreement including, but not
limited to, insurance, health, disability, or other benefits.

Likewise, Counties shall have no

responsibility for making any withholdings or paying any taxes due and owing by EMP or
Physician relating to compensation paid for the Medical Director services under this Agreement.
3.5

Nothing contained herein or in the relationship between or among Counties and

Hospital and EMP is intended to interfere with the exercise of independent medical judgment by
Physician when performing as Medical Director pursuant to this Agreement or with the
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professional nature of the physician-patient relationship, either with the Physician and patients
or with Physician and personnel providing EMS or with Physician and other physicians and
medical providers in Hospital or elsewhere.
3.6

It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties that Physician, in the

performance of duties as Medical Director of EMS under this Agreement is and will at all times
be acting and performing as an independent contractor and not as an employee of Counties, or
any of them, or of Hospital.

Article 4
EMP Obligations
4.1

In consideration of the commitments and agreements set forth in this Agreement,

EMP hereby contracts with Counties and Hospital, as an independent contractor thereof, to cause
the Physician to act as the Medical Director of EMS, as specified in this Agreement, and EMP
hereby accepts such engagement. Such services shall be provided in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement and all administrative policies of Hospital and the performance of
such services shall be in accordance with generally accepted professional standards for such
services.
4.2

EMP shall compensate Physician for performing the services hereunder in the

total amount of sixty thousand and no/I 00 dollars ($60,000.00) annually and the pa1ties agree
that such amount is based on fair market value for the services performed and does not in any
manner take into account the volume or value of any actual or expected referrals to Hospital or
other business otherwise generated between or among the patties. EMP's share with regard to
paiticipating in providing the aforesaid annual compensation for Physician under this Agreement
will be in the amount of ten thousand and no/100 dollars ($10,000.00) annually.

Article 5
Hospital Obligations

In consideration of the commitments and agreements set fo1th in this Agreement, Hospital
hereby agrees as follows:
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5.1

Hospital hereby contracts with Counties, and each of them, and with EMP, as an

independent contractor, to engage Physician to act as Medical Director of EMS, as specified in
this Agreement, and EMP hereby accepts such engagement. Such services shall be provided in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and all administrative policies of Hospital and
the performance of such services shall be in accordance with generally accepted professional
standards for such services.
5.2

Hospital shall pmticipate in providing for the Medical Director to receive

compensation under this Agreement. Hospital's contribution to the compensation shall be in the
total amount of thitty thousand and no/I 00 dollars ($30,000.00) annually and the parties agree
that such amount is based on fair market value for the services performed and does not in any
manner take into account the volume or value of any actual or expected referrals to Hospital or
other business otherwise generated between or among the patties.
5.3

In addition to Hospital 's compensation commitment as set forth in Section 5.2 of

this Agreement, Hospital shall provide Physician with materials, supplies, and personnel to assist
Physician in fulfilling the obligations as Medical Director of EMS under this Agreement and, shall
also, if necessary and appropriate, provide administrative suppo11 relating to handling of
Physician's compensation under this Agreement.

Article 6
EMP/Physician Obligations

In consideration of the commitments and agreements set forth in this Agreement, EMP
agrees to cause Physician to perform services as Medical Director of EMS and, more
specifically, EMP and Physician hereby agree as follows:

4.1

During the Term of this Agreement, Physician shall be a member of the Medical

Staff of Hospital and shall maintain such membership, in good standing, throughout the Term
and any subsequent terms or extensions of this Agreement.
42

During the Term of this Agreement, Physician shall have and shall maintain board

ce1tification in Emergency Medicine.
4.3

Physician shall serve as Medical Director of the EMS and, in this role, shall

provide the services and perform the functions described on Exhibit A that is attached to, made a
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patt of, and incorporated within this Agreement.
4.4

EMP shall be responsible for having and providing professional liability insurance

to cover Physician's services as Medical Director of EMS under this Agreement.
4.5

Physician shall perform services as Medical Director of EMS under this

Agreement whenever such services are necessary and shall be readily available at all times to
provide such services. Physician shall have reasonable discretion, subject to the need at any
given time for Physician's services under this Agreement, to determine when and under what
circumstances his commitment for performing services under this Agreement shall be fulfilled.
4.6

Counties and Hospital, as mutually" agreed by EMP and Physician, shall have the

ultimate right to determine the nature and scope of services and functions to be rendered and
performed by Physician under this Agreement and shall consult with EMP and/or Physician prior
to making any changes in such services and functions during the Term of the Agreement and any
subsequent terms or extensions of this Agreement; provided, however, that exercise of this right
shall not include or interfere with Physician's exercise of Physician's professional judgment with
regard to care and management of patients receiving services or being cared for by EMS.
4.7

Physician shall incur no financial obligation on behalf of Counties, or any of them,

or Hospital in connection with Physician's provision of services as Medical Director under this
Agreement and Physician has no authority to enter into or establish any other commitment on
behalf of Counties, or any of them, or EMP or Hospital while pe1forming the services under this
Agreement.

Article 7
Compensation

7.1

In consideration for EMP providing the Physician to serve as Medical Director of

EMS under this Agreement, Physician shall be entitled to receive compensation on an annual
basis, for each twelve-month Term during which Physician provides services under this
Agreement. Such compensation shall be in the amount of sixty thousand and 00/ 100 dollars
($60,000.00) annually. Such compensation shall be paid to EMP, on a periodic basis or as a
lump sum payment annually in accordance with a plan agreed to by the patties to this
Agreement. In the event that Physician does not complete a full twelve (12)-month commitment
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of services under this Agreement, then EMP shall be entitled to receive a pro rata portion of the
aforesaid compensation for the period of time during which Physician has provided services
under the Agreement.
The compensation provided for Physician to receive under this Agreement shall be paid
to Physician as an employee of EMP. The compensation shall be dependent upon and directly
related to Physician's compliance with Physician's obligations under this Agreement with regard
to performance of services and functions as Medical Director of EMS. EMP and /or Physician
shall be responsible for all federal and state withholding taxes as are or may be required by law.
7.2

In addition to the compensation provided in Section 7.1, EMP and/or Physician shall be

entitled to be reimbursed for any costs and expenses incurred by Physician relating directly to
Physician's services as Medical Director of EMS under this Agreement, up to a maximum of $1,000
for the first year of the Term, provided that EMP and/or Physician submits timely and appropriate
verification for any such costs and expenses. Expenses incurred by Physician while performing as
Medical Director and solely as a result of or solely due to services performed for or on behalf of
only one of Counties or Hospital, said party shall be solely responsible for reimbursement under this
section. In situations in which the expenses incurred are solely as a result of or solely due to
services performed for or on behalf of more than one party, then responsibility for reimbursement
shall be shared pro-ratably amongst said parties based on the proportionate share of each relevant
party's compensation obligation contained in section 3.2 of this Agreement. The maximum amount
available to reimburse Medical Director's costs and expenses pursuant to this Section shall be
reviewed annually and adjusted as agreed by the pa11ies. Notwithstanding the designated annual
maximum amount, if Medical Director incurs reasonable costs and expenses during any year of the
Term exceeding the maximum annual amount to perform the duties of Medical Director at the
request of a County or the Hospital, then the parties agree to review and, if appropriate, reimburse
Medical Director for such reasonable additional expenses as set forth herein.

Article 8
Term and Termination

8.1

This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect for a Term of one (I) year
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from the Effective Date unless it is terminated as provided in this Article. After the initial Term,
this Agreement shall automatically renew for successive one (1 )-year Terms unless any party
gives ninety (90) days' advance written notice of termination prior to the expiration of the then
current Term.
8.2

This Agreement may be terminated at any time by any party in the event there is a

material breach of the Agreement by another party and such breach is not cured within fifteen

(15) calendar days of written notice delivered to the breaching party and also delivered to all
other patties in accordance with this Agreement.
8.3

In the event that (a) Physician elects to terminate performance of the Medical

Director services under this Agreement, then EMP shall give the other patties notice of at least
thirty (30) days' before Physician's termination date, or (b) Physician is unavailable to provide
the Medical Director services for a period of time exceeding thirty (30) consecutive days, then
EMP may nominate and appoint another physician, who meets the same qualifications set faith
in A1ticle 6, with approval of the other parties hereto. If such physician nominated by EMP is
not approved, or if there is no available EMP physician to nominate, then the parties may
mutually agree to terminate this Agreement. If the nominated EMP physician is approved by the
parties to serve as Medical Director, then said physician shall be defined as the "Physician" as set
faith herein.
8.4

In the event of (a) enactment of new laws or regulations, (b) a final judicial

interpretation of existing laws or regulations, ( c) an amendment or change in existing laws or
regulations, or (d) the initiation of an enforcement action by a governmental agency or other
authority with respect to legislation, regulations, or instructions applicable to this Agreement,
which materially adversely affects any provision of this Agreement or the legality of this
Agreement (each of which is hereinafter referred to as an "Adverse Event"), then the patties shall
use their best efforts to negotiate in good faith an amendment to this Agreement to conform the
Agreement to the law, regulation, judicial decision, etc. which gives rise to the Adverse Event. If
no agreement can be reached within thi1ty (30) days after a written request for renegotiation by
any party due to an Adverse Event, this Agreement immediately shall terminate.
8.5

The Agreement shall terminate automatically upon the termination of Physician's

privileges as an Active Member of the Medical Staff of Hospital, as applicable, for any reason, if
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EMP's nomination and appointment of a replacement Physician is not approved by the other
parties.

Article 9
Access to Books and Records
Upon written request of the Secretary of Health and Human Services or the Comptroller
General or any of their duly authorized representatives, Counties, EMP, Hospital, and Physician
shall make available their respective contracts, books, documents, and records necessary to
verify the nature, extent, cost, and revenues of services provided under this Agreement. Such
inspection shall be available up to seven (7) years after the rendering of such services. This
Section is included pursuant to and is governed by the requirements of Section 952 of Public
Law 96-499 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1980 and its regulations promulgated
thereunder and any subsequent amendments thereto.

Article 10
Amendments

Amendments may be made to this Agreement only upon the unanimous approval in
writing by Counties, and each of them, and by EMP and Hospital; however, in the event this
Agreement is determined by an opinion of the Hospital's legal counsel to be in conflict with any
rule, regulation or provision of law pertaining to the tax-exempt status of Hospital, such that it
would place said tax-exempt status in jeopardy, such noncomplying portions of this Agreement
shall be deemed to have been deleted and this Agreement so amended immediately prior to the
Effective Date hereof. Upon such a determination, any such amendment shall thereafter be
reduced to writing, effective as aforesaid, and executed accordingly by the parties hereto, except
that no such amendment shall be deemed to affect Physician's financial compensation hereunder.

Article 11
Compliance with Legal and Regulatory Requirements and Standards
With regard to performing their respective obligations under this Agreement, the patties,
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and each of them, shall, at all times, comply with all applicable statutes, regulations, rules, and
directives of federal, state, and other governmental and regulatory bodies having jurisdiction
over them or any of them. Physician's performance of the Medical Director services shall be in
compliance with the policies and regulations of the Hospital, the applicable standards of The
Joint Commission, the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996, and all currently accepted and approved methods, standards, and practices as applicable
to the services rendered hereunder.

Article 12
Miscellaneous

12. l

Non-Discrimination. In providing services under this Agreement, no patty, nor

Physician, shall discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, gender, age, religion, national
origin, handicap or disability, Vietnam-era veteran status, or other legally protected status.
12.2 Entire Agreement;

Modifications. This Agreement supersedes all

prior

agreements, offers and understandings, whether written or oral and regardless of the form
thereof, and constitutes the entire agreement between the parties hereto with regard to the subject
matter hereof. It may not be amended or modified except as provided by A1ticle IO of this
Agreement.
12.3 Notices and Communications. Notices or communications required or permitted
to be given under this Agreement shall be given to the respective patties by hand or by registered
or ce1tified mail or nationally recognized courier service (said notice being deemed given as of
the date of receipt) at the following addresses:

For Craven County:
Jack Veit
Craven County Manager
Craven County Administration Building
406 Craven Street
New Bern, NC 28560
Telephone: 252-636-6600
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For Pamlico County:
Tim Buck
Pamlico County Manager
Pamlico County Administration Building
302 Main Street
Bayboro, NC 28515
Telephone: 252-745-3133

For Jones County:
Franky Howard
Jones County Manager
Jones County Administration Building
418 North Carolina Highway 58
Trenton, NC 28585
Telephone: 252-448-7571

For EMP :
Emergency Medicine Physicians of Craven County, PLLC
c/o EMP Management Group, Ltd.
4535 Dressler Road, N .W.
Canton, Ohio 44791-4500
Attention: Legal Depat1ment
Telephone: 800-828-0898
For Hospital:
G. Raymond Leggett Ill
President and Chief Executive Officer
2000 Neuse Boulevard
New Bern, North Caro lina 28560
Telephone: 252-633-8121
Copy to:
Cynthia L. Turco
Vice President of Legal Affairs
2000 Neuse Boulevard
New Bern, No11h Carolina 28560

Any party may change the address for such notice by giving written notice of such
change of address to the other patties.
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12.4

Non-Waiver. The failure or delay of any party to enforce or pursue any right or

remedy existing pursuant to this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of such right or
remedy and shall not limit such patty's ability to pursue or enforce such right or remedy or any
future right or remedy.
12.5

Headings. The Section headings in this Agreement are for reference purposes only

and shall not be given any legal effect or affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this
Agreement.
12.6

Governing Law. It is the intention of the parties hereto that this Agreement and

the performance hereunder and all suits and special proceedings hereunder be construed in
accordance with and under and pursuant to the laws of the State of North Carolina and that in
any action, special proceeding or other proceeding that may be brought arising out of, in
connection with, or by reason of this Agreement shall be brought in Craven County, North
Carolina.
12. 7

Duplicate Originals. This Agreement shall be executed in duplicate originals,

each of which shall be deemed an original and shall be admissible in any proceeding, legal or
otherwise, without the production of the other such original.
12.8

Assignment. No assignment of this Agreement or the rights and obligations

hereunder shall be valid without the specific written consent of the parties hereto.
12.9

E-verify. EMP will comply with the requirements of A1ticle 2 of Chapter 64 of the

No1th Carolina General Statutes, to the extent applicable.

EMP shall verify, by affidavit,

compliance of the terms of this section upon request by Counties.
12.10 Iran Divestment. EMP ce1tifies that it is not listed on the Final Divestment List.
The Final Divestment List can be found on the State Treasurer's .website at the address
www.nctreasurer.com/lran and should be updated every 180 days.
12.11 Israel Boycott. EMP ce1tifies that it has not been designated by the North Carolina
State Treasurer as engaged in the boycott of Israel pursuant to N .C. Gen. Stat. § 147-86.81 . It is
the responsibility of EMP to monitor compliance with this ce1tification.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the patties, and each of them, have executed or have
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caused this instrument to be executed with its authority and on its behalf. Physician has signed
this Agreement and has adopted the typewritten word " SEAL" appearing beside his name, to
indicate Physician's express agreement to be bound by Physician's obligations as contained
herein, all on the day and year first above written.

CRAVEN COUNTY
By:
Print Name:
Title:

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

Date Signed:

PAMLICO COUNTY
By:
Print Name:
Title:

- - - - - -- - - - - -- -

----------------

Date Signed:

JONES COUNTY
By:
Print Name:
Title:

- - - - - - - - - -- - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Date Signed:
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EMP OF CRAVEN COUNTY, PLLC
By:
Print Name: - - - - - -- - - - - - Title: - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Date Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _

CAROLINAEAST MEDICAL CENTER
By:
Print Name: G. Raymond Leggett III
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer

Date Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHYSICIAN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(SEAL)
Stanley Koontz, M.D.

Date Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the North Carolina Local
Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act.

Craven County Finance Officer
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This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the North Carolina Local
Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act.

Pamlico County Finance Officer

This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the No11h Carolina Local
Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act.

Jones County Finance Officer
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Exhibit A
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
OF
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
JOB DESCRIPTION

The Medical Director of Emergency Medical Services ("EMS") shall have the following duties
consistent with any and all applicable laws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures, and protocols.

The Medical Director of EMS shall:
•

Provide overall medical direction for the emergency medical services serving Counties, and
each of them, and affiliated with Hospital and personnel providing such services;

•

Provide clinical and administrative leadership and medical consultation for EMS and EMS
personnel;

•

Provide oversight relative to pre-hospital emergency medical care in Hospital's catchment
area including Counties, and each of them;

•

Establish and, as appropriate, monitor the review, revision, and implementation of
guidelines, policies and procedures for EMS;

•

Serve as liaison with other health care facilities, physician groups, and local first responder
and EMS providers;

•

Participate, as necessary or requested, in the investigation and resolution of complaints
regarding EMS and services provided by EMS personnel.
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ATTACHMENT #12
Qlraum Q:olllllJI

I

DISTRIBUTION:

••~=oli. •

ORIGINAL: FINANCE
DUPLICATE: DEPARTMENT

BUDGET AMENDMENTS
1. Fund: General

------------------

3. Revenue Account Number(s)
1010000-39901 Current Year FB

Amount
92,576

Total:

2. Department: _P_la_n_n_in..::g,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Expenditure Account Number(s)
1014910-44000 Contract Services

92,576

Total:

92,576

Amount

92,576

Justification or Explanation of Change:
The Planning Department is requesting $92,576 to perform the access road improvements to the Sandy Ridge Mobile Home Park located
In Bridgeton. Four bids were received and GHC Construction of New Bern had the lowest bid, $77,146. A 20% overrun contingency for
unforeseen expenditures brings the total to $92,576. This improvement will be phase 1 of the overall improvements under the default
judgement.

Department Head

County Commissioners/Chairman
FINBA -

Revised 0l 0907

Date

County Manager

Date

Date

Journal Entry Number

Date

Road Improvement Pricing Spreadsheet
l<eener Avenue
Bridgeton Mobile Home Park

This scope will include asphalt/ base milling-mixing in place; grading; new 6" ABC stone; 2" of asphalt
20' wide and associated roadside shoulder/ swales work for 700 LF of road to be improved.
Please see below pricing quotes per scope for this project.

Construction Company
GHC Construction, Inc.
Hardy Construction, Inc.
Trader Construction Company
Anderson Construction Company

Estimate
$77,146.00
$87,750.00
$95,000.00
$122,110.50

